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FOREWORD

Dear Reader,
It is time again for the annual Sigma Tau Delta Literary Review to grace our shelves
and desks. With every publication and every year comes a very different set of submissions,
colored with the experiences of growing and changing people.
These selections are meant to embody a cross-section of diverse students, literary
genres, and reading experiences. From graduating seniors to first-year students beginning
their life journey, this compilation is a brilliant representation of the diversity of Whittier
College and the academic world at large.
However; this Literary Review could not have been possible without the help of a
number of people. First, thank you to the brave individuals who submitted their works to
be scrutinized by their peers. Submitting takes courage and can be trying as we are, in a
sense, turning in pieces of ourselves to be judged.
Second, thank you to the people who took time out of their weekend to select
submissions. These people include Mark Bade, Mike Rozenkrantz, Lauren Stracner,
Shannon Siracuse, Sean Morris, and Anne Kiley—thanks for being bright-eyed and bushytailed on an early Saturday morning during the selection process.
We also appreciate the work of Marilyn Chavez. Collecting submissions, organizing
them, and answering questions about how to submit are as much a part of the process as
printing the final book, or editing the mistakes.
We also need to thank Lauren Stracner for undertaking the task of designing and
laying out this volume, including the cover design, which took many hours in front of a
glaring computer monitor.
Finally, thanks to Professor Anne Kiley and Professor Sean Morris. This year, Sigma
Tau Delta has undergone an advisor transition, as Anne Kiley retires from Whittier
College. Sean Morris has agreed to take over as the club's new advisor, so both have
worked together in creating a smooth shift for the club and the students. It is an honor to
work with such dedicated faculty on a Saturday morning.
So now, pour yourself a cup of tea, relax, and enjoy. Welcome to the 2007 edition of
the annual Literary Review published by Sigma Tau Delta. May you also appreciate the talent
that we witnessed and gain pleasure from reading another's thoughts.
Sincerely,
Barbara L. Johnson
Editor

2007 Newsoin Awards - Poetry - First Place
WHITNEY MOORE

There is No Language That Isn't the Dharma
There is no language that isn't the Dharma.
—Bodhidharma
Somehow or another, something is missing. I should
be satisfied with the plastic Gods. I should defend my place,
and understand it is craved by each, woman and man.
We are undoubtedly at their fair mercy, their luscious divinity.
They suffer us every small thing.
And, we thank you God of manufacturing, God of tables and of
profit. Thank you for your goodwill and generosity. And to
the goddesses of styrofoam, grace, and spoons whose splendor,
divine and endless will be prayed upon. I pray, to you, sweet savior
of indulgence, saccharine waste and synthetics. But always are we starved,
prowling through your backyard trash bins, your tapestry of leaf,
grain, soap and sin is not complete and cannot be hung, it desires
only gratitude and receives only lust. Our hunger, infinite and perturbed,
is hunting your womb and comfort, taking nutrients, yours, without question,
without return. I am talking about what you can and can't
live without, which is a way to decipher prosperity.
Because somehow or another, something is missing in me.
Is there a rhythm that isn't the Dharma?
To seek nothing is bliss.
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2007 Newsom Awards - Poetry - Second Place
ANDREA ORWOLL

Necropolis
Shadows crush the commonplace—
the sketchy sights on the winding, dirty, crowded,
palm-lined city streets;
the dusty, sandaled vendors, the cheap
tables of tour guides and postcards, the laundry
hanging from railing and broken windows.
And three pyramids
spring from the apartment-lined horizon
of the windless Giza plateau.
Fixed anciently, permanently,
against the too-blue desert sky,
they stand stoic, unfathomable.
Brilliant white casings of white stone
have long been chipped away and scatted,
and still the monuments shine blinding yellow-gold.
I could touch them—taste them,
richly metallic and seasoned with death—
from here, the backseat of this
cheap, cheesy, kiddy ride of a tourist van.
I'd like to tear the tinting from the dusty windows
for a clearer view. It's no small wonder that kings
committed their blood to this place;
I would do as much—want to
run my hands along their gritty
limestone faces until my palms
come away glistening red with life.
But the van drives on, and I don't move.
Instead I sit, like a child on a school bus,
sticky against fake leather seats,
pressing my face to the glass.
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2007 Newsoin Awards - Poetry - Third Place
GEORGIA FAYE HIRSTY

Torn Work Clothes
I wish I could have known his name
or where he worked,
maybe where he was from.
Just something
that would define life
for this man tied dead to a post.
I couldn't make out any facial features,
only bloated undefined shapes.
His black skin chapped from the flood
that swallowed him
and burned a deep burgundy from the sunlight
beating against his unmoving body and his torn work clothes.
I couldn't feel the wind that bounced
off the stagnant water and thrashed my face
or smell the stench that came with the breeze.
I could only stare,
at the swollen corpse
in the middle of an abandoned city.
The roar of helicopters filled the space overhead.
They never came.
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2007 Newsom Awards - Poetry - Honorable Mention
MICHAEL MARTIN

I married Jesus in a parking lot
looking Feng shui gloomy like December Mondays;
I divorced Jesus in a seedy bar
full of wormed muffin tops; he despised muffin stumps—
we remarried on an island, maybe Pora Pora,
before he playfully called me Delilah
and I called him Samson's hair: all strewn
severed strength. Jesus drank
in moderation, even moderate drunks
do not moderate their tongues
so we loudly redivorced
in a transatlantic flight
over my stealing the bedside Bible.
He did not care I had stolen it
—The Word read by a criminal
is still The Word—no, we separated
because I stole the KingJames version,
as his pet peeve was how they got it wrong,
that is not what he and his Father had meant,
not what was meant at all. We buried each other
beneath the sands of our discontent;
we scorned, seared one another's name
until sinning was sustenance, until
our stomachs strained, bulged, until
we apertured.
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2007 Newsom Awards - Poetry - Honorable Mention
CASIMIR KENISKI

American Dreamscape
The artifice of spanless skies
Cascades into the flow
Of Coca-Cola streams
Bordered by white picket fences,
Mannequins and their plastic smiles
Stealing bases and heading for home;
All the while, no one takes notice
Of those who Viad impaled for them
Upon the ivory of the posts.
With the dreams dreamed by boys
Of bubblegum-cigarette chalk
And ice cream on a hot summer's day
Replaced by red day sun
And the smoke of front porch leisure
At the end of a long day's work,
Not one of them thinks to ask:
Why do we herd cattle into the classroom?
Where are the cowboys to do thisjob?
All the while, cellular gerbils run around
On their four little wheels
To see the world that came with the happiness of their meal
As Gloomy 01' Babble reaches up
Piercing skies' provenance by surreal form.
In the end, no one seems to care.
They are waiting for God to come
And turn off the machine.
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2007 Newsom Awards - Short Fiction - First Place
DANIELLE ORNER

Blazing Horizons
he dry ring of mountains around our
stucco-encrusted suburb ignites and
smolders every autumn as regularly
as the leaves yellow and fall. Ash rains down,
coating everything stationary—parked cars,
houses, buildings, and trees—with a crumbling grey veil that rubs off on children's
wandering fingertips like the dust off a
captured moth's wing. The air becomes an
orange haze of heat and smoke and casts a
rusty glow across the burning sky. Silhouetted against this backdrop, the flakes of
ash twirl, tossed by the crackling wind. The
dark mountains, with their thirsty trees and
chunks of charred boulders, stand still beneath the flickering flames that flash over
their shoulders. They have become resigned
to this yearly ritual.
The valley below these fiery mountains is
filled with a green, brown, and yellow patchwork of neighborhoods. The identical, dirtred rooftops blur grey into the horizon and
merge with their desert background. A shiny
bottle green sign announces every asphalt
street and a trimmed lawn lies faithfully before each square house. The sputtering spray
of sprinklers awakens each evening to feed
this unnatural growth of flowers and grass
on the parched earth. Like beige beads, the
houses are precisely set and strung together
with white fences. A few personal clues in
the form of holiday flags, forgotten tricycles,
and small statues hint at the life behind the
symmetrical windows and slanted shades.
On a burning day, all the colors of lawn,
house, street, and personal items are muted
by the filmy powder of crushed ash. Only
the bare forms are recognizable beneath the
shrouds.
A section of these hills stands behind
my housing tract. The even sidewalks and
manicured front yards give way to a driedup riverbed that separates the bases of the
mountains from the suburban sprawl. The
asphalt street stops suddenly at a metal deadend barrier, leaving only a few black clumps
of tar and gravel speckled in the dirt on

the other side. A few blooming roses reach
over fences to cast their swirling shadows on
the bank of the riverbed. Aside from these
minor intrusions, the separation is almost
complete. Wild weeds with thick, sappy skins
burst out of the cracked, sandy sides of the
dead river. Thin trails up the mountain are
encroached upon by bushes, tree branches,
roots, and dried clumps of animal scat. My
father used to hike with me, my brother, and
a scraggly group of neighbor kids clambering behind him. We would stop to hunt for
misfired paintballs to squeeze between our
grimy fingers. He would find patches of miners' lettuce, point out which plants could be
eaten, and show us the holes in the rocks
where Indians had once set up their kitchens and ground acorns for bread. While the
other kids stared up at him, I noticed how
straight my father stood, and how he spoke
about everything with a quiet authority, as
if he naturally knew about everything from
miners' lettuce to the cooking habits of Native Americans. I was proud to notice the way
my father's calves bulged slightly above his
folded tube socks as he scaled the rocks beside a tiny trickling waterfall, or how the other
kids looked at him with a sort of awe. I knew
they thought he was strong and brave—not
pale and spongy like some of their fathers,
who only ventured outside in order to make
the trek from the front door to the car or to
smoke a cigarette on the curb. My father had
helmets, uniforms, and a parachute, which
he once took out and attached to my brother's red wagon. The orange cloth, faded with
age, billowed into a giant half-circle almost
as large as the one-story houses on our street.
The wagon, with my dad in it, shot down the
cul-de-sac, swerving as he yanked the handle
around as a makeshift steering wheel. No
one else was allowed to ride this homemade
contraption, despite our begging, but it was
still a thrill to behold. Kids shouted from the
safety of the sidewalks and chased my dad in
the wagon propelled by the parachute like
they chased kites through the park—always
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falling far behind the desired object in a fit
of glee and giggles.
On burning days, my father used to walk
my brother and me down to that riverbed,
clutching one of each of our hands, to watch
the mountains blaze. Black helicopters
whirred above the flames, spraying showers
of chemicals. Neighbors bustled around us
trying to get a better view, as if the spectacle
were a firework display. On my upturned face,
I could feel the heat radiating off the mountain. I could see the still-green trees bending
before the flames. I knew, from numerous
hikes into those hills, that the tree trunks
would stand charred and chalky for years after the last flames were extinguished—their
roots like slivers of charcoal buried in the
dust, and their branches turned into stubs
smudged black against the blue sky. Around
them, little shoots of new life would sprout,
but their would remain dead and still like
nature's gravestones.
Squeezing my dad's hand, I tried to look
into his face to see if he was searching out
the spots on the mountain where we had
hiked and picnicked; to see if he could hear
the crackling of dry brush before the flames;
to see if he was remembering the black,
twisted trunks; to see if he was eager and
hungry for a spectacle like the neighbors
who elbowed me for a closer spot; to see if
he had a look of determination or concern
or maybe even a small, shimmering tear at
the corner of one eye. But I couldn't make
out his features above me. His face was dark
against the flames, shadowed by the explosion of orange and red dancing before him.
I wanted to examine his features and read
the reactions etched across them. Straining, I could only make out the silhouette of
his jaw line and his cheekbones dotted with
bristles of close-shaved hairs. A raspy and
weak "Daddy" lingered in my throat hoping
to turn his profile but I knew that his expression would change at the sound of my voice;
the second he took to look down would spoil
my examination. So I turned my eyes from
the dark outline of my father's face and back
to the blinding blaze of the burning hills.

tains as I sit at the kitchen table years later.
My elbow sticks to the plastic of the floral
tablecloth that my mother buys each spring,
after throwing out the crinkled snowflakecovered winter version. I have been sitting
here for an hour now with my hand cupping my chin. There is nothing left to do.
The house has been cleaned, dinner eaten,
and my brothers have all hidden themselves
in their rooms; there are four of them now.
My mother sits on the couch in a pool of living room light, listlessly flipping through old
magazines. I wipe a few moist crumbs from
around the edge of the cake plate in front
of me, bring careful not to smudge the swirling peaks of brown frosting. I turn to smooth
the tape on the corner of a homemade paper banner hanging on the wall behind me.
Both the cake and the banner read Welcome
Home Dad: one in clumsy red icing letters
and the other in a squiggly explosion of
magic-marker colors. The cake is German
chocolate because that's my dad's favorite
kind. Earlier in the evening, I stood at the
counter stirring the thick batter, while my
brothers lay on their bellies on the kitchen
floor circling the spread-out banner with
magic markers working and with tongues
sticking out of the sides of their mouths.
The whole arrangement suddenly strikes me
as painfully childish. I wonder if there is still
time to get rid of it all. I glance toward the
white plastic trash can in the corner of the
kitchen. My hands twitch reflexively toward
the edge of the plate. The pages of my mother's magazine flutter, as, unseeing, she turns
to another article. I draw my hands back into
my lap.
What will he think of this as he walks
in the door—still in uniform, still smelling
faintly of oil and with particles of sand clinging to his skin? The cake looks ridiculous and
clumsy, an obvious gesture of the foolishly
innocent. Cakes like this are for children's
birthdays and graduations and other sentimental occasions—not for another homecoming from a forgotten war.
Attempting to imagine how myfatherwill
see our efforts, I collect all the information
that I have received in his letters and e-mails
*
*
*
*
*
about his last seven months in my mind, and
try to assemble the scraps into a complete
I am remembering the darkness of my image. He wrote that there were daily dust
father's face and the red glow of the moun- storms and that a fine sand blew into every
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crack. It wedged itself into the narrow slits
between teeth and the fissure of chapped
lips. It dusted the surface of sunburnt faces
and turned to mud at the moist corners of
eyes and mouths. My family sent him cleaning cloths so he could coax the sand out
from between the gaps on his keyboard. He
sent back pictures of giant camel spiders,
which looked like dangerous creatures from
a sci-fi movie. He scrawled on the back of
the photo that they were known to charge
people; so he had to be careful when walking to the bathroom. He also sent pictures
of smiling Marines with tired eyes, standing
beside their helicopters with nothing but a
tan horizon stretching behind them. I recognized their confident manner, standing
in uniform and leaning easily against their
menacing machines, from family day picnics
and visits to my father's office on base. They
seem too soft to be able to control the sleek
metal contraptions behind them. The thin
blades of the helicopter slice into the tan sky
and the window-eye of the cockpit glistens
almost hungrily in the wavy heat of the Middle Eastern sun. My father commands these
men and their machines in this dusty haze of
a place. I don't know much more. He can't
tell and we don't ask, even when he is free to
share all the details.
My family stopped watching the news after he left for his first war in Saudi Arabia.
My brother, who was five at the time, cried
out "Daddy, Daddy" upon seeing fiery blasts
shooting out of the sand in oily black and
burning orange plumes on the evening
news. Swiftly rushing to the television set, my
mother flicked off the news, and we never
turned it on again. Now, while my father is
on his second tour in Fallujah on Operation
Iraqi Freedom, I know only what my father
writers and what I am forced to hear in others' conversations. I won't ask him when he
returns about this trip or any other; despite
the fact that his sleeping bags from Saudi
Arabia, which are stored in the garage, still
have flecks of sand buried in their corners
and his photo albums still have pictures of
each tour saved on crisp, fresh pages.
Once, I sent him Easter candy in a box
lined with pictures of fuzzy chicks and colored
eggs. Sealing the overflowing box, I tried to
imagine my father receiving it. Weeks later, a
letter came telling me that he had passed out

all the candy to injured Iraqi children. I saw
the pastel Lifesavers crinkling in their individual plastic wrappers in small, dark hands,
crusted with dirt and dried blood. I saw their
blank, black orphaned eyes. I wondered who
had hurt them, and I never sent a box to my
father again. I only sent letters and e-mails
that weren't returned for days because of
failing power lines. My mother refused to
send even those things. He would call on the
phone every other month, and she would
pass the receiver around to us kids. We spoke
with long pauses because there was an echo.
His voice actually took time to travel across
the line from far away. The conversations
were short and unnatural.
The last time he came home, he seemed
smaller. As he walked across the movie theater lobby towards us, several weekends after his return, he seemed lost in his checked
shirt and blue jeans. His hair had thinned,
and the skin of his bald spot looked raw and
sunburned. It reminded me of the top of a
baby bird's head, which is both tender with
vulnerability and wrinkled, as if with age. I
wondered if other people in that lobby could
see these little signs: the quick bounce at the
tip of his white tennis shoes as he hurried
towards us—which were too light to coincide
with his profession—and the lines around
his green eyes, and the neatness of his jeans,
and the concerned glances at his watch as
the movie time neared, and the big bucket
of popcorn he stopped to buy for all of us
despite the lack of time. But then he joined
us, and I could no longer observe him as a
stranger would.
On Sunday mornings, he always made
pancakes. Leaning over the hot griddle, he
waited, spatula in hand, for the white batter
to bubble before flipping the soft circles over
to brown on the other side. He heated the
syrup in the microwave, then placed it on a
plate to catch the sticky drips after multiple
pours. Singing "0' What a Beautiful Morning" at the top of his deep voice, he used the
smell of his cooking and the sound of his
singing to rouse all five of us from our beds.
We grumbled, pretending to be annoyed, as
we sat down with tousled hair and crinkled
pajamas to a golden heap of pancakes. My
father smiled, savoring the pleasure of being
the one to wake us up at a decent hour.
*
*
*
*
*
*
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The images of my father at the griddle
and standing before a helicopter in a wartorn desert hover before me in the darkness
of our kitchen. My mother has given up on
the magazine, and it lies halfway on her lap
as it slides sideways onto the couch. Her eyes
gaze ahead looking at nothing. We wait for
the sound of the front door opening. We
never pick my dad up at the airport, waving
American flags and banners like the other
families do. He says it is because he is afraid
my mother will show up in a tie-dyed T-shirt
waving a peace sign, which is not an unjustified fear since my mother has regularly hung
up on the wives-of-Marines representatives.
But it is also my father's need to see off all
the other men under his command before
going home that has kept us from waiting on
the runway. His friend, whom we called Ditto
after his call-sign, drives him home.
The rattling sound of the knob being
jostled echoes in our silent house for only a
moment before being eclipsed by the thunder of my brothers on the stairs, the dogs
barking and scrambling up from their resting places, my chair scraping back on the tile
kitchen floor, and the cascade of magazines
sliding off the couch as my mother stands
up. We all crowd around our blue front door
before it can even open, and we all watch the
knob twitch, not wanting to force it open after so many months of waiting. Collectively
we hold our breaths. Clustered next to each
other in the small entryway, we wait. The
door swings open, and in its frame stands
the silhouette of my father in his green and
brown camouflage uniform, with rough tan
bags slung across his back—the same bags
that had to be piled up in our living room
the week before his departure, physical reminders that confronted us every time we
walked up the stairs or out of the house. I
search, above the blond bobbing heads of
my brothers rushing forward to greet him,
for my father's face. The porch lamp glows
behind him as he stands at the threshold of
the house ready to stop in. Momentarily between the light of the porch and the light of
the house, his face is in shadows. I see nothing but the silhouette of his jaw line and his
cheekbones dotted with bristles of closeshaved hairs. In the deep stretching darkness, I can see the memory of raging flames
just beyond the glow of our porch light. As

he steps through the doorway embracing my
younger brothers, laughing at their eager
greetings, and reaching out to my mother
and me, it is already too late. He steps in,
his face arranged in a smile. The darkness is
hidden from view by the closing door, and
my father's bags are already back on the living room floor.
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2007 Newsoin Awards - Short Fiction - Second Place
MATT CARNEY

Won't You Please?
inally, the newscast faded and a Fanta
commercial followed the reading of
death, and that's when my dad started
bawling. He was really letting it go, crazy
heaves and wheezes through his tight throat,
eyes stupid, reflective pools flowing out all
over. I was pretty stunned, you know, 'cause
he doesn't really do that kind of thing. I'd
heard he'd been that way, mom told us, at
the funeral of his brother. But I was a kid,
and I barely remember that.
But now, from the TV, it was somebody
I knew. Dad was really shaken, quivering
the armchair and letting his cigarette burn
down. I thought I ought to, you know, give
him a hug or whatever, but that might be
weird. It was tough to start that. Ijust threw
something out. "Well.. .1 grew up with him
too, you know. It's really sad. He was one of
the best."
My dad stared into oblivion, the
deepening valleys in his gaunt face flooding.
"Well, we were in it together. He was with
me." He nodded and closed his eyes with the
memory.
"You mean, he grew up in California
City too?"
He scoffed, the tears misting off his lips
a little. "No, of course not— chrissake, there
was no California City until the '70s. I was
there after. But he and I were in it together
in '68, in Vietnam, son."
I squinted with disbelief. "What? Are you
kidding me? He was in 'Nam with you?"
His jaw clenched. He set aside the ashy
cigarette and pointed with his beer in the
other hand. "You don't call it 'Nam,' 'cause
you weren't even there, and you've got no
idea, alright? 'Cause this was.....He trailed
off, shaking his head and searching for someplace to start. He took a gulp of his Rolling
Rock and set it down, pushing through his
thinning and graying hair, and found where
to start. "But yes, Fred Rogers was in Vietnam with me."
All the memories of me as a young kid
flashed on me; morning waffles with the

F
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catchy theme song, how he always had a new
cardigan and greeted Mr. McFeely, how he
taught me to deal with angry feelings, how
he could take me to the land of make-believe
with the trolley and the king. And I saw him
in combat pants and a vest, you know, dog
tags on his bare, sweaty chest, paint on his
face and blood on his arms, gritting his teeth
with that chattering rat-tat-tat M16 exploding in his hands. I wasn't sure if I could take
it seriously. Somebody had told me that before, I'd heard it before, but I wasn't sure.
"Chrissake.....He searched the dark and
musty living room. "Well, it was '67 and I'd
volunteered. I wanted to go out to school,
out to California, 'cause Pennsylvania didn't
do well to us, you know? Dad's mushroom
farm 86ed and that was that for college. So I
volunteered."
He'd told me about the fann before.
"When did you meet Mr. Rogers?"
"Well, Fred and I met on Parris Island
for boot camp. We were bunk buddies, right,
I was up on top. We both grew up in Pennsylvania, too." He stood up, surveying the
room. "It wasn't a great thing for any of us,
wading out in the swamps up to our shoulders, for chrissake.....He pulled a cigarette
from the pack in his shirt pocket, hanging
it from his lip. "I was a tough one then.
Slow to pick it up and quick to drop out. I
thought I couldn't make it. But Fred pulled
me through it."
In a slow and pondering sweep, he
turned and lit the hanging cigarette and
faced the night, staring out into the stark,
moonlit neighborhood between the burgundy drapes in the window.
"You see, I could barely keep in step with
the rest of 'em. Always fumbling. The drill
sergeant had a thousand and a half punishments for sloppiness. Sentry in the rain.
Scrub the floor with a tooth brush. Disassemble my rifle, reassemble, disassemble, reassemble—that son of a bitch drove me right
up it." I watched him take a meaningful drag
and exhale. "But Fred stuck by me. He taught

me focus and discipline and a lot about the
world. I mean, chrissake, I hadn't even had
a chick yet and these loudmouthed leatherneck terrorists are prepping me to gun down
Red fools swinging around in the jungle. But
Fred taught me about the world, and chicks,
and everything. Very patient man. He taught
me about God. He'd talk all slow and stern
but patient, saying 'Goddamn it, I'm gonna
show you, and I'm gonna put the fear of God
in you."
My dad was washing over with some crazy
vision. I was searching for something to say,
but my mind was spiraling with confusion
and embarrassment. What the hell was Mr.
Rogers teaching my dad about chicks?
"He made me into a real man. We even
met the Vietnamese dart girls, 'cause they,
uh.....Suddenly, Dad looked away. He shook
his head. "Well, you know, we met them.
Don't worry about that. You forget that. Anyway, Rogers was a no-bullshit kind of guy,
and you could see it—he was ripped in the
corps, tattoos all up and down, skulls up on
the shoulders. I'm sure he lost weight after
the war, 'cause it was madness in there."
I nodded. I put my chest out a little.
"You kill a man?" I asked, trying awkwardly
to sound like I was in on something.
It irritated him, and he turned, his face
narrowing at me. "Chrissake ... now listen.
Rogers made me realize, growing up on the
farm gave me some background for marksmanship. I could definitely hit a target. And
he could too. So we volunteered for sniper
training and they trained us as marksman
and forward air controllers. We shipped Out
with Chuck Mawhinney, too, someone told
me he was in the battalion. We shipped out
in time for the Tet Offensive. Cong, that son
of a bitch, ripe enough to come out fighting on a holiday." He pointed viciously at the
air with the smoldering cigarette, his face
contorting. "We were into it with that son
of a bitch at Khe Sanh. That was bad. Our
guys were going hill by hill. They had some
nice artillery positions on us, but Rogers and
I—we took enough out one by one. Rogers
was my spotter, and a damn good one. You
know how it works; he'd scope him out and
read the distance off to me, you know, that
patient voice he's got. After that we'd call in
the flyboys. The air strikes got Cong good.
We got 'em good."

He relaxed a bit, the lines smoothing
out in his face, and he slowly returned to
the arm chair and took a drag. He examined
his cigarette, exhaling the fumes around it.
"That's where I learned to smoke. Rogers
got me into that. Settles your nerves. He
had a few nasty habits, you know, but everyone did."
"Did he try heroin?" I asked meekly. I
knew it was a little much, but that's why I said
it. It was just the most crazy, extreme thing I
could come up with. The conversation made
me feel like a kid at a political rally or a frat
party or something.
"Well sure. We didn't really have
much time for that kind of thing, though.
He just flirted with it a little," he reassured
me, "plus the main thing— we knew some
fellow who figured you could smoke hash
from a shotgun. I guess Fred had a tough
time with that kind of thing after the war, but
I suppose he did okay with that show and everything. I guess—"
"Were you there withJohn Denver?"
"What?" He stopped a moment and then
squinted at me critically.
"John Denver. I've heard Mr. Rogers was
there before, but also, somebody told me
John Denver—"
"I've heard enough." He looked away
disgustedly. He grabbed the Rolling Rock
and took a long swig, putting it down again.
He paused, glanced at me, then looked into
the air critically. "You need to be more careful who you listen to, son. That's the most
ridiculous thing I've ever goddamn heard."
That horrible burn of guilt climbed out
of my stomach and into my chest. I stared at
a stain in the beige carpet, my eyes all heavy.
I wondered if I'd said the right thing, or if I
should have said something else at some time
or whatever. I thought about what he said,
being careful of who you listen to. I thought
about truth and about trust. I thought about
TV and about my friends. They believe lots
of rumors and everything. I knew that. But
now, I wondered about him, my dad. After
a few minutes, I found some courage and
looked at my father. He stared hopelessly
into the flickering TV screen, the newscasters moving on to the weather and sports.
His face locked desperately, but he couldn't
hold it in, and he cracked again, all the tears
spilling as he held his head in his hands.
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In Dreams
began my night wandering, windbitten and worried, knowing where I
must ultimately finish, but wishing to
tarry for as long as I might dare. All these
winter nights I spend wandering. I wander
aimlessly through this city of grandeur,
catching falling snow on the silver frames of
my designer specs. I wander with icy flakes
melting in my greying facial stubble and
melting on the beautiful shiny silver necktie
I wear tucked beneath my charcoal grey
corset, the one with the black patches of
ornate flower designs running up under the
arms. We wear out prayers and our poetry,
we the Parisian youth of the twenty-seventies.
My generation.
I wander bathed in the red glow of display windows where headless mannequins
pose in the season's latest fashions all fresh
off the runways and my heart warms knowing I am living in the fashion capital of the
day, and wandering further still I overhead
through closed church doors the deft words
of a preacher's litany and I wonder, "Hey
you, how much are you asking for salvation
in there?"
My wandering leads me down cobblestoned back alleys and into whitewashed
streets lit by ancient-looking street lamps,
their small electronic fires pulsing behind
panes that are frosted over. I wander and I
wander. To places where children wrapped
in scarves big enough to cover half their faces place their trust and their tiny, mittened
hands in the warm, secure grips of those of
their parents. I see their flushed faces pass
me by on the sidewalks, heading home to
sugarplum dreams and electronic blankets,
a sweet farewell to the day which has all but
gone from them while my night before me
has all but begun.
And on all of these different nights,
through all of these different wandering,
physical and psychological, I wind up in
different places, but tonight I find myself brooding over a goblet of red wine in
the recently-opened discotheque Cabaret

I

Mercurion, listening to the live band work
their jazztronica while so many androgynously dressed clubbers work their bodies
on the dance floor, so many heels and soles
stomping down in time on the flashing blue
squares.
But I don't join them. It's not that I'm
not attractive enough to draw the attentions
of the ladies and the gents. I consider my face
to be of a handsome design—brow broad
and nose lone and eyes dark and cloudy like
the December sky. And I keep good care
of myself: nails manicured and five o'clock
shadow trimmed to perfection, muscles lean
but well-toned. In fact, some friends bounce
my way now, thrashing their feathered dos in
the pale blue candlelight of my lonesome little table. Snapping night-glow gum in their
mouths which smell of spearmint they say,
"Come dance with us, Cadbury. Come dance
with us till dawn." But I politely refuse and
say I would rather drink my wine and watch.
I didn't come here to dance, I say. It is not
my intention to dance, I say.
So I remain where I am seated while they
return to their gyrations and I help myself to
another sip of wine. How many nights have I
been here already? Or in some other establishment, searching out another fresh face
in the dark? When you're not in control,
when you're not forming new memories, it
becomes difficult to keep track of the nights
as they go by. The seasons change and the
fashions change with them, but in my head
my mind feels frightfully stagnant.
The music cuts out suddenly. The club
goes dark and the dancers fix their feet to
the floor, cold sweat pooling under their
arms, disappearing down exposed cleavage,
glistening about their temples. Their eyes
travel to the stage, as do mine.
Gracefully corpsy as though in a trance,
she walks to the fore—the first of the evening's dreamers. She wears dangerous platforms, black-and-blue laced fishnets and a
stylish bowler hat and she looks like a twentyfirst century Sally Bowles. A slash of purple
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hair is pulled down over one eye, but the
lashes of both lids are drawn peacefully shut,
glittering indigo in the smoky streams of the
overheads.
I feel my bowels tighten as she opens
wide her raspberry lips behind the headset
mike. I sit there as silent as deep space and I
focus on the purple star painted on her right
cheek as I wait for the dreams to begin.
The lid of her exposed eye twitches, a
subtle movement, and in the next moment a
strangled macaw sound escapes her throat—
Ara militaris, if I'm not mistaken. Her cry
booms over the speakers, resounding within
the high walls of the club, and with this nasal
release the entertainment is off again.
Her body breaks into a series of pleasingly fluid movements, head thrusting forward
like the New World bird she has just vocally
imitated. Her feet stomp forward down the
catwalk, shoulders rolling back rhythmically,
and the band compliments these movements
with their own musical improvisations.
She breaks into song, splicing together
words that are French and words that are
English, and even some words I've never
heard before in all my education, pulled
I can only imagine from a deep primal
human language which exists only in the
subconscious. The power of the drug has
taken full effect and unbeknownst to the girl,
her dreams are flowing steadily into her voice
and into her limbs, visceral interpretations of
the colors and the images flashing through
her head.
I take another sip of my wine and watch
as the patron clubbers on the floor follow
the girl's lead and mimic her moves, the high
wails of an electric guitar now flooding all of
our ears along with her improvised song.
It took one small pill to produce all of
this. I can't say that I know the chemistry
behind the making of this miracle drug,
but once those ingredients enter her bloodstream, she loses conscious thought and
guided artistically by her accelerated electrical brain activity she gives herself over completely to the task preordained by the particular pill.
In her case, stripping.
I feel my own dream pill, smooth and
small, between the index finger and thumb
of my right hand. Just one small pill to send
you serenely into an unconscious mode of

activity, peaceful as having your plug pulled.
And the best part of all is that she won't remember a thing when she awakens twenty
minutes from now. She will have no recollection of the moment when she unhooks her
brassiere before the crowd or the bit where
she sticks her thumbs into the elastic band
of her stocking to work it all the way down
to her toes.
She can wrap herself warmly in her robe
backstage without having to feel dirty and
she can return happily home to her mama
and papa and soundly attend mass with them
the following morning.
Guilt-free sinning in one easy-to-swallow
express tablet.
Looking down into the depths of my
goblet, I can see little rings rippling out—the
music pulsing hard and loud now. I search
for faces in the wine just as I search for faces
in the night. I worry that one of these days I
might see one of those faces down there in
my drink, mouth twisted horribly open, a silent scream rising to the surface in the form
of a single bubble of air. I worry that one of
these days all of those memories I supposedly haven't been forming might come flooding back to me and I will be overwhelmingly
wracked with the guilt of all I have done.
It's thoughts like these which worry me
the most.
But her act is drawing to a close now and
I haven't much time.
I pop my own dream pill into my mouth
and wash it down with the rest of my goblet,
then pulling on my fur coat and my black
leather gloves, I head out to wait for her
in the black alley. Back where the dressing
room exits are located.
Out there in the snowy December air.
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Real Family
y sister and I were interrupted
from the red and green, blissful
blur of Christmastime cartoons.
Mom yelled from the kitchen to turn off the
TV; it was time. The TV we owned turned
off slowly, the residue of light gradually
dissipating from the screen, impressed
images lingering. We rushed to the tree.
"Be sure to read the cards before you
open your presents," a voice called from the
couch.
"Yes Mommy." I frantically shook boxes,
throwing aside solid rectangles and squishy
blobs, inevitably boring or cute, books or
clothing. I was searching for a present that
rattled irregularly, a promise of something
that didn't fit snugly into its boxed proportions. My anticipation bubbled like water on
a stove.
"Mary, remember to write down who
gave you what so you can write thank you
cards later."
"Okay, Mommy, just let me find one
first."
I found a box that rattled, and turned
to show it to my sister. She was shaking a box
as well. We exchanged mixed looks of unimpeded excitement and prospectivejealousy.
"Who sent that to you, Lee?"
"Can't I just open the present, Mommy?"
I fiddled with the corner of the package,
sliding my finger under the folded wrapping.
"Remember to read the card first."
I was being stalled but there was nothing
I could do.
"Okay." I retracted my finger. The card
was plain and white, on the outside only my
name in pen. The inside wasjust as simple.

told my parents about this, they kept giving
me presents that were supposedly from Santa Claus. However, after the divorce, these
ambiguous presents mostly disappeared, our
parents wanting us to acknowledge the gift
giver as much as possible.
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"It's from Santa, Mommy."
"What?" She paused, looking confused.
"Let me see that..."
At that moment, there was too much
heat in one place. The tea kettle began to
whistle, a shrill pitch resonating through the
walls of our home.
"Let me see your box, Lee," she frowned,
squinting at the handwriting on the label.
The tea kettle rattled incessantly, muddling
our Christmas morning.
"Uhh. . . hold on, I'll be right back," she
said, and rushed off towards the kitchen.
My sister and I turned towards each other, exchanging the briefest of glances before
we ripped into our presents. The wrapping
disappeared with the short, sweet sounds
of tearing. From the kitchen, the whistling
from the tea kettle died down in a descending pitch until it disappeared all together.
Behind the soon-to-be-discarded, brightly painted cardboard and clear plastic, I held
in my hand a symbol of adventure, of war, of
power, of everything I could want as an aspiring man: a G.I. Joe. Santa was real and he
had finally included me in his plans. I could
almost hear the theme song of the show
crackling through the TV.
After a moment of awe, I looked up to
see my sister had already pulled her present
out of its glaring packaging. It was the perfect counterpart to my solider of fortune: a
beautiful, blonde princess of unmatchable
proportions, splendor and style wrapped up
I knew Santa Claus wasn't real. I knew in the ideal woman—a Barbie Doll. My sister
because, on a previous Christmas, I had seen and I shared a smile of all the possibilities
him on two channels at once. I flipped back of play that had instantaneously opened up
and forth and there he was on both channels. for us. At that moment, the TV came alive,
I looked closer and noticed that they were a commercial with a jolly version of Santa
definitely two different people. Even after I Claus advertising wintergreen toothpaste to
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the tune of ringing bells on shaking reins.
"Oops, sorry, I sat on the remote," Mom
said as she switched off the TV. We had
missed her entrance in our immersion.
"Who got you those presents?" She
looked at our dolls in a barely-veiled disgust.
"Now Mary, did you look and see who your
present was from?"
"No," she sighed dramatically, digging
through the small pile of discarded wrappings. She pulled from the ruins a single
scrap of paper. She smiled widely.
"It's from Santa, too!"
"Really?" Morn leaned forward. "That's
funny, I don't remember any presents from
Santa, especially not those presents."
She seemed disgusted by the presents
my sister and I held. If it wasn't for her repulsion, I would have thought the presents were
from her and she was trying to trick us. But it
seemed this Christmas we were all mystified
by the lingering, caustic illusion of Santa.
Mary sidled up to me. "Let's play house.
Barbie gets to be the daddy!"
I looked at her Barbie, thought about it
as a father, wondered whether my G.I. Joe
would fit the role better.
"No. We can't, a guy and a girl can't be
together, that's not how our family is." Before
I finished the sentence I saw Mom stiffen in
her seat on the couch.
Thinking back on my divorced parents,
I now wonder how much it was us children
who tore them apart, how much we really
did wear them down at the end. In a way they
were defeated by us, the conforming grasp
of searching, impressionable youth causing
sparks to fly, water to heat.
"Of course they can..." Mom paused,
pondering how to respond to this, how to
explain to us what divorced our family from
the norm.
The rest of the world never saw us as a
family. I would always catch myself saying I
had two families—or at least try, one often
getting caught in my throat. I always felt I
was losing a part of myself every time I told
someone about an imaginary father living
somewhere far away.
On the last day before Christmas break,
in the hallway between classes, I had run into
John, who rode the same school bus home.
Earlier that week, John had slept through
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his stop. I had let him come over and call
his morn for a ride. He was confused by the
family portraits on the walls. On that last
day of classes, in the hallway, he had said
something and everyone around laughed. I
thought about what he said and it made me
boil inside. The words kept repeating themselves in my head.
I snapped, yelling into Morn's face, "If
only we had a REAL FAMILY!"
Behind me cups shattered and water
splashed as Mommy dropped the platter of
tea from the kitchen. She looked at Mom,
and they exchanged a look of sorrow, defeated by impressed normality and, like the
steam rising from the floor between shards
of broken glass, dissipating, dividing.

2007 Scholarly Writing Prize
LAUREN STRACNER

The Post-coital Cigarette Before the Orgasm:
Postmodernism and French Philosophy
he postmodern experience: is it simply banal, or incredibly complex? According to postmodern theoristsJean
Baudrillard and Jean-Francois Lyotard, it is
both at once. Baudrillard, assuming the role
of a Reagan-era Alexis de Tocqueville, concludes that the postmodern existence is one
of simulation: Although the exhilarating rush
of modernity is over, we constantly strive to
recreate it, and in doing so we have achieved
a state of simple puritanism. Lyotard prefers
to define the postmodern not as something
that has already happened, but that is still
happening and which can only be understood if one discards the search for meaning
and accepts existence as a series of chaotic
narratives free from the dictation of a grand
narrative.
These contrasting concepts find themselves manifested in the main characters of
two postmodern novels. True to Baudrillard's detached analysis of this capitalist
world forced to only remember that orgasmic sense of the new, Chance (or Chauncey
Gardiner), the protagonist of Jerzy Kosinski's Being There, is a blasé blank slate, a literal literalist suddenly injected into a world
of wide-awake dreamers, who laud him as
a genius because they will grasp at any farfetched metaphor that would allow them to
experience again what has already passed.
Following Lyotard's concept, the crux of Graham Swift's cyclical Waterland is composed
of clashing narratives that never clash: Tom
Crick is a history teacher who intertwines his
own personal experiences with what is publicly regarded as history, mixing in some science and mythology along the way to create
a radical soup with no overarching purpose.
Although both concepts address a quest for
purpose in the midst of an orgy of information, Baudrillard is cleaning up and shooing
out the last dazed stragglers still straining to
hear the words of Chauncey Gardiner, while
Lyotard and Tom Crick have onlyjust started

T
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greeting participants at the door.
Baudrillard characterizes the exquisite
sameness of the postmodern American as a
result of extreme literalism—as he puts it,
America is a place "that has shown genius
in its irrepressible development of equality, banality, and indifference" (America 89).
Capitalism and commodification have made
every location in America nearly indistinguishable from the next. Here, in the land
of the truly free (where life was better when
it was caged), everything melts into a unified
void of naïve existence driven by the constant need to recapture that exultation of
sudden liberation:
Americans believe in facts, but not
in facticity. They do not know that facts
are factitious, as their name suggests.
It is in this belief in facts, in the total
credibility of what is done or seen,
in this pragmatic evidence of things
and an accompanying contempt for
what may be called appearances
or the play of appearances—a face
does not deceive, behavior does not
deceive, a scientific process does not
deceive, nothing deceives, nothing
is ambivalent (and at bottom this is
true: nothing deceives, there are no
lies, there is only simulation, which is
precisely the facticity of facts)—that the
Americans are a true utopian society,
in their religion of the fait accompli,
in the naivety of their deductions, in
their ignorance of the evil genius of
things. (84)
According to Baudrillard, if America is
truly Utopia achieved—and he maintains
that it is, no matter how "mournful, monotonous, and superficial" it appears—then
Utopia is the collapse of metaphor and that
mystical sense of the other in this period that
he classifies as being "after the orgy"(America 98; The Transparency of Evil... 3). Utopia
is a desert of literalism—just as Baudrillard
observes that the vast expanses of American desert are flat, unmarked, and just are,

so, too, is the postmodern American conBy the end, whispers abound that
science: it is flat, with no depth or hidden "Gardiner" is the ideal candidate for vice
meanings left to interpret. We dreamed of president because, after a fruitless search
freedom and liberation, and now that they for biographical information, all that is
have been accomplished, there is nothing unearthed is that he is a genuine blank page
left to be passionate about or to fight for, with absolutely no skeletons in his closet
and bland monotony sets in. Thus, it is not (138-139). Chance is a blank page not only
only the physical landscape of American, but because of his lack of a past, but also due to
also the mental and emotional scope of its his complete lack of emotional and mental
population, that truly make it "the land of stimulation: he is dulled to all sensation, even
the 'just as it is" (America 28).
of the sexual variety—despite the advances of
In that vein, it is highly likely that Bau- EE and a mysterious homosexual encounter,
drillard would view Chance, the focus of Be- he cannot become aroused or erect (77)—
ing There, as the ultimate postmodern man, and he absorbs and answers everything
a product shaped by the deluge of moder- only as it is. To a society desperate for some
nity. Sheltered from the world, working as a sense of excitement, Chance's words are
gardener for the "Old Man," Chance grows taken as canon. While his admirers continue
up knowing the outside world only through attempting to revive the orgy, Chance exists
his television. Just as Baudrillard defines completely after and beyond it, taking life
America as "[having] no past and found- exactly as it is shown to him.
ing truth" (76), Chance has no proof of his
Rather than examining postmodernism
existence beyond that he simply is; his iden- as a longing for what has already taken place,
tity is defined solely by the garden in which Lyotard addresses it as a mindset enveloping
he works. His social behavior is based upon the intersection of all events past, present,
what he's seen on television, and all he talks and future. The foundation of Lyotard's conabout—with unintentional straightforward- cept of postmodern thought is an attack on
ness—is gardening. Yet a series of events the notion of metanarrative and the grand
over the course of less than a week turn narrative in favor of embracing the idea of a
Chance (now dubbed "Chauncey Gardiner" swirling miasma of undictated narratives:
by his assuming adoptive friends) into a national icon of political and economic genius
French philosopherJean-Francois
Lyotard argues that a skepticism toward
as people interpret his talk of gardening as
the "grand narratives" of modernity
brilliant, hopeful metaphor:
defines "the postmodern condition."
..Suddenly
the
President
Like the "official story" discussed in
addressed him: "And you, Mr.
the history section, these narratives,
Gardiner? What do you think about
such as the progress of humanity
the bad season on The Street?"
through reason, have legitimated the
Chance shrank. . . . Finally, he
"discourses" (the systems of language
spoke: "In a garden," he said, "growth
and thought) of philosophy, science,
has its season. There are spring and
and many other fields. This skepticism
summer, but there are also fall and
extends to any philosophy or theory,
winter. And then spring and summer
such as Marxism, which claims to
again. As long as the roots are not
provide a complete explanation of
severed, all is well and all will be well."
culture and society. Lyotard argues
He raised his eyes. [Benjamin] Rand
that there is no longer any hope of a
was looking at him, nodding. The
single conceptual system or discourse
President seemed quite pleased.
through which we might aspire to
"1 must admit, Mr. Gardiner," the
understand the totality of the world.
President said, "that what you've just
Indeed, one can no longer speak about
said is one of the most refreshing and
"totality" at all. Instead, we have a
optimistic statements I've heard in
plurality of worlds and multiple, often
a very, very long time....I envy Mr.
mutually incompatible discourses
Gardiner his good solid sense. This
through which to understand them.
is just what we lack on Capitol Hill."
(Geyh xx)
(Kosinski 54-55)
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Lyotard puts his theories into action with Tom's class-lecture narrative of his past in the
"A Postmodern Fable," in which he presents Fens—including such fable-like touches as a
a scientific view of the end of the world with witch and a mysterious locked chest—to his
the distant, fairy-tale voice of a storyteller, re- present dilemmas (dealing with Headmaster
counting how the hero, energy, finally meets Lewis's decision to "[cut] back history" in faits match in the face of entropy. The little tale vor of progressive science, as well as Mary's
is postmodern simply because of the oddity crime of kidnapping) to such seeming diverin its relation—science is not supposed to sions as a lecture on the biology of the eel.
be presented as fable, but as fact. However, In fact, Crick recognizes as absurd the idea
this only seems strange because the modern that every narrative can actually function unmind (not the postmodern!) is derived from der a sole grand narrative—for no such easy
certain metanarratives, including one that answer actually exists for the purpose of life,
declares that science leads to indubitable, the universe, and everything:
Knowing this, then, why does Tom Crick
cut-and-dried truth. This and other metanarratives are held together by the modern
So I began to demand of history
an Explanation. Only to uncover in
grand narrative of mechanistic order, which
this dedicated search more mysteries,
promises that all loose threads eventually
more fantasticalities, more wonders
come together in a strong-knit braid that
and grounds for astonishment than I
leads to an ultimate answer. But such is modstarted with; only to conclude fortyyears
ern thought; postmodernist ideas only come
later—notwithstanding a devotion to
when intertwined metanarratives have come
the usefulness, to the educative power
unravelled:
of my chosen discipline—that history
The fable we heard is neither
is a yarn. And can I deny what I wanted
recent nor original. But I claim that it
all along was not some golden nugget
is postmodern. Postmodern does not
that history would at last yield up, but
signify recent. It signifies how writing,
History itself: the Grand Narrative, the
in the broadest sense of thought and
filler of vacuums, the dispeller of fears
action, is situated after it has succumbed
of the dark? (Swift 62)
to the contagion of modernity and has
tried to cure itself of it. (Lyotard 18keep teaching history? After being told of
19)
the loss of his job, Tom begins to examine
By removing the restrictions of meta- the purpose of a history teacher, and, over
narrative—which were put in place in the drinks with a particularly persistent pupil
first place by the modern belief that the named Price, comes to a conclusion that his
world is orderly—Lyotard opens the possi- job merely furthers the illusion of the orbility for competing narratives to exist with- derly grand narrative to preserve the idea of
out cohesion. Thus, they can branch into safety and sanity among his students:
other "genres," be redefined, and now be
Tom understands that there is no
more open to individual interpretation. By
What is a history teacher? He's
Lyotard's conventions, to be postmodern is
someone who teaches mistakes. While
to be self-aware that one is operating under
others say, Here's how to do it, he says,
a series of disparate narratives, thus being
And here's what goes wrong. While
able to recognize that science can be a story,
others tell you, This is the way, this is
the path, he says, And here are a few
that personal experiences can be history,
bungles, botches, blunders and fiascos
and that none of it has to be tied up into a
It doesn't workout; it's human to err
neat little bow at the end of all things.
(so
what do we need, a God to watch
In this way, Waterland's Tom Crick is
over us and forgive us our sins?).
Lyotard's postmodern man: he himself is
.All right, so it's a struggle to
skeptical concerning organized narrative—
preserve an artifice. It's all a struggle
after all, nothing is organized within one's
to make things not seem meaninghead—and recognizes that multiple narraless. All a fight against fear. ... What
tives can coexist comfortably despite their
do you think all my sounding off it
about, and what do you think all these
radical differences and seeming lack of a
stories are for which I've been tellconnective thread. This influences the cycliing as a finale to my teaching career
cal nature of the book with its jumps in both
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and which—now you tell me—have
not gone unappreciated. It helps to
drive out fear. I don't care what you
call it—explaining, evading the facts,
making tip meanings, taking a larger
view, putting things into perspective,
dodging the here and now, education, history, fairy-tales—it helps to
eliminate fear. And why do you think
I'm sitting here with you now, wanting to tell you more? (235-241)

which Tom Crick embodies as he weaves together seemingly dissonant narratives in his
lectures even as he maintains the reassuring
façade of a history teacher who understands
the reason for everything.
Were these novels reality, one would
find Baudrillard as a bemused observer at
the campaign rally announcing Chauncey
Gardiner's candidacy, smoothly dragging
on a cigarette and laughing at the poor
mortar of a grand narrative holding all fools' attempts to climax; and there would
these dissonant building bricks of narrative be Lyotard watching Tom Crick say his
together; there is no inetanarrative keystone final good-byes to his students, waiting to
to stabilize the structure and make it solidly applaud, to lend a supportive shoulder and
"history," since Tom's interpretations to reassure Torn that pleasure will eventually
span autobiography, fairy-tales, biology, emerge from the madness—the ultimate
geography, and, yes, history. And there is postmodern theorists cheering on the
no God above to miraculously make sense clashing postmodern creations of literalism
of it all—no easy explanation why history and bedlam, the dying afterglow and the
famously continues to repeat itself, despite buildup to the orgasm.
warnings of teachers who emphasize the
faults of the past and offer reassurances
that such errors will not happen again. Torn
is swimming, drowning in his narratives to
the point of being overwhelmed, much
like Dick Crick drowned in the Ouse after
becoming overwhelmed by the narratives
of sexuality, perversion, and incest that led
to his conception (348). And it is Tom's
job to stuff all these floating demons into
Works Cited
their tight compartments—a task that both
he and Lyotard would deem impossible, as
Pandora's Box has already been opened and Baudrillard, Jean. America. London: Verso,
1989.
the orgy has begun—so everyone might as
well understand and join in.
The French postmodern theorists Jean Baudrillard, Jean. The Transparency of Evil:
Essays on Extreme Phenomena. London:
Baudrillard and Jean François-Lyotard
Verso, 1993.
present contrasting individual concepts
of the postmodern experience, with the
protagonists Chance of Jerzy Kosinski's Geyh, Paula, Fed G. Leebron, Andrew Levy,
eds. Postmodern American Fiction: A
Being There and Tom Crick of Graham Swift's
Norton Anthology. New York: W.W.
Waterland serving as fictional embodiments of
Norton and Company, 1998.
their respective ideas. Baudrillard's concept
of the postmodern man as a product of
simulation driven to penultimate pedantry Kosinski,Jerzy. Being There. New York: Grove
Press, 1970.
becomes Chance, whose literal actions and
simple speech, derived from gardening and
television, are taken as dazzling economic Lyotarci, Jean-François. "A Postmodern
Fable." Postmodern Debates. New York:
metaphors by a starry-eyed populace looking
Palgrave,
2001.
for a new guru.
The rejection of the orderly grand narrative and rigid metanarratives of modernity Swift, Graham. Waterland. New York:
Vintage International, 1992.
and the acceptance of random, multiple
narratives constitute Lyotard's philosophy,
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Genocide 2006:
Failing Marks for Governments and the Media
yen in a world instantaneously
interconnected by media, genocide
4 can thrive. The news of actual or
potential genocide can reach developed
nations by Internet, TV news broadcasts,
documentaries and printed media. Unlike
with earlier 20th century genocides in
Nazi Germany, Turkey, and Cambodia,
pictures and news of recent atrocities are
no longer delayed except perhaps through
the deliberate actions of governments and
corporate media not committed to stopping
this most extreme form of human rights
abuse. Those responsible for manipulating
public opinion and establishing international
priorities have exhibited too much restraint
or disinterest in publicizing genocide
horror. Public emotion worldwide can be
a driving force in preventing genocide,
but the media fails in its responsibility to
inform. With an adequate and truthful
media, the international community can
fulfill its responsibility to be vigilant, identify
the signs of genocide, educate, create early
warning and response systems, enforce
international law, control arms profiteering
in dangerous areas, and divest from
governments that engage in human rights
abuse. In addition, the attitude and action
of our own government can be scrutinized
and questioned. It will become apparent
that recent genocides have been allowed to
occur despite aware government intelligence
forces, well educated by history on why and
how genocides occur. Above all, to avoid
future genocides, people everywhere must
acknowledge that the seeds of genocide exist
in all nations, even their own. No nation is
immune.
To undertake genocide prevention, the
world community must understand genocide
causes. In an examination of 20th centurycurrent genocide, ethnic separatism stands
out as the most predominant genocide
seed. Turks vs. Armenians, German Aryans

F

vs. Jews, Serb vs. Muslims/ Catholics, Hutu
vs. Tutsi all share "a common element... the
exclusion of minorities from the mainstream
society based on ethnicity or rather the
ethnicization of difference" (Scherrer,
2000). The genocide can also be fueled by a
struggle for political dominance in the Hutu
vs. Tutsi conflict in Rwanda. The minority
group becomes dehumanized and a target
in resolving social or economic problems.
Nowhere was this more visible than in
Nazi, Germany where racial purification
demanded euthanasia. Countries that
experience economic instability are more
subject to genocide than those with healthy
economies. Prior to the ethnic cleansing
in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Yugoslavia was
"plunged into political and economic
chaos" (Gavin). In addition, the presence
of colonizing powers like those in Rwanda
and the threat of external powers invading
like in Cambodia can polarize populations
and fuel a genocide. These foreign powers
may show favoritism towards a particular
group and intensify the ethnic animosity
within the country as was strongly the case
in Rwanda. Often, a dynamic, tyrannical
figure like Adolf Hitler, Slobodan Milosvic
or Pol Pot can be a catalyst for the genocide;
this individual's leadership mobilizes the
population to commit atrocities that citizens
may otherwise reject.
The ethnic tension in a country may
escalate over time "from unexpressed
feelings, through unplanned group
violence, to premeditated policies involving
intimidation, forced migration and, at the
extreme, mass extermination" (Acheson,
1996). In Nazi Germany, Bosnia and Rwanda,
the governments formalized and publicly
announced policies that discriminated
against certain groups of people and dictated
social interaction. These written policies of
discrimination are a red flag of a pending
genocide for the international community.
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In the past, they have preceded actions
such as transporting Jews to concentration
camps, the rape and massacre of non-Serbs
in Bosnia and the butchering of Tutsi in
Rwanda. Moreover, they are visible to the
media that has a responsibility to expose this
codified discrimination to the world.
While understanding genocide causes
is an important first step in prevention, it
alone does not suffice. The current genocide
in Darfur, Sudan reveals how governments
worldwide and the United Nations have been
aware but extremely ineffective in countering
"what many consider state-sponsored
genocide" (Goodman, 2006). Like in Bosnia
and Rwanda, the United Nations has not been
able to stem the violence that has resulted in
"tens of thousands of people [being] killed
in the region and over two million displaced"
(Goodman, 2006) over the past three years.
The Sudanese government insists that the
U.N. presence only worsens the conflict.
While the killing continued, a key architect
of the Darfur genocide met with senior
British and American officials in London in
March 2006. Also, the in same month, there
was an eight page Sudanese Government
advertisement in the New York Times that
praised Sudan's "peaceful, prosperous and
democratic future" (Goodman, 2006) and
encouraged corporate investment in the
country. The New York Times defended
the advertisement and their "strong belief
that all pages of the paper's news, editorial
and advertising must remain open to the
free flow of ideas" (Goodman, 2006). The
ad generated approximately $1 million
in revenue for the paper. Although the ad
drew protests from activists who deplored
the depiction of a peaceful Sudan, the state
visit with the Sudanese official in London
drew little attention. These incidents reveal
the lack of commitment on the part of the
U.S. Government and the corporate world
to publicize and end the genocide in Darfur.
An examination of past genocides shows that
the perpetrators and the outside forces that
could prevent atrocities engage in denial,
leading to mass extermination.
As early as 2004, human rights groups
were criticizing the lack of Darfur press
coverage including front page treatment in
U.S. newspapers and nightly news broadcasts.
"As a result, the systematic killing in Darfur

did not generate the public outrage and
quick international response required to
stop the brutality, which has been called both
genocide and ethnic cleansing" (Bacon,
2004). At that time, 200,000 refugees had
fled to Chad and a million people had
been displaced from their homes in the
Darfur region that had been destroyed by
the Sudanese air force and a governmentbacked militia group called the Janjaweed
(Bacon, 2004). The fault for lack of publicity
does not lie entirely with the Western media.
The Sudanese government actively prevents
coverage. President Bashir "has blocked press
coverage of events he doesn't want the world
to see. He understands that in much of the
West, people respond quickly to tragedies
they see on television, and they don't respond
to what they don't see" (Bacon, 2004). A red
flag for possible genocide is a government
creating obstacles for press coverage. This
Sudanese government obstruction of "the
free flow ideas" alone should have provided
a reason for the New York Times to reject
the eight page Sudanese advertisement and,
uphold its own press philosophy, in so doing,
value people over profit.
In his report, "Preventing Genocide:
The Role of the International Community,"
Dr. Christian P. Scherrer told the Stockholm
International Forum on the Holocaust, that
genocide prevention procedures include (a)
a genocide alert and early warning system (b)
early action: the creation of a rapid reaction
mechanism (c) prosecution and deterrence:
international and domestic (d) enforcing
international law (e) pressure, vigilance,
and protection and (f) anticipating dangers
and learning lessons from past experiences.
In his discussion, Scherrer referred
constantly to the role of the United Nations
in enacting a plan. Here lies a fundamental
problem. "Since the founding of the United
Nations in 1945, there have been at least
55 genocides and politicides ... Genocide,
unlike other human rights violations, can
almost never be prevented or punished
unless the government that perpetrates the
crime is forcefully restrained or overthrown"
(Stanton). The U.N. is an association of
sovereign governments that do not want
to be challenged. Even the United States,
supposedly a champion of human rights,
resists scrutiny regarding treatment of
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minorities and other possible human rights
violations. In the past two years, international
human rights organizations have criticized
the U.S. for extraordinary rendition,
torture, Guantanamo imprisonment, the
response to Katrina and other foibles. The
U.S. Government and people resent and
reject this interference. Other countries are
no different.
The Rwandan genocide demonstrated
that the U.N. peacekeeping forces are only as
strong as the most wealthy member countries
allow them to be. In Rwanda, the peacekeepers
were deprived of adequate equipment and
funds. According to Samantha Powers, the
U.S. demonstrated an "unwillingness.., to
make even financial sacrifices to diminish
the killing" (Power, 2003). Due to the lack
of leadership, "the United Nations remained
disunited, paralyzed, and inactive" (Scherrer,
2000). Likewise today, the "United States
has declared that genocide against the
inhabitants of the Darfur region is underway,
but there is no indication of possible military
or humanitarian intervention to halt it"
(Calabresi, 2006).
If the United States consistently fails to
react to obvious genocides such as Rwanda
and Darfur, there may be no reasonable
expectation that the U.S. government will
make sincere efforts to prevent genocide.
Furthermore, if the United Nations is
to receive the support necessary for a
comprehensive undertaking like the one
proposed by Scherrer to the Stockholm
International Forum on the Holocaust, there
will have to be significant changes in the
organization including the establishment of
a Genocide Prevention Center (Stanton).
The United States and other key nations will
have to buy into this plan. Activist groups
and prominent public figures will have to
demand action and funds; to achieve this,
they will have to demonstrate to receive
the media attention that will move the
people's emotions worldwide. The recent
U.S. Congressional election unfortunately
indicates that nothing like this is imminent.
Iraq, but neither Darfur nor genocide, was
on politicians' priority lists. The majority
of the American public does not appear
emotionally involved in genocide. U.S.occupied Iraq, however, may be the next
genocide location, and a country that should
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be part of the solution, the United States, is
part of the genocide problem.
Even though President Bush rejects
assertions that Iraq is in the midst of a civil
war, some human rights experts are worried
about something far greater, a possible
genocide. "Gregory Stanton, a professor of
human rights at Virginia's University of May
Washington, sees in Iraq the same troubling
signs of preparation and execution of
genocidal aims that he saw in the 1990s in
Rwanda" (Calabresi, 2006). Among the
signs are the polarization of the country and
the assassination of moderates. Harvard
professor and genocide expert Samantha
Power agrees that identifying and killing
victims in Iraq is based solely on the basis
of their religious identity (Calabresi, 2006).
Much like France and Belgium contributed
to unstable conditions aiding Rwanda
genocide, the United States' invasion of
Iraq has aggravated religious tensions there.
Because Iraq is strategically important to the
United States, genocide in Iraq may receive
more media attention than that in Darfur,
however.
United Nations member countries
have exacerbated genocide also through
arms shipments. In May 1994, the U.N.
Security Council imposed an international
arms embargo against Rwanda. It did not
succeed. "The main foreign brokers and
shippers involved in arming the perpetrators
of the 1994 genocide were based in the UK,
France and South Africa" (Arms shipments,
2006). Lieutenant General Romeo Dallaire,
acting under a U.N. mandate, tried
unsuccessfully to seize the munitions. The
paperwork reflected banking arrangements,
production, and transport of these weapons
in Israel, Belgium, France, the UK, Holland,
and Egypt" (Arms shipments, 2006). None of
these brokers have been tried for crimes of
complicit) necessary on all levels if genocide
prevention is to be realized. Armed conflicts
of any kind are highly profitable for arms
manufacturers. The media should expose
their role in perpetuating genocide.
The burden to draw attention to
actual and potential genocide already
has come to lie with individuals and nonprofit organizations other than the U.N.,
such as Amnesty International. Amnesty
International attempts to warn the

international community of coining crises.
They have joined forces with other nonprofit groups in their efforts. Ariela Blatter,
the director of Amnesty International USA's
crisis prevention and response efforts,
discussed what is necessary to gain the
political will to deal with mass atrocities.
She cited the need for collaboration among
non-government organizations (NGOs),
media attention, constituent pressure on
government officials, a better interpretation
of intelligence information and above all, "a
dramatic shift in the way we look at conflict
in the world. Governments are far too likely
to only pay attention to events in regions
they regard as 'strategically important' and
disregard crises in disadvantage countries"
(Blatter, 2006).
With the Darfur situation worsening
and governments not responding, university
students in the United States are organizing
a campaign urging divestment from
companies doing business in Sudan. In
March 2006, the University of California
decided to divest from all companies working
with the Sudanese government as did the
mutual fund Citizens Advisers. The student
groups investigated businesses in Sudan and
determined if the businesses were doing
good or if they were contributing to the
government's ability to perpetrate genocide.
Oil revenues in particular are channeled
into the Sudanese military budget. If this
divestment movement gains momentum, it
could be as successful as the South Africa
divestment movement that helped bring an
end to apartheid. Putting economic pressure
on governments abusing human rights may
be one way to prevent genocide.
Meanwhile, frustrated by government
inaction and U.N. ineffectiveness, grassroots
movements may be gaining strength. In
2005-2006, groups that were at odds over
many issues came together in a nationwide
coalition with a common goal to stop the
genocide in Darfur. On April 30, 2006,
thousands rallied at different U.S. locations
in observance of "Day of Conscience for
Darfur." In Washington, D.C., Holocaust
survivor Elie Wiesel, actors, athletes,
politicians and other celebrities rallied the
masses to urge the Bush administration to
act. The media coverage, especially that
of TV networks, of the rallies, was totally

inadequate. This comes as no surprise.
According to a New York Times article, in
the entire year 2004, ABC News had a total
of 18 minutes in its nightly newscast devoted
to the Darfur Genocide. NBC was worse
with only five minutes of coverage; CBS was
the worst with only three minutes (Olivera,
2006).
In addition to considering divestment,
educational institutions also must play a role
in genocide prevention through curriculum
and action. Graduates and academics of
the Monterey Institute have formed an
organization called Global Majority that
promotes non-violent conflict resolution
education, mediation and advocacy on
an international level. According to the
organization's web page, militarization
of national economies, pre-emption and
unilateralism in international relations have
resulted in the erosion of international
legal norms. "Because of this erosion of
international norms, the world is becoming
more fractionated, polarized, and less secure"
(Global Majority). The Global Campaign
is a project of Global Majority that trains
negotiators and mediators in many languages
and initiates dialogue. Specific to the issue
of genocide is the Genocide Intervention
Network in Washington, DC, with a mission
"to empower individuals and communities
with the tools to prevent and stop genocide"
(genocide intervention network). Their list
of endorsers include academicians, military
experts, politicians and other experts.
After massacres occur and international
forces are mobilized to suppress genocide,
it is too late. Genocide can be declared
the victor. Everyone suffers when bombs
destroy infrastructure and innocent lives
are lost. Consequently, genocides must
be prevented before they occur, not after
the deaths of thousands. In this era of
sophisticated communication, we can say
that there is no excuse for lack of action. Yet,
with governments unwilling and/or unable
to engage in genocide prevention and
corporations focused on profit over people,
the outlook is bleak. The media appears
more committed to the power establishment
than human rights. Unfortunately, NGOs
dependent on private funding, are not
able to buy significant media time, the key
to changing minds, hearts, and the course
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Goodman, A. "Blood money? As divestiture
movement heats up, Sudan government
pays close to $1 million for New York
Times supplement advocating
investment and praising 'peaceful,
prosperous and democratic future."
Democracy Now!. New York: Pacifica,
2006.

of events. Sadly, grassroot mobilization, a
very slow process, may be the only answer.
Concerned individuals and interest groups
will have to protest, blog, demonstrate, and
educate relentlessly for genocide prevention.
Offering some hope, however, Margaret
Mead, a world famous anthropologist, once
commented, "Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world. Indeed it is the only thing
that ever has."
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KELLY

MuscoLo

Crusty the Clown
I will force myself to sit, stay.
Staring blankly at the computer screen,
I will internally rant and figuratively
rip orange clumps of hair from my scalp,
gnarling the strands together
in the formation of a Worry Doll,
which I will place under the pillow on my seat late-night dreaming of dreaming.
I will curse my procrastination and fulfilled apathy.
I will demand self control and overcome bodily desires.
After the sun has risen
and I have changed my soiled clothes,
I will stagger into class.
And with crust in my eyelashes,
crust on my lips,
crust in my hair and
crust clogging my windpipe,
Exclaim hoarsely, "What. The. Fuck."
when I find out
the paper's not due for four more days.
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MICHAEL MARTIN

Roots
Speedometer pushes eight,
orange engine-service light
lights my revival,
perished once,
born thrice, spit dripping
as I California drive
the radio picks up
a 60s frequency: 42 demons
singing in a choir of fire, 42 angels
hearing Hell in A minor.
And because I am my father's son,
a poet in the blood,
a tar-baby in the heart,
Osiris with blurred vision, deaf
around both ears,
skin flushed, all I feel is the A/C
searing my eyes with fabricated heat
and the stars burning
on the nose of midnight twilight
just receding.
Television on the dashboard,
L. A. Times on my thigh—
such a Californian thing to do
—Man from Mars
(my personal says)
painfully mortal
on hisfirst day of morality,
but when the sun is up, A/C off,
he forgets what procrastinators
sometimes forget and remembers
he's immortal,
as long as he believes the lie.
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CAITLIN RENN

Spring Throws a Party
New March leaves hewed of lime Jell-o
Are back-up dancers for blossoms
Incised from princess pink icing
Snapping off branches as spring starts
Whirling away with the smooth wind
Before the band plays another
Transient tune that tricks the mind
Producing profligate pleasures.
Always with waiting through winter
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TATIANA MIR0N0VA

To My School Friend Who Visited Me in a Dream
Your back was against mine.
Like that, speechless we sat
On a brown stone near school.
You counted clouds and altered stars.
I watched eyes of people who passed by.
They wondered about us.
Then, you called me the Sun of Persia.
I named you Mr. Moon Dog.
We both liked Tolkien and strange movies.
You enjoyed your sax, sci-fi and computer games.
I was fond of painting, Camus and Freud.
We always had topics for conversations.
You wrote in printed letters
And drew funny pictures
In your side of the diary.
I used to spend hours
Diving into your words
And creating mine in response.
Our classmates didn't understand
The relationship we had.
We never cared to explain.
Now, you are still younger but in Moscow.
I am graduating again and almost on Wall Street.
We are time and distance apart.
You might have become a successful director.
I am still an amateur artist
Who gets inspired by her dreams
Once in a while.
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KATY MAJORS FOLEY

Stars
One night
When I was thirteen
My father woke me up in the middle of the
night

The sky was perfectly clear
There was no moon
But the snow still reflected some light
The stars were exceedingly bright
The way they can be
Only on a winter night

It was in February
A bitterly cold month in Ohio
The depth of winter

There amongst the stars
Were the meteors
More than I could begin to count

My dad told me to get dressed
And come outside right away
He was almost trembling with excitement

Shooting stars
Blazing across the sky
So many it was like snow falling

"A meteor shower!"
He told me
"Come and see"

It was like the stars
Wanted to come play
In the perfect, untouched snow
I never heard any word of this
On the news, this was not
Some named, anticipated event

Throughout my life
My dad has reacted with the greatest
enthusiasm
To any astronomical event
I've stood outside
More than once
Waiting to see

Yet it could be seen
All over the country
The stars raining from the sky

Meteors, or
The northern lights, or
A lunar eclipse

I don't know how long we stood out there
Before we finally went back in
The sky still falling

But I have to admit that often all I saw
Was the moon
Or sometimes just clouds

I have never seen anything—anything—like it
Before or since
It was the most magical moment in my life

So on this night even though I bundled up
and went outside
I wasn't expecting much

I like to think that it matters
That I was there, that I experienced
This thing

Standing in the only clearing in the trees
In the perfect darkness
I forgot to shiver even
Because on this night
My dad was right
There was a meteor shower

I like to believe
The universe was saying something that
night
Something so beautiful, it defies words

There was a meteor shower
Unlike any
I have never known
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WHITNEY

MOORE

Days of Me
When people say they miss me,
I think how much I miss me too,
me, the old me, the great me,
lover of a woman's face,
and three men's minds all at once,
handsome me, influential me,
philosophizer and name-tag wearer,
hilarious me, ravisher me, over-spender me
owning six hearts and returning none, wearing
band t-shirts, vintage only in desire,
curious me, warrior me, lost me
standing helpless in crowds, arduous and blank,
unbearably unkept and craved, doer me
intertwining threads, friend to success
and drug addicts, knower of cocaine eruptions,
witness to inebriated demise, observing unintentional
collisions of the two, dancer
more passionate than strong, more graceful than
precise, desperately bad liar me, hung up on
misfortune me, enemy of the notorious,
whose infamy I have ashamed,
blackout me, relater, adventurer,
middle of the roader, realist,
creator, risk taker, first timer me,
me returning from Vermont in a maple kissed plane, unabashedly
displaying my disastrous soul all the way home.
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ANDREA

ORWOLL

Kitchen Dreams
A white horse canters over a field of salt,
his hooves thwack
on a trail of bright gold
that melts like chocolate
on a warm summer day,
and he tracks ribbons of music
behind him as he runs
for a horizon of strawberry waves,
to where the wall stops the sunset
until it, too, melts, but this like
a brick of butter—
and the door evaporates with it,
leaving one open sill that frames
colorless light
and sugar sound
and one great open laughing mouth
that tilts and slips its
red satin tongue, a slide and a twist,
past chapped lips,
and there caresses the golden honey
dripping from the sky.
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ANDREA ORWOLL

Rainy Night in the Writer's Mind
It,
ancient, accomplished
strikes the roof
like a cascade of crisp magma rocks,
batters the black silhouette
of the tree outside,
leaves portals to other worlds
on the muddy roads,
deepens the sidewalks
with heaven.
She,
contemporary, ineffectual,
sits indoors,
where tea steam wafts—
house silent,
smelling like legend
and the electric tang
of the monitor's constant buzz.
The blur of the storm
melts into the subtle blue blitz
of her computer screen
and the flailing of fingers on keys.
Paying no mind
to the leak in the roof,
she demands that the rain
(and indeed the world,
all the ash-scared children
of that unforgiving mother)
come away with her now,
to the places where true heroes rove,
where dragons call, where banners fly,
where the salt wind slaps the hull of a pirate's ship.
But all that remains is herself,
and the rain.
They clatter away together.
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ANDREA ORWOLL

Memorial in Asystole
Tell me, love—
Why do let that incense burn
as if this were a church?
I know it to be consecrated,
consummated ground. But
Tell me why this room feels
no longer even like a mausoleum—
more like
a morgue
or a body bag
than anything truly holy.
Tell me, why does the scratchy sheet of morning
fall pale black over this place?
No longer nights in white satin—
What did you do with those letters
full of "sacredness" and "essence"?
Love, I've burned mine—
They curl-smoldered away, but unlike
that incense in the corner,
unlike passion shadowed smoke and ember,
they've burned a clear fire,
flame-scrubbed clean clinical perception
into my mind, a highbrowed brain which picks over the remains
wearing white rubber gloves.
Tell me, do you notice that I
can no longer swallow—
that you can no longer even tube-feed—
that romantic vampire song,
that old photograph sepia tone,
that plush Victorian rose,
the black one you gave me
the night we danced on an empty stage,
sheet lacquered audience vacant?
Tell me, love—
Can you hear the static, the long
hollow "beep" of my cardiac words
lying thorn and fang ridden
on that operating table?
Tell me,
do you revel in this coma, this half-life?
Tell me, love—
Why does my body become
the graveyard?
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BRANDEN BOVER-WHITE

The One-Two-Threes of Romance
ove stories would work out if men

J Jorganized themselves according to the
romance novel formula.
In a grassy green park somewhere, an
Alpha Male is patrolling his beat. This is a
man's man who has to pack his chest into his
uniform shirt, because he wears a uniform:
he's a worker, a type-A personality minus the
alcoholic tendencies. He devotes his life to
something so noble, it's sexy—because the
fact is, if a woman sees a man dive in front
of a car to catch a stray, waddling tot, part
of her if horrified over the near-death, but
most of her just needs a snow cone to halt
the spontaneous ovulation. So, the buff boy
making his way through the park on this
spring mid-morning is an off-duty fireman
walking the Dalmatian he rescued from the
Pound, or a finish carpenter harboring latent
dreams of being architect of the church for
orphans he wants to build. Of course he has
a name, and that name alludes to so much
testosterone you can taste the hair on his
chest when you say it. (Although he does
groom himself to have a remarkable close
shave—all the better for cuddling with you,
my dear.) His name is Dwayne, or Nick, or
Chad. This is Brent, and his Dalmatian is a
huge, friendly Shepherd-mix called Daisy,
after his soft spot for a fine summer field.
He has this April Saturday off from hisjob as
junior captain of the Coast Guard, and that
promotion will come quickly after he saves
the Girl Scout troop who will unwittingly
canoe into a freak storm.
Early in Brent's story, we will learn of
other women's interest in him; maybe there
will be a short scene with the sophisticate from
the Harbor Conversation Committee who
strolls cat-like into his office, filleting herself
on his desk yet again to no avail. Everybody
wants this man, a fact he is charmingly (trustworthingly) oblivious to. In the park, pairs
of women jog by him, breasts at play on the
trampoline of their hot pink sports bras, yet
he doesn't notice. Which is not to say he isn't
experienced: in his younger days—about
one to four years before today—he was quite
the tomcat, which was in way symptomatic

of emotional problems, a sexual addiction,
or his nonchalance about being unhygienic
(men with haircuts as clean-of-line as his
do not have Chlamydia). His very notched
bedpost simply serves him as a degree:
Brent is well educated for the pleasuring.
Lately, though, he has been in poor spirits;
responsibility weighs heavy on this strongbut-kind man, and in his new maturity, only
the exact, right kind of woman could attract
his attention, because next time he falls in
love, it is going to be for life. Good thing
the right kind of woman just had her purse
stolen not a hundred feet ahead.
Her name is Dana, but it could have
been Calista or Eva or another name that
suggests a classy femininity. Her purse has
been snatched by a man of no particular
race but ne'er do well, and he has taken
off into the abyss of the park and left Dana
blanching in a classy, feminine way that is
somehow completely sexually irresistible to
Brent as he and Daisy jog up to assist the
damsel in distress. The love story has to have
a meeting like this, one that immediately
shows off Brent's hot Jesus-like capacity for
helping out and Dana's quickness to be
offended by patronization. She is, after all,
a modern woman, which makes her insistent
on asserting her independence by refusing
to notice how dashing Brent's butt looks in
his tightjeans. They proceed to have tensionbuilding encounters as our hero meets with
her time and again in the days that follow,
bringing updates on the law's search for her
purse, until finally they have sex on Dana's
kitchen floor. This is the perfect place for
them to have sex, because it is demonstrative
of the way the characters are changing each
other for the better: despite being a modern
woman, Dana is also just a woman, and this
makes her fragile, and since she has been hurt
in the past she is a little—to use an unkind
term—mousy. Having sex on the floor shows
spirit. And Brent, being perfect, would never
have dreamed of taking a woman, heaving
bosom and all, on anything less than a finely
made bed, much less linoleum; the fact that
he has disregarded manners (tenderly, with
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a slow hand) in this fashion means Dana has
conquered him, in that she has driven him
to a loss of his rampart-like self control. The
match is made. They will get married, have a
baby, and be irreversibly in love forever.
The story could make more sense if their
meeting were to take place on the beach,
where Brent woks and would be more likely
to take Daisy for a run. But women don't
take their purses to the beach, and this is a
love story. In romance, wedding planning,
and other realities, love revolves around the
woman, so the scene is set around Dana's
effects.
This love story will work out because
Brent the Alpha Male character chooses the
partner he was supposed to according to the
formula. Dana is helpless and pliable enough
to indulge his lumberjack masculinity, yet she
puts up a good enough show of indignant
self-sufficiency to tame his tendency of
being overbearing. He makes her feel like
a woman; she makes him feel like a man,
and perfect chemistry is just that. If Brent's
name were Tobias, however, things would
be different. Because then he would be a
research botanist, so involved in trying to
locate the germ of that South American weed
the cancer hospital needs that he forgets to
change his clothes sometimes. This doesn't
make him smell bad, of course; it simply
mans he has an appealingly disheveled
appearance to go with that killer sense of
humor. Or maybe his name is Vincent, and
he is a beloved grade school teacher by day,
dusk piano bar musician by night, whose
sensitivity is topped only by that crooked
smile and those wire-rimmed glasses. But in
this story, our male is Jonathan, journalistturned-investigative nonfiction author, who
is currently finishing that book on ancient
Egypt to fulfill the deathbed wish of his dear
archaeologist grandmother. His dedication
to the project drives him to pull many a late
night; consequently, he forgets to eat, which
lends a bookishly attractive hollowness to his
carelessly unshaven jaw line (which is never
like sandpaper on the soft skin of your neck.
No—his five o'clock shadow has the texture
of a perfumed French tickler, prompting any
woman to a sudden polymorphic perversity.).
Jonathan is a Beta Male character, so he
knows better than to fall for a woman like
Dana—they wouldn't work out. Dana would

think Beta Male's art frivolous; she would
mistake his keen intelligence for wussiness;
she wouldn't get his jokes.
Jonathan is, above all, sensitive, and a
little under all, quirky. That is why he has
chosen to spend the day writing at the city's
Museum of Natural History. He has been
struck with the notion that being surrounded
by old things will make him think of his
dear Nana, which will infuse him with the
proper passion to get that chapter on curse
mythology completed. He strikes an authorly
pose on a bench in the air conditioning, and
settles in with his notebook. Of course he
chews on his pen sexily while he works.
He has a tattoo of a Claddagh on his left
shoulder blade, the only sign that he was
ever in love before. Being a little shy, and too
distracted with his writing, he didn't have
many girlfriends through high school or his
extensive college career. He did, however,
have that long, deeply felt affair with a fellow
student when he was researching his thesis
in Ireland. There should be a description
of her early in the story, when Jonathan's
character is being craftily intro'd—a tidy
little recollection-flashback on his part
that shows how dear she was to him, how
she rented his heart in two even after he
submitted himself to highly symbolic body
art as an expression of their love. This is part
of why he is so sensitive. Jonathan has since
thrown himself into his work, and hardly
notices other women, until this early autumn
Tuesday, when a feisty curator marches up to
him in the mummified oddities room.
She is a spirited tomboy who nonetheless
manages to dodge every characteristic that
would allude to her not being heterosexual;
she is, in fact, very erotically alluring to all
men, even to the hibernating hormones of
Jonathan. He perks up and defends his right
to this spot on the bench, a thing she has
chosen to fight over for the simple fact that
being a tomboy makes her tough, and being
a tough woman means being a little bit of a
bitch (but erotically so). Her name is slightly
androgynous, the kind of name you would
hear punks calling out on a London street
corner. Jo. Bailey. Here, she is Sydney.
Sydney's breasts will be described during
the sex scene as small but firm, an assurance
that their completely pleasant texture
somehow makes up for their (unpleasant)
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size. A tomboy couldn't have large breasts—
how would she fit under a car to fix it all by
herself? The sex will happen after the head
of the Museum finds out Jonathan is the
grandson of the famous late archaeologist
Betsy Wilcomb. He will be elated and throw
Jonathan and Sydney together on putting
up an Egyptian exhibit, which will force
them to have many a heated encounter in
the workplace until so much tension builds
they wake up naked in each other's arms one
morning, having made love amidst some
kind of exotic prop: a forest of sarcophagi
in the Museum storeroom, for instance.
Jonathan is able to remain completely notemasculated by his encounter with this lady
of steel, as he is sensitive and therefore open
to such complexities as a woman who wears
hiking boots. Meanwhile, bed-headed Sydney
finds herself feeling uncharacteristically
vulnerable in the hands of this charming
scholar. Could it be love? Of course it is, and
of course the exhibit will open to rave reviews
and then there is nothing left but for the pair
to set off into a life of adventure traveling the
world together. Sydney will even wear a dress
when they have an impromptu wedding
at a temple in Tibet. They are the perfect
team, partners in the crime of making the
rest of the world feel bad about its break-ups
and divorces. And all because Jonathan was
responsible enough to adhere to the code of
the formula, and have himself happen upon
this corresponding female.
If Jonathan were not the type of man
who sits in museums to write, though, then
he would the type of man who goes to a
friend's house on a summer evening for
an impromptu barbecue. And his name
would be Chris, though his mother almost
named his Ryan or could have named him
Sean. At this early June get-together, he sits
in a chair on the porch and pets his friend's
hyperactive dog whenever she moors past.
Chris has a tired back from hefting boxes at
work that day, but it's a Friday so it doesn't
matter. He loves to read so much that he's
ruined his eyes doing it so he has to squint
to see things far away, a thing he's doing a
lot of at this barbecue. His friend offers him
a glass of wine from a box and he accepts,
making a requisite joke about the classiness
of the box. He dreams of going to Italy some
day to see the vineyards. He was supposed

to go with an ex-girlfriend a couple years
back, when she finished her degree, but
they broke up before it happened so he got a
refund on his ticket and bought a computer
for his sister's birthday instead. (She loved
it. He missed his girlfriend.) Of course,
Chris notices the woman with the red hair
when she comes into the backyard, because
he doesn't know her. Unluckily, her name
is a little easy to forget the first time she is
introduced to a man, because it is a lovely
name, but its essence stops at lovely and
gives no further clues. Her name could be
Karen, or Sara, but Chris is told this redhead
is most definitely Julia. He is told this twice,
the second time by Julia herself after he has
to admit that he has forgotten it already.Julia
is not offended; she will tell her friends later
that she could tell he was a nice guy because
he was "sweet" to the host's dog every time
she moseyed over to Chris with a hopeful
tennis ball in her mouth.
They will realize the other is attractive
only after a few minutes of talking one-on-one
in their friend's kitchen. The conversation is
because it has no right to not be—they just
met, and have no inside jokes between them
you, and Chris is trying to not wonder what
Julia looks like naked while she is debating
how to subtly ask if he is involved elsewhere
and if so, how seriously.
It must be stated that the characters in
this part of the story are a little younger than
in the others, because outside of romance
novels, anyone who has the eligibility
credentials of a Brent or a Dana at close to
thirty is already spoken for. However, the
characters' youth will actually make the story
more interesting, as younger people fall in
love harder.
They will only see each other again
because Chris gets up the nerve to call Julia
and express, as casually as possible, that he
might be hungry sometime early Saturday
evening and that maybe she would like to
eat something at the same table with him
somewhere perhaps but it's no big deal. It is
such a small deal, in fact, thatJulia dyes her
hair a new shade of red Thursday night and
at the diner, Chris insists on picking up the
tab. Their encounters continue and nearly
always involve Chris making sure Julia does
not starve or thirst to death andJulia making
sure her hair is always the most beautiful in
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the room so Chris will feel good standing
next to her. In between nervously silent
moments during car rides, they find out
things about each other. He is the assistant
manager at Stater Bros. until he figures out
what he wants to do with his life, but she
adores him anyway, ferociously; he could be
getting paid to hunt whales in the sequel to
Moby Dick for the hero he is to her. She is the
most beautiful woman he will ever see. This
he is sure of.
She knows he writes poems and short
stories at night. He knows she is self-conscious
about the way her legs look in a skirt. They
find these things out and this is the way they
fall in love.
The sex doesn't happen as a result of
the tension—it causes it. Julia finally decides
they have been holding their breaths long
enough and spends the night at what she
has begun to think of as her boyfriend's
apartment. Chris no longer daydreams
about vineyards in Italy, but rather, Roman
and Sicilian hotel rooms where he can listen
to Julia sigh the way she does when he bites
her neck. Her birthday comes around and
Chris thinks of buying another pair of plane
tickets, but then remembers what it was like
refunding the last one. He takes Julia to
dinner and a concert instead.
Julia starts to read more and more
women's magazines for the sex tips and
relationship quizzes, because she wants to
not screw things up like she did with the last
guy, and the guy before that. When Christ
comes an hour later than he said he would
two date nights in a row, Julia cannot help
thinking back on the article she read about
properly asserting your needs to your man,
or the one about the seven signs that he's
afraid of commitment, or the one about the
five signs that he's not boyfriend material.
She wants, desperately, to ask Chris to tell
her she is everything to him and to really
mean it, but another article said appearing
needy is a turn-off.
Chris tries to fight being afraid when
Julia sleeps next to him at night, because
when he listens to her breathe for too long it
makes him dread the time when she'll leave
and take her sounds with her. He begins
to feel more at home in the dread than in
her promises, and almost hopes that when
he shows up late a third and a fourth time,
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it will hurry things along so he can test his
ability to survive the pain.
The couple eventually has a fight over a
little something that was said, which is actually
about the everything that was not said. Julia
sobs and sighs and packs up the things she
has left at her boyfriend's apartment over
the span of a few months. Chris finally finds
out that he can survive the pain, barely.
If, at that fateful barbecue, Chris had
talked to the brunette sitting by the cooler
of beer on his friend's porch, perhaps things
would have been different. The brunette
might have been more his type, maybe the
perfect type; yet Chris chose Julia. He has no
one to blame but himself.
The story would make more sense if it
ended happily, because it is a love story and
we're used to that rule. But in romance, sex,
and other realities, the formula gets broken.
Things that don't apply can still get broken.

KELLY MuscoLo

From Wisconsin to Hawaii
ony Shoemaker was an American.
He grew up in Wisconsin in a sturdy,
wooden house his grandfather built
with his own hands. His father worked in
a metal shop his entire life, and by the
time Tony was old enough to work, a pig
slaughtering establishment rolled into town
and recruited the eager boy.
So now Tony was a butcher. A lot of
butchers will tell you that their work is hard,
degrading, disgusting. But, for Tony? No,
it wasn't like that. Tony loved his work. He
loved his co-workers, he loved the purpose
of the company, but more than anything, he
loved blood.
He loved the sight of blood. He loved the
scent of it. The taste was good, too. It was the
way it felt, though, that really turned Tony
on. He would sometimes sit, when no one
was around, right in the middle of gutting
house, and stroke his fingers through little
rivers of blood on the floor. He would wash
his hands in pools of the sticky fluid and rub
the redness in between his fingertips.
Sometimes Tony would whisper things to
the pigs before putting them into line to be
butchered. Nobody ever heard or saw Tony
doing these things. They all assumed he was
one of the guys. One of them.
Because everyone was so fond of
Tony, he was selected to join some of the
slaughterhouse's representatives in a business
trip to the annual Hawaiian Pig Butchering
Convention. Naturally, Tony jumped at the
chance to collaborate with the world's top
butchers.
He carried an aura of accomplishment
around with him for the next few weeks as
he went about his business. He took special
pains to hold off on the pork, constantly
reassuring himself that no meat tasted better
than when it had been greatly anticipated
and longed for. Bacon-less Sunday mornings
were the hardest for Tony. In substitution,
he consumed a copious amount of lamb and

business suits, nine pairs of socks, nine
pairs of boxers, three pairs of jeans and six
collared shirts boarded a surprisingly small
airplane at the Wisconsin National Airport.
The pilots seemed to have no knowledge
of English, but it seemed this problem was
foreshadowed, for the plane was equipped
with a robot translator, which served
as the communication device between
the passengers and pilots. Although the
butchers were impressed with the robot's
capability to translate over 34 languages,
the popularity of the machine soared when
it was communicated to them (through
the robot, of course) that it also served as a
coffee maker.
Unlike the other businessmen, Tony had
never been on an airplane before. Because
of this, he had no idea what to expect and
figured, like any of us would, that the plane's
behavior in the air was normal. However, the
plane's behavior was not normal at all. The
first six hours were smooth enough, but for
the past thirty-five seconds the plane had
been losing altitude—fast.
That's how fast it happens, sometimes.
One second you're soaring, turbulence-free
through the air, above the clouds, patches
of ground, shadows. And, before your mind
or body can react, suddenly the floor drops
from beneath you, and you're falling. Hard.
After a few seconds of dropping, Tony
and the boys found it difficult to ignore
the fear ripping apart their insides. They
started wondering if their life had been
worthwhile. One of the butchers clasped
his hands together and held them over his
head, eyes squeezed shut. Tonyjust focused
on breathing.
It took some time before Tony and the
other businessmen heard what sounded like
a vicious argument coming from within the
cockpit. Terrified, Tony approached the
door and opened it. As he struggled with
his balance and the translation robot, the
pilots ignored Tony and loudly carried on
COW.
Finally, after what felt like the longest with their argument. Suddenly, before Tony
wait of his life, the day had come. Tony, his or any of the awed businessmen could move
work buddies, three Hawaiian shirts, three a muscle, the shorter of the two the pilots
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unbuckled his seat belt, took three shots of
gin, pried open the emergency door and
flung his body into the atmosphere. His body
made little circles in the air while the earth
inhaled him toward the ground. Fighting the
suction within the plane, the passengers and
lone pilot grasped on to everything within
reach.
In a screaming and crying rage, the
other pilot threw his body forcefully against
Tony, relinquishing his grasp on the steering
wheel. Probably due to this very fact, the
plane began tilting slowly to the right.
Instead of closing the door, restraining the
rabid pilot or straightening out the wheel,
the other businessmen remained seated with
their seat belts, eyelids and mouths securely
fastened.
In a desperate stupor, Tony kicked and
gnawed the crazed pilot off him. Sensing
he only had a few seconds before the plane
crashed into the water, gasping, he struggled
toward the door and hurled himself out the
plane in a very similar manner to the nowdrowned pilot.
Although Tony hit the water at about
the same time as the lone pilot and his meat
cronies, he was a safe enough distance from
the airplane to avoid the undertow created
by the p'ane's impact with the water, and
treaded water for several minutes in hopes
of seeing a soul emerge from the sea. Sadly,
no such souls emerged.
Incredibly, Tony's body had crashed
into the water only about a half mile from
a small, extremely lush island. Tony thought
this mighty convenient, and proceeded the
swim to salvation. By the time he had made it
safely to the island, he had rid himself of the
weight his wet pants, swallowed an ungodly
amount of sea water and, somehow, bloodied
up his forehead. He crawled onshore pained,
confused and absolutely distraught.
Exhausted, Tony was sucked in to a
restless slumber. It wasn't only restless
because Tony was in a bad mental place.
It was also restless because constant noises
surrounded him. There were screeching
sounds. Rustling sounds. Growling sounds.
Sniffling sounds. If Tony had a voice, he
would tell you that he wasn't scared. But he
was.
Tony survived for several days by eating
berries he found on nearby shrubberies and

sleeping. A lot. He convinced himself he was
going to be saved soon, and instead of making
some sort of crude shelter or inventing fire,
he concentrated on saving his energy. When
he tired of lying about, he bemused himself
by drawing images and words in the sand.
One time, more to be clever than anything
else, Tony etched out a giant "FUCK YOU"
in the sand, with the knowledge that the
expression would catch a rescuer's attention
just as well as "HELP!"
He also did a little exploring. He found
some game he thought about catching,
but failed to construct any type of hunting
weapon. He knew it would be essential for
survival, but for the time being he didn't
really want to work or think too hard. Hejust
wanted to sleep.
One evening on his way back from
drawing in the sand, Tony heard a rustling
in the brush. Slightly alarmed, he grabbed a
large stick and approached the tall grass. He
got closer. And closer. And closer.
In some sort of explosion, a wild boar
jumped out of the brush and charged Tony.
Caught entirely off-guard, he swung the
stick as fast as he could, but he missed the
savage beast, and was approached almost
immediately by another grunting boar.
Knowing there was no way he could put up
any sort of fight in hand-to-tusk battle, Tony
dropped his stick and fled.
As he tore through the plant life,
Tony didn't think much. He listened to his
footsteps and the pounding of earth behind
him. Knowing the animals were gaining on
him, he made a desperate move and ran into
the water surrounding the island. Out and
out he waded, distancing himself further
and further from the hungry, angry boars on
land.
For the time being, Tony was safe.
Although he was not a brilliant man, he was
intelligent enough to understand that his
safety was only secure for as long as he could
tread water. He attempted a few energysaving techniques, such as floating on his
back, but after an hour or so in the water,
he was becoming extremely fatigued, and
extremely cold.
He knew he had no choice but to turn
back to land. He assumed the boars would be
there waiting for him, but he valiantly decided
fighting for his life was more honorable than
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being swept away with the tide. Swimming
back to shore, Tony experienced a strange
pleasure in knowing that he might die.
When Tony reached the island again,
the beasts were nowhere to be seen. Just
to be careful, though, he quietly surveyed
the land for signs of life. The stick he had
initially used as a defensive tool had been
abandoned at the site of the first meeting
with the boars, so he started evaluating his
environment for possible weapons.
As Tony shuffled by the shore, his eyes
rested upon a long, sharp stone. Ecstatic, he
grabbed the crude dagger and held it in a
threatening pose above his head. Hejuinped
around a little and made what he considered
to be demon sounds with his mouth.
Mid-celebration, Tony's ears perked up
and caught noises of movement behind him.
He quickly turned around. There Tony stood,
face-to-snout with a handful of enormous
wild boars. Instead of bracing himself and
pointing the dagger outwards in a menacing
position, Tony let the weapon slide gingerly
from his fingertips and thud to the ground.
Tony turned to run to the ocean again,
but the boars had very little difficulty
overcoming him. The first one to attack went
for Tony's leg, which promptly immobilized
him. From there, the boars easily made work
on his body. He screamed, and he writhed
and cried, but the boars didn't stop. They
were very, very hungry, and the butcher was
a meaty fellow.
As Tony lay on the ground, struggling to
cover his vital organs, he counted six snouts.
The number meant nothing but death to
him. Caked with blood, and pain subsiding,
Tony cursed existence, cursed blood, cursed
his life as a butcher.
Although all of the boars had a role in
Tony's perdition, one could have done the
job on its own. One could not have eaten
Tony all alone, though. That required
teamwork.
After feasting, the boars, bursting with
human flesh and bloody victory, slumped
their bodies in exhaustion onto the ground
beneath them. There, they fell into an
incredibly satisfying sleep, bits of Tony's
carcass flattening beneath their savage
bodies.
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DANIELLE ORNER

Cabin
am having the dream again. I am naked on
the sand. I am lying down or sitting up or
in some position in between but I don't feel
my muscles supporting me. Maybe Jam hovering
slightly, supported by the thick, nebulous air But
I feel the sand against my bare skin - gritty and
warm. It is dry and coarse and multi-colored with
jet black speckles, rich browns, faded yellows, and
varying shades of tan. It is the kind of sand that
still looks like it came from a rock. The kind of
sand that was gravel only a while ago and needs a
few more decades to become the powdery white stuff
further away from the shore.
Then I see the dock. It is rickety, just like I
remember from my childhood, with rough-hewn
boards bleached by the sun on top and with mossygreen, damp logs below slowly eroding into dark
wet mush. It stretches far out into the blackness of
the dream. Shimmering moving water gradually
appears around it and then extends into a vast
blue lake quivering in the summer breeze. My
patch of sand stretches and snakes out to create
a boarder around the whole lake. Then the black
beyond the sand boarder bursts into rustling
shades of dark green as the pine tree-covered hills
grow up all around at varying heights. Restless
clouds churning in a blue sky envelop the last
dark areas above the hills. I can hear the sounds
of my family playing in the lake somewhere to the
left. They sound far away, as in a memory, and I
don't need to look to see their bright, swim-suit clad
shapes. They laugh and shout in echoing voices,
but lam not there to be with them. I know, without
looking, that behind me is the steep cliff covered
with thick thimbleberry bushes, which almost hide
the wooden staircase climbing to the top. It leads
to the deck and the lawn and the dirt road and
the second lawn and the two-story cabin where my
great grandmother lives and beyond that the grey
gravel road and the salt lick and the deer and the
woods, which stretch on and on. But I am not here
for any of that either I look down at my lap and see
the last patch of darkness covering both my legs. I
sense rather than see afleshy wound opening wide
and growing I sense blood both fresh and crusted.
I sense yellow pus mixed with the sticky swabs of
old iodine. I sense the ugly thick stitches pulling
skin into little ridges rimmed with a developing
scar I reach my hands into the lake and bring u
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palm-fulls of clear water which I dump and dump
over my head. It runs cool down my body. Down
my long hair; my cheeks, my neck, my back, my
breasts, my stomach. It runs into the dark patch
and trickles reddish-brown down the sand back to
the lake. I wash until I wake.
**
*
*
*

"It feels warm." My mother cups her
hand over the hard bump next to the ridge
of my right femur. Both my legs are splayed
across her lap as I lounge on the couch
watching the credits roll on TV. I had been
enjoying the child-like position that, as a
girl of fifteen, I hardly indulged anymore,
but the tremor in my mother's voice made
me want to yank back the leg she had been
tenderly caressing. "Did you ice it today?"
She looks hopeful at the suggestion of my
negligence; it could explain the change.
I think back to the Dixie cups of ice that I
massaged over my lower leg until the cups
were empty and my leg dripped. My father,
the former kinesiology major and track star,
had prescribed the treatment. Now that my
season was over, he hoped rest and ice would
cure the nagging running injury.
"Yes. Twice." I look at the mound under
my skin. It is the size of half a ping-pong ball.
I feel it pulsing. I think I see a vein throbbing
across it but the living room is to dim for me
to tell.
"I think I am going to make you an
appointment with the doctor." My mother
stands up and walks in a forced unhurriedness
to the phone. *
*
*
*
*
I trace my fingers through the
splatters of dust on the back window of our
Trooper. The parking lot is hot and bright.
Translucent mirages shimmer up from
the asphalt and roll in bluish waves across
the still air. Usually, I hate this hazy desert
weather, but today I am thankful for the way
it evaporates the air-conditioned cold, left by
the orthopedic office, off my skin. The goose
bumps recede and a clammy slick of sweat
takes their place. I squint in the sunlight
until everything is a blur and allow my mind
to be paralyzed by the oppressive heat. I wait.

My fingers idly create smooth paths across
the window without any apparent beginning
or destination. I tell myself again that I am
young enough still to wait by the car while
my mom talks to doctors. I don't convince
myself.
My mother steps out the double glass
doors of the office and walks to the car. We
get in. I am careful not to look at her face.
I look for something to do in my purse, so
I will not have to stare straight ahead. My
mother concentrates intently on her keys,
as she attempts to start the ignition. Even
though she is staring at them, the keys
won't go into their slot. They fumble across
the opening as she shakes. I hear her suck
in a breath through tight lips, and the car
starts. We back out of our parking space
and drive around the building to a shaded
stretch of road between one parking lot and
the next. My mother stops and turns off the
car. I quickly look out the window. My throat
closes. "Danielle." The word seems detached
from me. It is said with too much of a struggle
between despair and determination to be my
name. I look in the direction of my mother
next to me in the driver's seat. "The doctor
said..." But I don't need to know what the
doctor said because I can see his message
straining in my mother's neck as she chokes
on the words. "He said.....She isn't looking
at me and I am not looking at her. We can't
bear eye contact. "He said it is cancer." Her
sentence is completed. The final word and
the image of a glowing white mass nestled
between grey shadows of bones lit up on
the doctor's X-ray board meld together in
an incomprehensible meaning. The word
has no actual definition, only a feeling. I
relinquish control and crumple onto my
mother's lap. She crumples over me. Her
touch is rough, as if she is making sure I am
solid. "Am I going to die?" We drive home.
Jam back at the lake. No longer on the sand,
I look out over the dark blue water from the first
lawn at the top of the wooden steps. I turn and
walk toward the cabin with its wide, welcoming
porch and porch swing. This time, I can't hear
my family laughing. I am alone with only the
forest and lake stretching for infinite distances
around me. And now I know I am dreaming, for
I sense that I am more alone than I could ever be
in the physical world. As my bare feet touch the red
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powdered road, I notice my great grandmotherc
garden and walk towards it. The small square
garden is surrounded by a chicken wire fence that
ends a foot above my head and is designed to
keep deer out. Not a single leaf or vine protrudes
beyond the wire as a testament to the soft purplish
tongues that have searched and nibbled along the
edges. I open the gate and step inside. The garden
is overrun - a tangle of weeds, wildflowers, and
strong-willed vegetable plants. Beneath the chaotic
tapestry of textures and colors, rich, moist earth
quivers with an excess of life. The brick path, cool
and rough against my soles, remains relatively
straight despite the sprouts in its crevices and
sappy branches blurring its boarders. I follow
it through the bramble to the back of the garden
where a small statue of Mary watches the growth
with stone eyes. Herface is calm at the sight of this
gradual loss of order Her arms remain stretched
out even though her hands are chipped, revealing
grainy stone beneath her smooth skin. *
*

I get my hair cut into a pixie before
treatments start. I don't want to see strands
of long hair come out in clumps. The short
hair begins washing off in the shower and
coming out in my brush. I ask my father to
buzz it like he does for my brothers. Sitting
on a kitchen chair on the back porch with a
towel around my shoulders, I watch the hair
fall in patches at my feet to the rhythm of the
pacing electric razor. In the mornings, the
little bristles of hair sprinkle my pillow case.
Out on the porch again, my father lathers
my head with shaving cream and removes
all my hair. My head is pale and smooth
without any dark hairs growing beneath the
skin. My family gives me a Styrofoam head-the kind wigs are displayed on—with tons
of unique temporary tattoos pinned to it.
I pick a bright pink flower with an orange
center and my father applies it to the top of
my head with a damp rag. I want my artist
brother to cover my head with henna but
my mother is afraid that there might be
side effects to the ingredients. When I go
out to in public, people with lip piercings
congratulate on my look and middle-aged
women huff. It is cancer, I almost tell them.
At the hospital, the nurses and doctors smile.
My bald head with funky body art and glitter
looks far more healthy than the straggly
wigs on other teenage girls. I come with a
homemade suit case that a friend bought at

a thrift store and covered with photographs
and magazine clippings. The suitcase is
stuffed with leopard, cow, and psychedelic
butterfly print pajamas as well as teddies and
toe socks. The hospital therapist only visits
my room once.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The room in the Children's Hospital
Oncology Ward has small windows. I can't
see anything out of mine except the back of a
green fern and the beige corner of a building.
The light coming in is always shadowy, so I
can never tell what time of day it is. I turn
my head on the crinkly hospital pillow and
watch the bright red chemotherapy drain
from the plastic IV bag sagging on its pole.
I am tired of this—more tired than afraid.
Tired of watching bald children ride their
tricycles down the hail with their IV swaying
in a special cart behind them. Tired of the
smell of iodine and my own sweat. Tired of
needles being worked into the metal portacathater protruding from my chestjust below
the skin and into the blue veins snaking across
my hand and the bend in my arm. Tired of
tubes, pills, bed sores, and tests. Tired of the
waiting room, with the television playing
daytime children's programming and with
parents sleeping upright or sipping watery
coffee. Tired of vomiting. A nurse comes
in and begins fiddling with my IV bag and
tracing the tube down to a tangle by my side
before checking that the needles are still
securely buried under my skin. I wince as she
roughly fumbles - still fearing, after months
of hospital stays, that something or someone
will cause my needle to rip Out. The needle
is always covered by a patch of clear tape that
looks like cellophane wrap but is so sticky
that it must be painfully peeled off, inch
by inch, with the help of a nurse and antiadhesive wipes each time my hospital stay
ends for a short break between treatments.
But I can still feel the needle wiggle in its
pocket under the plastic and fear a quick
yank will dislodge it. The nurse leaves. My
mom asks if I would like to go outside.

us to my appointments in case the worst
happens, is trying to comfort her. We are
in the parking lot of my surgeon's office. I
marvel at the fact that they keep letting us
leave offices with devastating news and no
supervision. It is strange that we can get in
the car and eventually drive off like anyone
else going about their daily business. I watch
the canopy of leaves outside the window
shifting in lighter and darker shadows
as the wind moves them. Watching the
kaleidoscope of semi-transparent leaves shot
through by delicate networks of veins, I feel
as if it is alright. I think of the exhausted
box of tissues on the examining table and
the feeling that the water would never stop
running from my eyes. But now I am calm
as if I had years to get used to the surgeon's
prescription instead of only the walk to the
parking lot. He announced that I need an
amputation of my right leg from the knee
down to prevent any cancer from spreading
to my lungs. In less than a half hour, the
unthinkable has become the future.

I lie in the back of Ms. Sandy's van. The
last row of seats has been taken out so there
is plenty of room for me to lie flat across
the plastic, curled fibers of grey carpet. My
mother is crying in the passenger seat and
Ms. Sandy, a family friend who always drives
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Walking down the hall, wearing a worn
gown and flanked by two nurses in matching
blue scrubs, I think I will run. The thought
comes in a brief flash. Just run. Turn and
run. After hours in the waiting room and
being prepped, the insane solution comes.
I have already been weighed, blood pressure
and other vitals checked, and have already
selected a fruity scent to roll on the gas
mask which will do nothing to counteract
the smell. My mom has already taken my
personal possessions, and must now be sitting
back in that crowded waiting room clutching
them on her lap. My purse, my fake-gold ring
with a plastic diamond, my T-shirt, my ratty
bra, my jeans, my elastic hair tie. A small,
lonely heap of things that smell like inc but
that look so worn and worthless without me,
crumpled and empty in my mother's lap.
Everyone came this morning to support
me and my family. I spent the morning curled
on a children's couch, pretending to sleep
to avoid their frightening words of comfort.
And now I am alone in this corridor. Alone
and thinking of running. My thoughts, as
panicked and racing as they are, take too
long. I am at the double doors and then in
the room where masked doctors are waiting
among whirring machines. I lie on the bed

at the center of it all, lit by a yellow spotlight.
Tubes, plastic bags, metal, cloths and gauzy
paper to soak up the blood, and more
implements and actions surround me than I
can register. The mask is slid on and I force
myself to breath. I say the numbers loudly
for the doctor, while silently praying that I
won't wake up at any time during the nine
hour surgery. But the prayer is unfinished.
Darkness. Sounds. Someone is
screaming. I am screaming. My mother's
voice. My father's voice. They sound
distraught. But I can't stop the screaming. I
can't see. Darkness.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
I cover my head with the hospital pillow.
The girl in the room next door is wailing.
She has head trauma from a car accident. I
looked at my leg today. It was a swollen bulb
wrapped with blue bandages. A thick tube
disappeared into the bandages and leaked
dirty-looking blood into a bag below the
bed. I am not upset because the thing below
the blankets is not a leg. I cry only because I
want the girl to stop screaming. *
*
I stare at the underbelly of the ivy
growing across the window. Every few inches
beneath bunches of three-pronged leaves,
the branches have slug-like suction cups
ringed with tiny root-like tentacles. The
tentacles have begun to grow in-between the
square mesh of the window screen, as the
ivy covers the side of the house. I watch it
progress, day after day, as I lie on the living
room couch with hot towels wrapped around
the remainder of my limb, to ease the hot
itch of phantom pains. In the mornings, I
still fall out of bed leaning on a limb that
exists only in feeling. Soon, I will be strong
enough to have the staples removed, to be
fitted for a prosthetic leg, to begin chemo
again. I dream at night that I am running,
but when I look down there is a seeping
wound growing on my leg.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Someone asked me what they did with the
rest of my leg. I wish they hadn't. I pictured it
in a clear bio waste bag, sealed in air-tight so
that the curves of my ankle and foot are lined
with plastic. The top is fleshy and bloody like
in a horror film or like packaged meat. Wet
blood gets trapped in the wrinkles in the

plastic. It is in a dumpster in the back alley.
A piece of me in the garbage. I wonder how
much of the body can be lost before the part
with the self in it is cut off and thrown away.
Or maybe the leg is floating in a large jar
of formaldehyde somewhere like the animal
bodies in my biology class. Suspended in
liquid and only stirring slightly, the toe nails,
skin, and severed flesh are all the same palegreenish color. I wonder what the label on
the jar says.
*
*
*
*
*
"Your aunt reminded me yesterday
of something that happened to you one
summer at your great grandmother's cabin."
My mom addressed to the silence of a long,
familiar car ride. We are commuting to the
hospital. I have been watching the miles of
dirt and metal being moved by countless
yellow tractors on the side of the road. The
old overpasses are being torn down, and bent
iron rods hang down with clumps of concrete
trapped in their mangled grips, as clods of
dirt cling to the roots of a pulled-up weed.
They look surprisingly flexible and fluid
in their mid-destruction state. Everywhere
from Temecula to San Diego, has been
developing and growing to accommodate
the desire to live in perpetual sunshine.
Gone are the blank spaces and tumbleweeds
of my childhood. Structures emerge on the
horizon and the envelope it with their solid
walls. Sensing the unconvincing attempt at
casualness in my mother's voice, I murmur
acknowledgement without looking at her.
She watches the road with extra care and I
study the passing construction sites. My eyes
rise and fall with their varying progress. "Do
you remember the day you... the day you got
sick after the long hike when you were about
11 or 12." I remembered the day in cluttered,
foggy moments. I had woken up and fallen
down the stairs because one of my legs was
asleep. I remember being told to lie down,
while my mom shouted hysterically for me
to stop messing around and my aunt asked
if we should call a doctor. And then I was
walking. Walking and walking alone along
the gravel-covered roads around the cabin
that we often took to pick huckleberries. I
walked alone without any sense of direction
or purpose or fear of being lost. I walked
the same road over and over again until I
woke up in bed with mid-afternoon light in
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my eyes and a headache. A box of graham
crackers lay scrunched by my side, so I must
have eaten at some point. I remember feeling
the crumbs rubbing between my skin and
the tousled sheets. Getting up, I went down
to the lake shore with my family and put a
towel over my head to block the light while I
recovered from the headache. It was bright
that day. No one mentioned the incident
again. I sensed I might be in trouble, so I
didn't ask any questions.
"Do you know what happened that
day?" Her voice quavered about to break an
unspoken vow of silence.
"No." I didn't want to try to explain the
aimless walking past a rotation of depthless
forest. The feeling of dreams never quite
translates correctly.
"You refused to walk on your right
leg and it hung limp at your side. We kept
threatening you and offering you rewards
to walk right but you didn't seem to hear
us. You just kept shouting that you couldn't
walk and that you couldn't feel your leg.
You aunt and father carried you out to the
driveway and held you between them and
paced you up and down the drive way. You
were leaning on them and used only your
left leg. We were frightened. Your leg.. .it
really did look.. .it looked.. .1 don't know, it
looked dead, or at least far more still than an
1 1-year-old could make a part of her body be
for hours. Stiller than sleep or injury. Then
you began screaming. You began to scream
'they are hurting me, they are hurting me,
make them stop, they are hurting me.' We
were so frightened. I want to believe that
you were faking or throwing some kind of
strange temper tantrum but your eyes didn't
look right. They looked blank and you didn't
respond to anything that happened around
you. And your voice. Your voice was real. The
fearwas real. Finally you passed out. We called
the doctor and he said it was exhaustion
from the heat and physical activity. We were
so frightened we didn't say anything to you
when you woke up. Then when you acted
normal, we became less afraid. And finally we
must have just gradually forgotten. Nothing
like it ever happened again."
As I listened, I imagined seeing my young
self from above being dragged up and down
the length of the driveway between my frantic
aunt and father, while my mother panicked

near by. I saw my right foot making a trail
through the gravel until the dirt beneath it
began to show. I saw the yellow snap dragons
with their fuzzy orange tongues sprouting in
the ditches on either side of the drive way.
I saw the wood-planked wall of the house
with wild weed stocks bordering its base.
I saw the lush layers of green filling in the
distance and the space beyond the house. In
the middle of this familiar landscape, I am
only a body, glassy eyed and speaking, strung
between my aunt and father. Looking down
on this scene, I know I am not there. I am
walking the roads and waiting for something
to pass.
"Your aunt called because she couldn't
remember what leg it was. I told her it was
the right. It was the right." The weight of my
plastic prosthetic socket incased in titanium
is suddenly heavy on my tingling right leg as
I sit still in the car.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
I am sitting on the shore of the lake in warm
sunshine. Every detail is vivid, from the red caps
of the thimble berries dotted in the bushes to the
flourished mouths of the snapdragons. I sense the
presence of the salt licks carved by the tongues of
deer until they look like melting icebergs, and of
the broken Mary watching the slow chaos of her
garden. I wash in the cold water, and when I look
down I see my legs in the sand. One long and
curvy with crooked little toes and a delicate ankle.
The other short and soft ending with a knee cap
and a pink scar Both are freckled.
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MARK BADE

Theatre of the Absurd
Ashe whistles an outdated melody into
he empty auditorium, memories and
Vomanticized lovers grow inside of the
Sailor's lonely head. He scratches his dark
green face, searches his beige trench coat
for a yellow filtered cigarette, and adjusts the
frayed cap draping an ominous shadow over
his pale eyes and decaying nose. Confused,
alone, and angry that he has traveled across
six states to find a vacant and rotting theatre,
the Sailor sits down on a cobweb-infested seat
to ease his frustration by smoking in silence.
The money, time, and energy the Sailor
exerted on his cross-country trip has left his
body frail, undernourished, and shaking
without a much needed bottle of Imoxidon
in his pocket. Barely able to lift the cigarette
to his sun chapped lips, the Sailor notices a
tapping noise echoing from the stage as his
wrist goes limp, the filter locks within his
teeth, and his entire arm goes numb as it
falls like an iron beam into his crotch.
The tapping is dribbling out of a colossal,
emaciated fan that covers most of the stage.
The Sailor is alarmed, but too tired to move
from his seat his feet glued to the carpet
below him, his neck tied to the back of his
headrest, his arms wrapped around his body
as if in a straightjacket, his mouth silenced
by the smoke billowing into his throat and
nostrils. A high-pitched squeal accompanies
the tapping, it too releasing into the theatre
and in between the blades of the fan, an
audio roaring as the squeal forms into babylike gibberish. The evocative combination of
theatrical sounds erect the sea of hair on the
Sailor's back; he begins panting, trying to spit
the cigarette out of his mouth, screaming
at the chandeliered ceiling as a spotlight
shines on stage, an orchestra plays a delicate
sounding overture, and hundreds of welldressed men and women shuffle into the
seats surrounding his paralyzed body. The
Sailor's gasps turn silent as the smoke digs
further into his charred lungs, a symphony
of internal cutting forming tears in his eyes
as the lights dim and the orchestra carries
out their final note.
The audience radiates a blistering heat
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from their bodies, their chests pumping up
and down at the same time, their bony and
crusty faces flaring simultaneously as the
spotlight softens and the noises on stage drift
away. The Sailor moves his eyes over to the
left, the woman sitting next to him wearing
a dusty gown and shiny jewels around
her neck, her hand placed on his thigh in
slow motion. Unable to move his neck, the
Sailor has trouble catching a full glimpse of
the woman, only making out certain fuzzy
features: grey curly hair, a bonnet placed
on top of her needle-shaped head, a sinister
smile where the edge of her mouth climbs
above her earlobes. She kisses her husband's
ear, a stench rolling out of her mouth, the
smell of compost and cuisine gliding into
the Sailor's sense of scent. The Sailor directs
his attention toward the stage; nervously
waiting for movement, the force holding his
body against the chair lifts.
"Keep looking forward," the man
sitting behind him whispers in a raspy voice,
his throat sounding like the crackle of a
furnace.
The fan on the stage begins to shake
and rattle; an invisible choir sings and chants
something in Latin as the stage lowers, the
fan sinking in the eyes of the audience.
Quicksand, the Sailor mutters. The choir
reaches a high and climactic note as the
chanting becomes violent and ambitious,
the stage ascending with a nude woman and
man in place of the bulky fan. The woman's
eyes are whiter than a polar bear's fur, her
face covered with specks of lilac paint, her
body narrow like a small ship's mast. The
undressed man standing behind her is
covered in blood as cigarettes stick out of
his flesh, the smoking pieces of rolled paper
stabbed into his pectorals, buttocks, stomach,
forearms, cheeks, and left eye. The Sailor
watches the defaced man pull a cigarette out
of his left eye and gently place it in between
his smiling lips. After the naked actor takes
a drag and blows out a ring of smoke, the
audience elegantly applauds.
"Clap, Sailor," the man sitting behind
him demands. The Sailor lightly taps his

fingers against each other, and when no
noise rises into the air, he considers that
coming here was a poor decision. Trying to
numb his worries, he continues watching the
play.
Throughout the duration of the show,
harps and flutes and bassoons and violins
and snare drums and cymbals and bass drums
and triangles and xylophones and chimes
and piccolos and oboes and clarinets and
saxophones and trumpets and trombones
and tubas and French horns and pianos and
organs sporadically make noises underneath
the naked man and woman's voices, their
throats and brains laced with German
accents. The Sailor finds the songs sung in
English to be poignant; he finds the songs
alternating every word between Russian and
Italian downright disturbing.
Themes incorporated in the English
songs: love, loss, and exploration. Themes
incorporated in the Russian and Italian
songs: the heartbreak of losing an arm,
cannibalism,
Caesar's
superficiality,
vegetarianism, anti-Semitism, faces without
flesh, children burning to death, dogs with
knives in their throats, God, Franz Ferdinand,
lost generations, dentists and their tools,
needles, spiders, rats, Paris, Jesus, green
lights, airplanes, bellybuttons, rainbows,
surgery, castles, love, loss, and exploration.
The Sailor is not quite sure how to piece
the fragmented musical into a cohesive
whole. He cannot understand why the naked
woman is standing on stilts with her entire
body punctured with antique staplers, why
the naked man is lying on a bed with half
of his body sliced in half as his intestines
flow from below him and look like tentacles,
and why the entire audience—including the
woman sitting next to him—is laughing at
all of this. The Sailor plays along, following
the directions of the man sitting behind
him, carefully sipping from a grimy glass of
champagne that an usher—missing his jaw
and ears—handed to him during the middle
of the show.
The play's conclusion: the rising of the
large fan, the woman picking up the upper
half of the cut in half man's body, throwing
it into the twirling blades, blood shooting
out and covering the first five rows with
bones and guts and a blackish-red liquid,
the woman exploding into millions of pieces

as she sings about destiny and flowers, a
storm of tongues raining into the fan from
the rafters, and theatre curtain dramatically
swinging across the stage, masking the area
housing the carnage and insanity the Sailor
painfully witnessed. The pressure comes
back; the Sailor feels hands push him against
his seat as the crowd files slowly out of the
theatre. He is all alone when someone's
head peers through the velvet curtains, the
face indistinguishable from the Sailor's seat,
the air cold with the cobwebbed chandelier
dimly lit.
"Did you like or love the show?" the face
asks, a man's voice sounding refined and full
of enunciation.
"I loved it," the Sailor lies, his green
face peeling underneath his eyes. The face
popping out of the curtain becomes a neck,
the neck becomes a body, and the body begins
dancing toward the Sailor. He watches the
dancing body move like a spineless animal,
noticing that the fidgeting man's navy
tuxedo, brown scarf, black lipstick around
his eyes, white powdered complexion, and
fixed smile are mere distractions away from
the stab wound in his stomach.
"Would you like to meet the actors?"
he asks. "I am so rude, my name is Stanley
Cave." The Sailor stands up, shakes Stanley
Cave's skeletal hand, and politely backs away
to the exit. "Would you like to meet the
actors?" Stanley asks, the Sailor knowing that
there is no other option.
"Certainly," the Sailor lies, following
Stanley down the aisle where they climb
on the stage, cross the velvet threshold,
and encounter stagehands dressed in grey
pants and turtlenecks while drinking wine
underneath thousands of lit candles.
"Is everyone ready to go down?" Stanley
asks, the stagehands concurrently cheering
and holding on tightly to their bottles of
wine. Stanley yanks on a rope that dangles
from above the stage; the stage lowers as
the stagehands and Stanley sing one of the
songs from the show. The Sailor is surprised
when the stage does not stop descending
after three minutes; he is even more
shocked when the hole of candle-inspired
light disappears in the distance above his
head. The stage travels downward for over
an hour, the stagehands drinking until their
bottles are empty, the Sailor too afraid to
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oppose the situation. The stage comes to of liquid cowering below. When smoke and
a stop; silence now, indescribable darkness combustion take over the stage, the Sailor
running marathons around the Sailor and has found his way to the edge of the velvet
his shivering body.
maze. Breathing in fresh air, coughing sickly,
"Meet Linda and Michael Wellborn," he backpedals down the aisle, hoping that
Stanley Caves says into the shapeless black the exit door is unlocked. Inside the Sailor's
air.
vision as his back opens the exit door before
"I loved the show." The Sailor is barely he lurches into a metropolitan side street:
able to speak, an anthology of fingers and the stagehands laughing while breaking their
hands rubbing up and down his groin, back, teeth with their own fists, mouths chewing
stomach, and chest.
on glass from broken wine bottles, Linda
"That is beautifully kind of you," Linda and Michael Wellborn hanging from nooses
and Michael Wellborn say at the same time attached to the chandelier while urinating
from somewhere in the theatre's abyss. The onto the seats below, and Stanley Caves
hands continue massaging and caressing the reading a poem to a great white shark that
Sailor's body, his eyes closing, his shoulders is spastically flopping on the stage, painting
falling past his jaw, his toes cracking inside of pink, speckled with cocaine, and predicting
his boots. The Sailor falls asleep.
the future from 1920 and on.
Inside the Sailor's nightmare: a highway
paved with dead crows, a blanket made out
of salami, a leg with a pair of eyes, a sunny
day in Los Angeles, a dinner during Easter
and Valentine's Day, a senator with grey hair
and white skin, a robot kissing a tree branch,
a chess game with miniature syringes as the
pieces, a high school history book, a man
eating himself, a swimming pool that thirty
people cry into, eyes filling up half of it in a
matter of seconds.
When the Sailor wakes up, he studies his
surroundings: candlelight, the familiar large
fan, and the backside of the gloomy velvet
curtain. The Sailor—alleviated that he is back
from the pit—stands up, a pain vibrating
throughout his neck, chest, stomach, groin,
and anus. The Sailor has trouble finding the
slit in the curtain; he tangles his twitching
self and begins drowning in the drapery.
With one final tug, he rips the entire curtain
from where it hangs, the sounds of metal
and rope snapping and hitting his ears
and bouncing against the stage after they
fall. The Sailor is underneath a massive
blanket, a moldy and foul smelling wave.
Claustrophobia enters the Sailor like a virus;
he screams and claws across the stage, his
fingernails snapping off with each desperate
stab, his voice praying to something for the
possibility of escape. A flood of laughter
adds more tension, the Sailor feeling as if
another curtain has fallen from the rafters
onto the one already consuming him. The
sound of a match striking the floor towers
over the laughter, the pouring of some form
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Harry Potter and the Completionist Letdown
Note: This manuscript was found in the cellar off
K. Rowling castle, hidden beneath the pentagram tapestry. Clearly an alternate version of the seventh volume
of the Harry Potter saga, it was discarded for reasons
yet undetermined. Until the reasons for its abandonment
are understood, the editors have dubbed it best to publish
this story without Rowling'i authorization, liberally infringing on all character names, and collecting royalty
cheques accordingly.

As Harry looked disgustedly at the red
herrings, a Burmese python slithered up
Harry's leg. Harry pulled out his wand and
yelled "Ophidio Be-Gone-O!" The snake
rapidly slithered behind Dumbledore's
bookcase.
"The bloody rascal even got the snake!
The snake tells Voldemort a load of horse
refuse, like ASHHETH KHAZUL SAMAH
HASHAKHTIKAH RHEZ KA"—the others
cringed as Harry spoke what he thought was
sycophantic English—"and Voldemort eats
it all up. If he thought to use Veritaserum
on the snake, he'd know the snake ate something else up: RAB's note!" Harry grabbed
the note, which was still oozing the snake's
digestive juices, from Dumbledore's desk.
Harry looked at the note, and then squealed,
"Ew!" casting the note to the floor and wiping his hand on his sweater.
As Harry changed into a new sweater
and cast a disintegration spell on the old
one, Professor Lupin strode in.
"I trust you're taking the report well,
Harry?" inquired Lupin, "No matter how
fruitless our search, we need you to maintain
focus. Voldemort wants you, and we know
now that we need to rely on leadership from
you, as well as from the veteran members of
the Order."
Harry retorted: "Why? I kept telling itlike
it is since Book 1—I mean, Year 1—and no
one ever listened to me! Now Dumbledore's
dead, and you look to me as a leader? I'll bet
you'rejust impressed by how tall I've gotten!
He's so tall, his ankles keep showing when
he wears his invisibility cloak! My, how big
our little Harry has gotten!"
Professor McGonagall decided enough
was enough, and shouted "Endocrini Stabiliti!" Immediately, Harry's raging teenage
hormones began to settle down. Hermione cringed at the sight of the spell. It reminded her of a time Ron had attempted a
similar spell on her: Pee-Emm-Ess, Take a Rest.
Upon remembering that incident, Hermione slapped Ron accordingly. Ron slapped
Hermione, and one thing led to another as
Lupin approached the subdued Harry.

arry Potter was a nervous wreck.
He paced recklessly around Dumbledore's office, trying to get his
thoughts together. Ron and Hermione sat
nearby, wanting to console him, but aware
that it would do no good. Four hours earlier,
they had tried snogging to pass the time, but
now they were thoroughly exhausted and
Harry was no better. Ron was just about to
ask Harry if he had any ideas, when Professor
McGonagall stormed into the office, looking
no calmer than Harry.
"It's no use!" cried McGonagall, "The
other members of the Order have searched
everywhere. Grimmauld Place, the House of
Gaunt, Gringotts. .. Hagrid even spelunked
in his own latrine! The real horcruxes are
nowhere to be found."
"Well, that's just peachy!" screamed
Harry, angrily grabbing Dumbledore's autographed copy of The Satanic Bible and
hurling the book across the room. OUCH!
yelped Phineas Nigellus, as the book hit his
portrait. Harry then remembered the tantrum he had thrown in Year 5, and sat down
in exasperation.
Hermione spoke: "Listen, whoever this
RAB is, we know one thing. He must be a
very powerful wizard if he can steal four horcruxes from right under Voldemort's nose."
"Thanks for pointing out the obvious,"
said Harry sarcastically. He reached into
Dumbledore's desk and pulled out the fake
locket, the fake cup, and the so-called Eyepod—a muggle device that RAB had left in
Rowena Ravenclaw's sarcophagus, which
was impressively guarded by Voldemort's enchantments. But Voldemort did not anticipate that RAB and Professor Flitwick would
both know the Elvish word for friend.
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"Harry, I know just how devastated you
are by Professor Dumbledore's death, but
think of how grieved he would be if he saw
you acting this way. He was also like a father
to me. And that is why I intend to try again
tomorrow. And so must you. I remember a
time when Dumbledore was consoling me
about my, condition. He said, 'I know you're
ashamed of your curse Remus, but being a
lycanthrope is not for you to decide. All you
have to decide is what to do with—"
Lupin was interrupted by Mad-Eye
Moody, who charged in at that moment. "I
found it! I found it! I found out who RAB is!
Stop the presses! Alert the Minister of Magic! Alert the London Times, for Beelzebub's
sake! This discovery is too great even for
inuggles not to hear about it!"
"Professor Moody! Watch what you say!
Settle down!" chided Professor McGonagall
"Settle down and tell us what you've found."
"Well, you see," began Mad-Eye "I was
over at the Leaky Caldron, reading.. . some
magazines about. . . female anatomy—and
physiology—and the magical energy patterns that play a role therein .....Harry,
Lupin and McGonagall gave Mad-Eye disapproving looks. "Anyway," continued Mad-Eye
"I thought some information about magical
physiology would be helpful in our search.
But then, it hit me! RAB is Regulus Black!"
"Regulus Black is dead!" said McGonagall. "Hard to prove" said Mad-Eye, "and it's
not like we have a better lead." McGonagall
looked pensive and said, "Fine, whatever! I
suppose it's better than spelunking in more
latrines!"
"How did a magazine about—whatever!—make you think of Regulus Black?"
asked Professor Lupin.
"Oh" said Mad-Eye "There was a little
cartoon in the magazine that had a shaggy
dog—I mean, a dog!—in it, and the dog
made me think of Sirius. Then I remembered about Regulus, and realized, he must
be RAB!"
"May I take a look at this magazine of
yours, Professor Moody?" inquired Professor
McGonagall.
"NO!" said Mad-Eye. After a moment's
pause, he added "Right now there are more
pressing matters to consider. Besides, I'll
need the magazine for some, er, research I
have to conduct once the war is over."

Professor Lupin ignored McGonagall's
suppressed look of disappointment. "You're
right, Moody" he said, "There are more
pressing matters at stake. If RAB is Regulus
Black, a logical place to start would be Grimmauld Place. Let us grab our broomsticks
and head there straightaway!"
"Damn right!" said Harry, who was already packing the faux-cruxes into a bag.
He knew these would be crucial in confirming. The snake put up a bit of a struggle, but
Harry managed to stuff the beast in after using the petrification spell. "Let's head there
now. Come on Ron! Come on Hermi—"
"Slap me again! I'm such a naughty boy!"
came Ron's voice from inside Dumbledore's
closet. Harry gave a disgusted look, wondering how this could have gone on without
catching anyone's attention. "Excuse me for
a moment" he said to the professors, and
then strode into the closet The professors
heard the sound of a boy and a girl screaming, which was followed by Harry's voice muttering some Latin-sounding words. Harry
then walked out of the closet, followed by an
unkempt Hermione, who was conspicuously
holding one hand to her neck, and an equally unkempt Ron, who looked as if he'd just
endured an hour of the Cruciatus curse. As
he walked to fetch his broom, Ron reached
painfully toward his groin, but Hermione
smacked his wrist. Ron now gave a look as
if a Dementor had smacked his wrist, but he
grabbed his broomstick and took off, right
behind the others. As Harry took lead of the
group, a thought occurred to him. He had
hit Phineas Niggelus in the nose. There were
portraits for all the deceased headmasters.
Yet Dumbledore's portrait was still blank.
Harry shrugged it off, as he set course for his
legal residence.
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Harry kicked open the door to Grimmauld Place, holding his wand in firing position. "You didn't have to do that" said MadEye, "It is your house after all. Don't you
have a key?"
"I do" said Harry, "but I've seen them do
that in muggle films and I always wanted to
try it."
"No time to waste, people!" said Lupin, "We found no horcruxes here when we
searched last month. But we may find a clue
as to as to Regulus's whereabouts." As he

spoke, McGonagall pulled out a small device
and held it to the side of her head. "Kingsley!" she spoke "Come to Grimmauld Place
at once. Tell everyone to come! We may have
our lead here." McGonagall pushed a button on her device, and then tucked it back
into her cloak. Upon noticing bewildered
looks from Harry, Ron, Hermione, Lupin
and Moody, McGonagall said, "I've sometimes wondered how muggles get by without magic. But I also tend to wonder how so
many witches and wizards manage without a
bloody mobile phone!" She strode down the
hall and began searching for clues. The others decided it was best not to question the
Headmistress, and commenced searching as
well.
After an how; the search yielded no
results. Kingsley Shacklebolt, Tonks, Professor Flitwick, Professor Sprout, and Hagrid
had arrived. They all stood in the hail, disappointed at having found no clues as to
Regulus's whereabouts. Ron was proud to
have found a bronze Knut in the underwear
drawer, but Mad-Eye scolded him for trivializing the search.
As they stood about in awkward silence,
unsure where to go from where they were,
Harry had an idea. "Kreacher!" he called.
Immediately, the disgusting little houseelf materialized. Harry grabbed Kreacher
and demanded, "Where is Regulus?" "Master Regulus is working!" babbled Kreacher,
"Master Regulus is very busy! He won't let
anyone interfere with his work! Won't ever!
Won't Won't Won't—"
"Shut up!" shouted Harry, who couldn't
make sense of Kreacher's ravings. Fortunately, he now didn't have to, for in accordance
with Harry's command, Kreacher lost his
ability to speak.
Harry decided to teach Kreacher a lesson, and said, "Kreacher, you realize you
just spoke ill of me. You know what that
means." Kreacher gave a horrified look, and
reluctantly, began bashing his head against
the wall. Shacklebolt, who was fed up with
Kreacher's disloyalty, handed him a knife
and said, "Here, help yourself." As Kreacher
began cutting himself, Ron grabbed a rusty
coat hanger he had found, and Hermione
picked up some glass shards from the floor.
Soon, everyone was lined up with an item to
hand to Kreacher.
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Once Kreacher had satisfied his guilt—
to the delight of the Order—Harry decided
it was time to resume the interrogation. As
Lupin began mopping up the elf-blood on
the floor, Harry handed Kreacher some
bandages from his Emergency Healer's Kit.
"Now tell me, Kreacher, what do you know
about this?" He pulled out the locket from
his bag.
Kreacher gaped in shock at the locket.
Harry continued, "You say Regulus is still
alive? Then what do you know of this locket, and of the horcrux it was switched for?"
Kreacher continued to gawk at the locket.
Harry's patience waned, "Kreacher, answer
me, you pathetic little runt!" Finally Kreacher spoke, "MY PRECIOUSSSSS!" He shrieked
as he nabbed the locket from Harry.
Harry finally hit the ceiling. He grabbed
the house-elf and threw him against the curtain. The curtain fell, and the painting was
revealed. "FILTHY BLOOD TRAITORS!
GET THOSE MUDBLOODS OUT OF MY
HOUSE!" The screaming began.
Everyone in the hall rolled their eyes.
This mission was turning out to be not only
fruitless, but an outright annoyance as well.
To make matters worse, Tonks had the nerve
to pick this moment to don a pink Mohawk.
Shacklebolt looked at her, contemplating using a buzz-cut jinx on her, but decided this
was not the best time to challenge her taste.
Hagrid grabbed the curtain, and began hoisting it back over the painting. But
before he was halfway done with the task,
they all heard a voice shout, "AVADA REDAVRA!" Harry shut his eyes. Before the
curse was uttered, he could sense a streak
of lime-green light flying in Hagrid's direction. "N000000!!!" screamed Harry. He
could not bare to open his eyes, but when he
did, he was shocked. Hagrid was crouching
defensively by the painting, but very much
alive. His hair was on end though, and immediately he had to begin untwining his
locks from the chandelier.
As Flitwick helped Hagrid untangle his
hair, Harry turned to the door to see where
the blast had come from. As the throbbing
in Harry's scar worsened, he feared he already knew who had tried to kill Hagrid. In
through the doorway, he stepped: the nonMordorian Dark Lord, Voldemort!
Everyone stepped back as the Dark Lord

entered. An evil aura emanated throughout
the house. Voldemort stooped to the python, who slithered up to him affectionately.
Voldemort said, "I figured you'd all be smart
enough not to keep this snake around!
Didn't it occur to you that I might come
looking for her?" He then looked at Harry,
who was painfully rubbing his forehead. "For
Christ's sake, you're pathetic!" Voldemort
handed Harry a bottle, which was labeled
Ibuprofen.. "Seven years of headaches, eleven
years growing up with muggles. You'd think
a powerful young wizard like you would
know better!"
Harry turned his nose up at the offering.
"You tried to kill Hagrid!" he shouted. As if
you haven't brought me low enough already!
Why, I'll—"
"I didn't try to kill the brute!" retorted
Voldemort, "I just did that to shut her up."
He gestured to the portrait, which now had
its eyes X-ed out, and tongue hanging limp.
"You technically can't kill a painting, but
it's amazing what the power of suggestion
can do." He faced the portrait and shouted,
"Some of us like to have a little peace and
quiet now and then! You give hate-speech a
bad name, you senile old bitch!" As Voldemort said this, Kreacher crept toward Harry.
"You realize Kreacher considers this clothing" the house-elf said, holding the locket
out. Harry tried to grab the locket, but
Kreacher made for the door and was never
seen again. "Damn!" shouted Harry.
"As for you" Voldemort turned back to
Harry, "you sympathize with muggles, and
yet you won't take their nasty headache medicine, even though it's so effective! You really
are pathetic! I should've killed you when I
had the chance."
"You tried" retorted Harry, "You tried
five times, and each time I bested you. Aren't
you bored with this game already?"
"Why you little—" cried Voldemort, and
he leapt to put his fingers around Harry's
throat. Then he remembered he had a more
efficient way of going about such matters.
Voldemort pulled out his wand, and with
a flick of it, knocked Harry to the ground.
"Before I kill you, there's something you
should know. Remember the story they told
you? The one about me killing your parents?
Well guess what? That story is balderdash!
They never told you the truth! I AM YOUR

FATHER!"
At this blasphemous utterance, Lupin
grabbed his wand, and made for Voldemort.
"Leave Harry alone!" He screamed. But before Lupin could attack Voldemort, he was
knocked down by a witch, who zoomed in on
her broom and rapidly dismounted. Harry
recognized the loathsome personage of Bellatrix LeStrange as she pulled off her cloak.
"Fascinating, isn't it?" said LeStrange, "And
if you think that's a shock, wait 'til you hear
who your mother is!" Harry turned his nose
up in disgust. LeStrange continued, "That's
why I killed Sirius, you see? He took you away
from me. I couldn't stand it. Godfather, my
ass! No one takes my baby away from me and
lives." She approached Harry, her lips ready
to kiss. Flitwick, Shacklebolt, and Tonks ran
to the restroom looking greener than the
Slytherin Quidditch team.
"No time to kiss the boy, Sweetcakes"
said Voldemort, "We've finally got him. Now
let's kill him and commence taking over
the world. The other Death Eaters will be
here soon. Now let's fulfill that prophecy!"
"What!?" Chortled LeStrange, "You're actually going to kill him? I thought you werejust
going to threaten him for seventeen years,
so he'd be hardened enough to share in our
work." "No!" said Voldemort, "The prophecy must be fulfilled! Neither of us can live
while the other—" "Survives! Yes, I've only
heard that lame prophecy every day from
you! Well, guess what! I'm not going to let
you kill my baby!"
Voldemort and LeStrange commenced
bickering. Harry took the opportunity to
crawl over to his friends. "What the hell is going on?" He asked them, feeling rather confused. "Oh, don't worry, Harry." Consoled
Hermione menacingly. She pulled out her
wand. "Soon your confusion will end. I think
the Dark Lord will appreciate your petrified
body served to him directly." "Hermione,
what are you saying?" asked Harry? "Oh,
come off it Harry!" yelled Hermione, "You
actually believed that muggle-born bullshit!
I only pulled to cover up the fact that I'm
really" she pulled off her face, which turned
out to be remarkably well-designed silicone
mask, "A DEATH EATER!"
Ron gaped at Hermione. "A Death
Eater with boobs?" he exclaimed. Hermione looked flattered. LeStrange, however,
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pricked her cars up at this comment, and
quit arguing with Voldemort. 'just what is
that supposed to mean?" She asked Ron. As
Ron struggled to come up with a nonsexist
answer, LeStrange lost patience, "AVADA
KEDAVRA!" She shouted, and Ron's body
flew through the wall. Kreachei; who was in
the adjoining room jamming to the eyepod
he had filched from among the faux-cruxes,
ducked for cover as Ron's carcass crashed
through.
"N000000000!!!!" screamed Hermione, whose Death Eater face turned out
not to be so different from her muggle-born
face. Harry decided the silicone mask must
have been strictly for the principle of the
thing. Hermione turned to LeStrange. "He
was such a good lover! AVADA KEDRAVRA!"
Hermione sent LeStrange's corpse flying
through several walls. Harry and Voldemort
gave each other looks of equal confusion.
As Hermione fumed, Lupin broke his
silence, "Expelliarmus!" Lupin had caught
the mighty Dark Lord unaware, and Voldemort was left wandless. "Finish him!" Cried
Lupin. Harry raised his wand, ready to utter
the Unforgivable Curse. He was interrupted
by a shout from outside.
"STOP!" came the voice, and in ran a
man, whom Harry recognized immediately. This had to be Sirius's younger brother.
"Don't kill him Harry! He's mine!"
"No he's not, Regulus! I've waited too
long to finish this! I-Ic's mine!"
"I will kill him, and if I have to, I'll kill
you to get to him!"
"Boys!" interrupted McGonagall. "Aren't
you forgetting who your common enemy
is?" ,,
Of course!" exclaimed Regulus, "the
Popular Front ofJudea!" He looked at Harry,
expecting him to nod assent. But Harry only
stared, looking more bewildered than ever.
Harry was just about to ask Voldemort what
the hell was going on, when Hermione broke
in, "You look a little asphyxiated, Regulus A
Black. Are getting enough skin respiration?"
Regulus started. He was clearly intimidated
by Hermione. "Relax" she continued, "Judging by the look in your eyes, you ought to be
sweating. I'm concerned, because I don't see
a single bead of sweat on your brow."
Regulus was just about to run for it,
when Hermione grabbed him, and pulled

the silicone mask off his head. "when you've
spent seventeen years suffocating under one
of these" she lectured, "you can tell when
someone else is wearing one." Harry was
more shocked than ever now. Beneath the
mask, Regulus had in fact been a woman.
Voldemort muttered, "I thought the voice
sounded a bit feigned." The Dark Lord approached the woman and demanded, "Who
are you, and what in God's name is going
on!"
The woman said, "I'm really, urn, Resurrected Amelia Bones! Yes, that's what RAB
stands for, and I'm back to take my revenge
on you! Ha!" despite her threats, she held no
wand, and seemed to hope her fierce facial
expression would kill Voldemort.
Just as Voldemort was about to continue
the interrogation, Ginny Weasley appeared.
She approached Harry and asked, "Has she
confessed?" Harry replied, "She confessed
that she's really Resurrected Amelia Bones,
and—" "Lies!" Howled Ginny, "I caught
her on the way here. I know a silicone mask
when I see one. It was the only way I could
stand kissing Michael Corner. I knew such
a suspicious person had to be investigated.
Guess I'm proven right!" "Wait!" exclaimed
Hermione, "How come you never noticed
my mask?" "Oh, I noticed it all right! Ijust
assumed you were preparing to kiss my
brother. But that's beside the point!" Ginny
turned to RAB, "Professor Moody, how do I
perform the Cruciatus curse?"
Moody quickly put away his magazine
and desperately searched for a spider to
demonstrate on. Finding none, he donned
a wicked grin and said, "Let me demonstrate
on Remus. CRUCIO!" Lupin collapsed to
the ground, writhing in agony. Mad-Eye
ceased the torture, and then muttered, "I've
always wanted to do that!"
Ginny turned her nose in disgust, and
then remembered, "Wait, I still have that veritaserum I stole from Mum after she made
Dad confess where he was going every Thursday night." Ginny pulled out the bottle, and
forced it into RAB's mouth. RAB swallowed.
Ginny demanded, "Who are you?" RAB replied, "That serum is actually pretty tasty!
May I have some more?"
SLAP! Ginny struck RAB, "Who the fuck
are you, I asked!"
RAE choked back her tears and said,
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"I'm J. K. Rowling! I created you all! It was
a story I came up with. A really nice, complex, coming-of-age story, that managed to
be surprisingly original despite the endless
borrowing from J. R. R. Tolkien and—"
"J. R R. WHO!?" exclaimed Harry.
"That's not the point" spoke Rowling,
"The story got me off welfare, and it touched
the hearts of millions. But when I realized I
was left with only one volume to publish—
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows—the
public pressure finally got to me. I felt like
I would have nothing to live for once the
saga was complete. One day, I happened to
be reading some existentialist literature, and
noticed how sometimes the author would arbitrarily through herself into her own stories.
Given that I've been dabbling in the Black
Arts ever since I first heard the Beatles play,
I figured I could acquire a boon from Satan.
Enter my own story, so that by experiencing it firsthand, while still retaining my omnipotence as the author, I could keep Harry
and Voldemort alive forever. I threw in all
the chaotic events of the past few pages, because I felt it would deepen the story's mystery. I confess, the whole 'I am your father'
thing, and everything else, it actually has no
relevance to the saga whatsoever. *sniffle*"
Rowling began sobbing. Voldemort stooped
to console her.
Ginny asked, "If you're the omnipotent
author, then why were you powerless against
me?" Rowling answered, "I lost focus. I feel
old! How do I top Harry Potter!? And you!
You're a beautiful young redhead with your
whole life ahead of you! Here to remind me
that I'm an old, useless, rags-to-riches single
mother with a trophy husband, and that my
life will be over on July 21!"
"Don't talk like that" said Harry, "you'll
have plenty to live for after the seventh book
is published. You could take up new interests! See if you can patent a portkey! Open
an actual school of magic! Or, you could
keep writing. The chronicles of the Hogwarts founders! Tales from Durmstrang! The
first war against Voldemort! Let your imagination fly!"
Rowling clearly took Harry's word to
heart. She heartily swallowed one of Voldemort's ibuprofens, and then said 'You're
right. I'm overreacting. I should've remembered that this is just a novel after all."

"So" said Voldemort, "Will you let me
and the boy finish this once and for all?"
"Well, that may be difficult" replied Rowling,
"You see, I was so eager, to leave your conflict
unresolved, I wound up making many more
alterations to the story, many of which have
yet to materialize. And I'm not sure if I can
simply undo—"
She was cut short by the entrance of a
tall figure with a white beard. "Dumbledore!"
cried Harry, 'You're alive!" 'Yes, I am alive!"
said Dumbledore, "Snape only killed my
stunt double!" "Damn right!" said Snape,
who charged in after Dumbledore, "and I
am most displeased that I went entirely unmentioned for nearly seven pages!" From another door emerged Gilderoy Lockhart and
Dedalus Diggle. Diggle was clearly helping
Lockhart with his amnesia, "Now, Dernentors are undead beings that used to guard
Azkaban prison." "Wait!" said Lockhart, "Dementors are the ones who go around kissing
people?" 'Yes, in a sense" continued Diggle.
Harry looked more confused than ever now.
As Harry was about to ask Rowling to
at least try to change her magic, Voldemort
exclaimed, "Here they come!" The Death
Eaters had arrived! In the nick of time, the
Order of the Phoenix reinforcements arrived. A melee broke out instantly. Harry,
not stopping to ask questions, confronted
Voldemort. He didn't care how weird this
was. He knew this was his chance to finish his
adventure once and for all! He was the hero!
He had to kill the villain. Or die trying. As
the melee closed in on him, Harry began to
feel claustrophobic. He felt short of breath.
Everything became a blur...
And then Harry Potter woke up. He was
still in the cupboard under the stairs. He was
still eleven years old. And for all he knew,
he was a muggle. Harry exited the cupboard,
and went grab some breakfast. Luckily, the
Dursleys were not there to pester him. Probably left to be normal and do bourgeois
things out of town for a change.
Harry could not stop thinking about his
dream. Seven years at a wizarding school. So
real. And it was all a dream. He wasn't sure
whether to be relieved or disappointed. But
just as Harry began to munch on his toast,
he heard some noise outside. It gave him a
very unpleasant feeling, but he slowly crept
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toward the front door, where the noise was
clearly coming from. He stood at the door;
and took a deep breath. He opened it.
Harry looked outside, and saw an angry
mob marching down Privet Drive. They were
holding wands, brooms, and miscellaneous
implements of destruction. And they were
all wearing black robes. As Harry watched,
one of the mob called to him, "Hey kid! Join
in! We're heading to the Rowling Castle!
That cheapskate gave Deathly Hallows the old
dream ending, and we're freaking pissed!
Nine years of Harry, and it was all a dream!
Let's go tear the place down!"
Harry remained still. As he watched the
mob march on, he felt his heart in his throat.
He realized just how unpredictable his adventure was from the start. No one could
guess just how Book 7 would end. As he observed all this, he thought aloud, "Dream or
no dream, defeating Voldemort after seven
years of tribulation would certainly be a heroic act. But now I know feat that is far bolder. Anyone who can write a climactic ending to my stay at Hogwarts, after everything
that's happened the first six years, and leave
no reader disappointed. That would be the
most heroic act that I can think of."
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ANDREA ORWOLL

The Vampyre Angel
This short passage is written in Middle English in imitation of Geoffrey Chaucer's The Canterbury
Tales—specifically, his introductory descriptions of the Canterbury pilgrims.
A man ther was of the Cite of Angeles
And for the nones he was ycleped Angel.
I seyde he was a worthy man, a! be
That he hadde faces tweyn, and som men
Fere him for the name VAMPYRE.
But ye be pigge, yow ne need be wery
Of his bite. Cursed by gypsys with a so!
For all the yvele dedes he hadde ydonne,
From Ireland he hadde at first ycome.
And he wend on pilgrimage to redresse
His past vileynye, for redempcioun, I gesse.
He was byg, and ful well colde he fight,
And so he conquerden demons with his myght,
That he wold protecten folk muche and lite.
He nolde speken of his past, for it brought
Cruwel memories to mind, I trowe.
He was ful sad and ek broding was his browe.
His cote was of col-blak lethere fetys.
He ne had no berd, and his heer and yen
Were ful dark as pich or as the nyght.
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LAUREN STRACNER

Gollum, the Pilgrim of Mystruste
This short passage is written in Middle English in imitation of Geoffrey Chaucer sThe Canterbury
Tales —specifically, his introductory descriptions of the Canterbury pilgrims.

Eke folowyng, on longe ond sneekyng hondes,
Cam there a thyng that dwelleth in fantasye londes;
Of body skiendre was he, with fleshe coold as stones,
Ond thynne as parchment: I colde toche his bones.
Of his name, I bileve Sméagol it hadde been,
Eke clepen "Gollum" for the soond he wolde maken.
Onlee whilom hadde there been such a creature.
In that deceyvable mynde, by cas or aventure,
Trewely, by resoun, he hadde som deep sicknesse:
He seketh "Myn preshase," ond it caused hem distresse.
He wolde have been at peace with som caytyves,
For he wolde spaken of mighty evil myscheves,
Nat a roost wolde he eet, nor a fowl of the ayre;
But ful well declar, he colde fishen fayre.
Eke he wolde shake ond soffre in the light,
Ond sclaundre the name Helios in the nyght.
I wolde hem mystriste, but eke I merveylen
At the grete deep passioun his hart did percen.
Evene as I gesse, I colde here voys two,
That secreely spaken of much grave sentence ond wo.
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Edgar Degas, Actress in Her Dressing Room, oil on canvas, c. 1879
Collection of Norton Simon Museum, Pasadena, California
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Edgar Degas's Actress in her Dressing Room from
the Perspective of Baudelairian "Spleen"
omething is off' is the thought that ruin of an illusion that reveals innate malice.
springs to the viewers' mind when one The first line is "but happy the artist torn by
first sees Edgar Degas's Actress in her desire!" While the woman Baudelaire writes
Dressing Room. After a second, closer look about is "beautiful and more than beautiful,"
the viewer may be imbued with a sense of she possesses a sort of frightening quality.
malice and any illusion of what may seem His choice of diction invokes an almost
innocent about the figures in the painting is malevolent beauty, for his ideal woman has
destroyed. This moral ambiguity of malice is eyes like "caverns" and she resembles the
spleen, a word that Baudelaire manipulated "sinister and intoxicating moon that hangs
to describe the darker aspects of life. deep in a stormy night.. .but the moon torn
Baudelaire's prose on women uses spleen to from the sky, the conquered and indignant
illustrate malice, especially the suppression moon that the Thessalian Witches cruelly
of malice and its innate quality in human compel to dance on the frightened grass!"
nature, and the destruction malice may These are not descriptions used to describe
accomplish. These dimensions of spleen the typical society woman but rather illustrate
are visually utilized in Degas's Actress in her a woman whose is powerful and beautiful.
Dressing Room and Daumier's Mountebanks Baudelaire continues on to laude her beauty
Resting through the use of colors, brush but says her "little forehead is inhabited by a
strokes, settings, figures, and lighting.
tenacious will and a desire for prey." He ends
Spleen holds several different meanings the vignette with the idea that the woman
in the dictionary, none of them being leaves him "with the desire to die slowly
particularly pleasant. The first entry on beneath her gaze." Alluring beauty partially
spleen is a highly vascular ductless organ that suppresses the visibility of the woman's sense
is located in the left abdominal region near of malice, but "desire for prey" is still evident
the stomach or intestine of most vertebrates and this innate cruelty is spleen. Also, spleen
and is concerned with final destruction is exemplified by the desire of the man to
of red blood cells, filtration and storage die, in essence destroy his life, while gazing at
of blood, and production of lymphocytes. the woman's beauty as it correlates with the
More definitions of spleen include the seat definition of spleen being the destruction of
of emotions or passions, feelings of ill-will or the blood cells, which can symbolize life.
Baudelaire's Which is the Real One? is
anger often suppressed, or a sudden impulse
or whim. A synonym of spleen is malice. about a girl named Benedicta who was "too
Baudelaire's idea of spleen involves the beautiful to live long." The narrator idolizes
destruction of illusion, such as when blood her and buries her after she dies. While he
cells are destroyed, which can be construed "gazed on the spot where my treasure lay
as malicious. Also, other dimensions of buried" Benedicta mysteriously appears
Baudelairian spleen are suppressed ill-will, and exclaims "Look at me! I am the real
whims, and emotions like desire that may Benedicta! A perfect hussy! And to punish
lead to malice. The destruction of illusion, you for your blindness and your folly, you
which is malicious, along with a whim is the shall love me as I am." Furious, the narrator
basis of Baudelaire's The Bad Glazier. The throws a fit and his leg is caught in the dirt,
Gallant Marksman illustrates the suppression where he is held "fast, perhaps forever, to
of ill-will while Which is the Real One? and the grave of the ideal." The beginning two
The Desire to Paint exemplifies the inherent paragraphs of this vignette appear romantic
malice of human nature and the destruction and with no spleen. However, at the start of
the third paragraph he refers to Benedicta
it may cause.
The Desire to Paint involves desire and the as his "treasure lay buried" which seems to
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objectify her more than show affection. By
revering her as this beautiful object, the
narrator is full of spleen by suppressing the
personality of Benedicta. Benedicta appears
in a rage and destroys his illusions of her by
proclaiming her true self like the ruin that
malice may cause. Baudelaire has a similar
view on women in his writings on women and
prostitutes, as he says "heavy with suggestion,
but cruel, harsh suggestion... interpreted
only too inadequately." Essentially, Benedicta
malevolently destroys his illusions of her
because of the narrator's suppression of
her personality that led to his failure to
"inadequately" comprehend Benedicta's
innate malice.
The Gallant Marksman is ironic and darkly
amusing. Baudelaire epitomizes spleen as
suppressed ill-will and anger through the
male character. In the vignette, the man and
his wife are riding in their carriage through
the woods. He suggests they stop at a shooting
gallery where he misses several shots. His
wife responds to his failed attempts at hitting
the target by laughing "hilariously, twitting
her husband on his want of dexterity." He
tells his wife, "You see that doll over there
to the right, with its nose in the air and its
haughty mien? Well now, my dear angel, I
am going to imagine it is you." The man fires
his gun and nearly decapitates the doll.
However, Baudelaire ends by praising the
woman's good qualities, although he calls
the wife "pitiless." The closing line of the
vignette is the man thanking the woman for
his "dexterity!" The man's spleen like nature
is apparent as he is unable to suppress
he innate malice and ill-will for a second
because of his wife's coquettish nature and
therefore destroys the doll.
Degas painted everything from horses to
people but most prominently entertainers,
such as ballerinas or actors. Many of his works
that focus on the entertainers deal with sex as
a commodity, as many dancers and actresses
had wealthy clients that provided for them
in exchange for sex. Often in his paintings
men are lurking in the background watching
women perform. This sense of the ugliness
of the human nature, an inherent malice, is
shown in his painting Actress in her Dressing
Room.
Actress in herDressingRoom shows the back
of the actress as she looks in the mirror above

her vanity. On the left hand side, there is a
silhouette of a man, most likely her client,
glancing at her chest. The colors, lighting,
and setting principally show the disturbing
feeling to the painting.
When one first views the painting, the
soft pink folds of her dress catch the eye. The
pink is the only soft, innocent color of the
painting. The other colors are yellow, green,
brown, beige, black, and white. Degas's soft
brush strokes give the illusion of something
muted, in this case an allusion to a sort of
prostitution. The lighting is dim and the
light source appears to come in from the
right side, as if there is a solitary lamp or
a door slightly ajar. Darker colors and dim
lighting are usually equivocal to something
sinister and serious occurring, which in this
case is probably the transaction of sex. The
man leans against the wall in a dark suit,
the white of his eye pronounced. There is
no clear sign of his class and this could be
speculated to show that there is an innate
malice in everyone, from the dandy to the
poor to the bourgeoisie.
The colors in both the actress and the
man are almost the colors of someone who
is sick. Greens are blended into the color
of her countenance and yellows and reds
are apparent in his face. This correlates to
the sour feeling that spleen is supposed to
leave in ones throat. By cutting off the man's
body and only showing his head and part
of his chest area, Degas adds to the feeling
that he is skulking at her side. The mirror
could symbolize reality. The actress's face
is distorted and ugly when viewed in the
mirror in contrast to her pretty dress. Her
vanity products could represent a covering
of her malevolent and sick appearance.
The man appears to be gazing at her chest,
which is visible in the mirror, as she gazes
slightly downward with a hazy yet defeated
expression. He could simply be leering at
her cleavage or also leering at a necklace
she may be wearing that could be a gift
from him, which would be a representation
of material excess. Darker colors represent
the background in the reflection of the
mirror, which may symbolize the darkness
and malice in human nature. Degas's blurry
brush strokes in the reflection of the mirror,
instead of precise lines, may indicate the
moral ambiguity of malice in Baudelairian
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spleen. In this case, the ambiguous malice
is sex as a commodity.
Actress in her Dressing Room is far more
similar to Baudelairian text than different.
The core themes of Baudelairian spleen that
are apparent in Degas's work are inherent
malice and the moral ambiguity of this dark
quality. Degas illustrates this malice by having
the man leer and the woman appear ugly in
the reflection of the mirror along with the
background appearing darker. However,
there is no clear victim in this painting,
as both have a sense of malevolence and
Degas's blurry technique may represent this
vagueness of the morality of malice. This
dimension of spleen is apparent in The Desire
to Paint and Which is the Real One? In The
Desire to Paint the woman's charming beauty
partially hides her cruel need for prey like
the pink dress superficially hides the actress's
malice. Which is the Real One?deals with a man
who is trapped by his veneration of a woman
who is indeed malevolent. However, the man
may be malicious himself by constructing
this idealized version of a woman instead
of viewing her as human and possessing an
innate malice like everyone else.
The dimension of spleen that is the
suppression of ill-will or malice is not evident
in Degas's work. The only element of the
painting that could be argued as restraining
ill-will is the view from the back and the soft
pink of the actress' dress, as this is the first
aspect of the painting that the viewer notices
and these components do not have spleen.
However, spleen is visible in The Gallant
Marksman and partially in Which is the Real
One? In Which is the Real One? the narrator
represses the inner malevolence ofBenedicta
and both his and her maliciousness is later
revealed. The Gallant Marksman involves a
husband who stifles his feelings of anger
towards his belittlingly wife. However, both
vignettes result in the innate malice in life
becoming apparent after the destruction of
illusion and patience. In Actress in herDressing
Room, the malice is not really suppressed but
only muted by the pink of the dress and
the first impression. After a closer look, the
malice is perceptible in the man's face and
the mirror's reflection of the woman and the
surroundings.
Daumier's Mountebanks Resting is similar
to Actress in her Dressing Room but the malice
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is more apparent and intense. There is no
soft pink color to create an illusion; instead
the element that stands out is the red of
one of the performer's outfits. Red is often
associated with sexuality and malice. Parallel
to Actress in her Dressing Room the colors are
muted, except for the red, and the lighting
is dim, which creates a sinister feeling.
However, unlike Actress in her Dressing Room,
the visages of the performers are clear and
defined. Their faces portray grumpiness and
a disillusioned view of life. This evident illwill and malice is not suppressed. Therefore,
Daumier's work differs from Baudelaire's
writing and Degas's work as while they all
portray a sense of innate malice, absolutely
nothing masks it such as color or beauty in
Mountebanks Resting.
Baudelairian spleen, with all of its
various related interpretations, can be
applied as a whole to Degas, Daumier, and
is apparent in all of the vignettes in Paris
Spleen. However, the most dominate aspect
of spleen in Baudelaire's text and Degas'
works and Daumier's paintings are malice.
Subsets of malice that are explored are
its suppression and innate quality. This is
apparent in Baudelaire's prose on women,
Degas's Actress in her Dressing Room and
Daumier's Mountebanks Resting.
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LAUREN STRACNER

I Am Become Postmodernism, Destroyer of Nostalgia:
Jay Cantor's Krazy Kat: A Novel in Five Panels
etween 1913 and 1944, George
Herriman's popular comic strip Krazy
Kat delighted newspaper readers with
the carefree antics of its tide character, an
anthropomorphic, sexless (though primarily
female) feline both blessed and cursed with
charming naïveté, lending itself to a wide
variety of ironic situations (Cantor 197).
But in 1987, the characters of Krazy Kat and
Ignatz Mouse were reborn withinjay Cantor's
postmodern Krazy Kat: A Novel in Five Panels,
in which the characters were placed within
ironic situations Herriman could not have
fathomed.
In the true postmodern fashion of high/
low contrast, Cantor sets Krazy, Ignatz Mouse,
and the other citizens of Coconino Country,
Arizona, as pawns on the board of the atomic
bomb's testing ground at Alamogordo.
Cantor exploits the silly-seeming characters
and landscapes for the purpose of bitter
irony, making them the unwitting subjects of
a dark pastiche as they struggle to reclaim
their one-sided personalities in a world
shattered by the optimistic and antagonistic
promises and consequences of "progress."
In "The Gadget," the first "panel" of the
novel, Krazy grapples with her reactions to
the mesmerizing power of the bomb and
the man who created it, feeling herself
metaphorically and literally split apart from
her former self, emerging glossed with the
surrealistic sheen of dizzying confusion that
defined the period's approach towards the
simultaneously sacred and demonic, sublime
and terrifying outcome of the atomic bomb
(Geyh xi).
Postmodern high/low artworks draw
theirsources from theswirlingbombardments
of popular culture ("low" art) and blending
them with and into something sophisticated
("high" art), creating a clash and therefore
a piece that straddled both worlds yet could
be classified in neither. Marxist critic and
theorist FredericJameson describes presence
and evolution of high/low as:

.the erosion of the older
distinction between high culture and
so-called mass or popular culture.
This is perhaps the most distressing
development of all from an academic
standpoint, which has traditionally
had a vested interest in preserving a
realm of high or elite culture against
the surrounding environment of
philistinism, of schlock and kitsch, of
TV series and Reader's Digest culture,
and in transmitting difficult and
complex skills of reading, listening
and seeing to its initiates. But many
of the newer postmodernisms
have been fascinated precisely by
that whole landscape.... They no
longer "quote" such "texts" as Joyce
might have done, or a Mahler; they
incorporate them, to the point
where the line between high art and
commercial forms seems increasingly
difficult to draw. (Jameson 655)

B

Oddly enough, the newspaper comic
Krazy Kat might have been the perfect "low
art" subject to undergo the postmodern
treatment, because it already possessed
elements of the style. Set against an evermorphing backdrop, the strip itself enjoyed
drawing attention to the fact that it is what
it was—a comic strip in a newspaper. In one
strip, Officer Pup—a police officer whose
job is to arrest Ignatz for constantly lobbing
bricks at Krazy—yells at Herriman for not
having finished drawing the jail in which he
is to throw his prisoner ("Krazy Kat"), much
like the debate about legs between Dan
Milligan and his author, Spike Milligan, in
1963's Puckoon (Milligan 28). In yet another
story, the fourth wall is broken by Krazy's
oblivious reading of the very panel of the
very strip in which she currently exists.
These highlights already endow the
strip with the qualities of metafiction, as
it temporarily steps back from the action
to point out that these characters are
technically actors. Cantor utilized this
concept for his novel, setting it in the time
after Herriman's death when the characters
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are free-floating drifters looking forjobs and
football-shaped metal object. 0 joy!
Immediately, she knew: The Gadget
Krazy has retired to a minimalistic adobe hut
was an amazing new device to deliver a
in Coconino, and making mention of their
brick to her head! How would it work?
reactions to the strip's relocation from the
she
wondered sensuously, stretching
comic pages in 1933:
herself upwards, curving her chest
[Krazy] still... pondered the comic
outwards toward the tower. What
pages, still studied the entertainment
other elements of the world would the
section, where their strip, moved from
Gagdet draw into its love plot? A flock
the funny pages, had, to Ignatz's and
of crows? The wind? A donkey that
her mom's delight, run for its last
loves marshmallows? People on other
ten years, placed alongside articles
continents?...
and reviews about the couples who
Krazy blushed. ... The Pup had
she, too, liked to think were their
long known what she had felt at
colleagues.... And it hadn't been her
Alamogordo, looking at the lovely man
doing when suddenly, in 1933, their
with his long nose and his sad eyes.
work had begun to appear on the
And that day she had even hoped—
entertainment page.. .in every paper
Oh God, she prayed now that Ignatz
that Mr. [William Randolph] Hearst
would never find out—that Oppie had
owned. ...The move, she thought,
built the tower, that the brick about
had been a simple recognition on
to come was his brick, launched by
Someone's part.. .that their art was
his hands with their graceful, long
as legitimate as George [Burns'] and
patrician fingers. (Cantor 206-209)
Gracie [Allen's]. (Cantor 199)
At its onset, the atomic bomb was
Most of Herriman's original strips revolved around how Krazy's blockheadedness considered a miracle, a godsend, a thing
would irritate troublemaker Ignatz Mouse, whose blossoming mushroom cloud rained
who retaliated by throwing bricks at his/her down peace within its radiation. Krazy's
head, which Krazy then interpreted as signs initial mental processing of the Gadget
of affection—the bonk of the brick was a!- blankly parodies that of the American
most always accompanied not by the com- populace, their lives torn apart by the events
mon stars of pain, but by little dancing hearts of World War II to the point where anything
(197). Much like Umberto Eco's acknowl- that promised a concrete end seemed both
edgement that the past can only be reviewed wonderful and wondrous. This handling,
with irony rather than innocence (Eco 622), according once again to Jameson's essay, is
Cantor first takes Krazy's simple masochistic classic postmodernism:
delight to a new level when she and Ignatz
Pastiche is, like parody, the
imitation of a peculiar or unique style,
travel to Alamogordo and she first sees the
the wearing of a stylistic mask, speech
Gadget—the nickname for the launching
in a dead language: but it is a neutral
device for the bomb—and its "New Clear"
practice of such mimicry, without
scientists. As she examines the tower in awe,
parody's ulterior motive, without the
her brain immediately associates it with pain
satirical impulse, without laughter,
and thus with love, further enhanced when
without that still latent feeling that
Officer Pup explains that it was 'Oppie" (Dr.
there exists something normal
Frank Oppenheimer) and his team of woncompared to which what is being
derful men who constructed it:
imitated is rather comic. Pastiche is
blank parody, parody that has lost its
Around the next rise the sand
sense
of humor.... (James 657)
ended; they came to a flat plain,
with low brown scrub on it, called
Cantor's portrayal of Krazy is not meant
Alamogordo. A tower stood in the
to be humorous or tongue-in-cheek or even
distance.
a cynical mockery. It is solely a portrayal
When she saw the tower she was
both the character and those whom she
certain that it was the Gadget: a tall
symbolizes
and embodies, the prewar gollyrectangle—almost a cone—made of
gee
population
whose notions of a swell world
crossed pieces of black steel; a platform
went up in smoke along with Hiroshima,
three-quarters of the way to the top;
a series of chain pulleys holding a
eradicating their cultural philosophies and
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language and relocating them to the past,
only to be revisited with sneers and snide
remarks. When the bomb explodes and a
piece of ash sears her fur, the same happens
to Krazy's optimism and sense of self; her
identity has been wracked on multiple levels,
to the point that she understands that she is
like the men whom she has been admiring
for having dimensions—and she despises
herself for being "multiple" and the bomb
for shaking every piece within herself:
She followed the pain as it took
her deeper inside herself—it was
giving her an inside! An inside, she
thought, is a terrible thing to have!
It took her to a core, a heart within
her physical heart. This pain wasn't
content with burning her fur and her
flesh and her blood, it wanted to eat
up her soul! And until that moment
she hadn't even known she had a soul!
So a soul was something you found
only as you lost it!
.The bomb was teaching her
that she was not single—for she had
wrongly thought that she was only
one substance—her body, her soul,
herself, all the same. ... This chilly
heat was an agitator, going from piece
to piece of her, inciting rebellion,
saying that all should be, must be,
would be transformed, changed
utterly, in the twinkling of an eye. But
she couldn't change! Mustn't change!
To change would be to die! ... She
wrapped her paws about herself, like
a mother holding a child back from
disaster, and she squeezed as hard as
she could. She had to stay very very
very still. Now. Here.
Always. (Cantor 210)
In the glow of the mushroom cloud,
transformation happens. Oppie titters his
infamous statement, "I am become Death,
destroyer of worlds," and like the Coconino
landscape he morphs into a creature melded
from the faces of ancient gods of war (211).
Later, knotted within herself and recalling
the aftermath of that fateful day, Krazy
darkly observes the mentality that took hold
of her and, subsequently, the population
bewildered into a world of pretending: "We
hug ourselves so we won't change and lose
what we have—our fave TV show interrupted
by: Bulletin: World Over! Everybody Dies!
And art had become dead cats as lamps!

Anything goes!" (Disch). The past is dead,
Krazy Kat the naive character is dead, yet the
world, aware of the irony of its actions, goes
on pretending that nothing is wrong: Krazy
hugs and rocks herself to blur the memory,
and the audience tunes out the news bulletin
to return to their blissful world of sanitized
normalcy.
Jay Cantor's 1987 novel Krazy Kat: A
Novel in Five Panels is a classic example of
postmodernism, as it utilizes the conventions
of high/low culture, pastiche, and irony. As
implied by the title, Cantor's characters are
those from George Herriman's newspaper
comic of the same name—except they are
far from those created by Herriman, their
beings forever altered by the death of their
creator and the advent of the Nuclear Age.
By doing so, Cantor merges "low" art with
a highly controversial, intellectual issue
spanning the fields of science, sociology, and
philosophy, creating a pastiche—humorless
parody—of the silly, repetitive figures of
Herriman's imagination. By placing the
childlike characters of a beloved institution
in the path of a manmade apocalypse and
observing their reactions, Cantor crafts not
a sentimental reminiscence, but a memory
related with a snarl, a bitter recalling of the
time's confusion, terror, awe, and, ultimately,
denial of the deadly march of progress,
destroyer of innocence.
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BRANDEN BOYER-WHITE

"I Hear the Streets of Cleveland Singing"
The Unconventional Immediateness of Harvey Pekar's American Splendor
What are the characteristics that
spring to mind when we consider, typically,
"autobiography?" We think of a story told,
balanced precariously, controversially,
between literature and factual reporting.
We think of remembering, the reaching
back into the intellectual and emotional fog
enshrouding childhood and all subsequent
happenings that follow a neat, linear
progression from A to B to C. We think of
life-altering events: an escape from slavery,
literal or figurative, or the salvation of a Self
from hellfire of one form or another. We
think of individuals "great" enough to have
survived such events, cultural icons, or those
with a lesson of inspiration or a hard-earned
moral to share. We think of... a cartoon file
clerk?
Harvey Pekar's American Splendor is,
undoubtedly, not the first example the
term "autobiography" would conjure up;
it is, nevertheless, a written self-portraitdrawings, thought bubbles, and all. That
classification made, though, we should not
disregard the fact that Pekar's anthologized
comic strips present us, the readers,
with a bit of memoir that is unabashedly
disturbing to the conventions of the genre,
while simultaneously contributing to the
existing pervasiveness of self-expression
in modernity and American culture. By
the fundamental elements of the comic
book medium, the life of "Harvey" (and a
couple of alter-egos, to boot) manages to
disentangle itself in ways from that ultimate
conundrum of "pastness" that is both the
soul and the bane of autobiography, by the
election of that medium and the figures
he chooses to immortalize in it, Pekar has
asserted himself as both thoroughly current
and strangely "patriotic," as we will see. All
these factors contribute to what we can
term an "immediateness" about Pekar's
work, a sensation rather foreign to a genre
based almost entirely on confession and
consideration of things past. We thus observe
American Splendor and know: this is the new

autobiography.
Perhaps the chief concern for critics
and readers alike is the effect that the act
of remembering has on the project of
autobiography; in considering works of the
genre, we are prompted by its very nature to
ask ourselves: Is memory a reliable source of
"truth?" Is an accurate portrait of the individual presented, or does the reading audience
get instead a Self that is "made"—idealized
or manipulated, intentionally or not- by the
act of reflection and confession? Theorist
Louis A. Renza explains the paradoxical
problem that faces the autobiographer: he
"knows as well as writes about his past from
the limiting perspective of his present selfimage... Wanting to express the 'truth'
about this past, he thus adopts specific...
strategies in order to transcend such
limitation" (270). It is Renza's contention,
then, that traditionally, the autobiographer
finds him or herself obligated to overcome
an inevitable, "neurotic" self-consciousness,
to answer the questions we will all pose
about his or her relationship to the past and
the present.
Straight away, though, we notice a
strange thing about Pekar's autobiography:
the past he is obligated to properly finagle
into life is seemingly absent. We think of the
starting point for a life story, and agree the
common beginning to be "I was born...,"
followed up with an at least cursory account
of parents and childhood. The young Pekar
has a scant existence in American Splendor,
"Ever since I was a kid, it seems I collected
something," one strip reports, and within
three sentences, Harvey has grown up (17).
Moreover, it is certain the only reason we've
gotten this glimpse into the past is because
of its relevancy to the present: collecting is
something he still does avidly as an adult.
Pekar also places his personal story vigorously
apart from traditional forms ofautobiography
by presenting the events of his life as taking
place currently; "Here's our man," many of
the strips begin (36), and all of them, even
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those surrounding bygone happenings, are
narrated from a present-tense perspective, as
though Pekar is sitting across a table from
his reader, talking to them. The effect is that
the audience believes only in the present
Harvey—the middle-aged guy, obsessed with
jazz "sides" and "chicks" and his "gig."
Likewise, there seems to be no special
preoccupation with the future present in
Pekar's work, either. In one strip, the aboutto-turn-forty-three Harvey reflects: "Now I'm
single and in a lotta ways I'm living like I
did twenty three years ago. I dunno, I guess
my life is more cyclical than most peoples'"
(234) Just as he elects to sort of de-emphasize
his past, Pekar has clearly resigned himself to
"the fact" that where he's going will be much
like where he's been and therefore, much
like his present state. Time for him and
hence, for his readers, is cyclical: American
Splendor is not the traditional "story of life,"
with a linear progression from beginning
to middle to some attempt at closure; it is,
rather, the "episodes" of a life that run in
cycles (and, we have to admit, much like life
does): weekends come and go, relationships
begin and end, and with everything, there is
the promise of another to come, made by the
memories of ones passed. Thus, Pekar's selfportrait asserts itself as not contained by an
obligation to an ending or a beginning; he
immortalizes the immediate moment as his
self-portrait, trapping himself in the present
and never allowing his life to slip away into
autobiography's problematic pastness or
to be intimidated by the responsibility of
resolution. There was always another issue
of American Splendor to come. As a result,
Pekar's small stories end up being strangely—
unprecedentedly?—honest and whole.
In addition, we the audience are
"comforted" further by the trustworthiness
of Pekar's memory in light of his "artistic
process." If the worry surrounding the
autobiographical project is over the
consequences of reflection on periods
of time long-divorced from, in light of a
drastically altered present Self, then Pekar
is no cause for concern. "Usually he writes
his story ideas soon after the event, while
the nuances of it are still fresh in his mind,"
Pekar's close friend and frequent illustrator
R. Crumb writes. "He always has a backlog
of these stories, which he can choose from

to compose for each new issue.....(ii.). So,
just as Pekar utilizes exclusively the present
tense in his comics, he can also be said to
work only from that same vantage point.
Does Pekar, thus, abolish all the traditional
concerns surrounding his chosen genre?
Such a proposal would be a definite oversimplification, but it may be safe to say that
he does, in fact, manage to side-step some
of the usual controversies simply by his total
extraction of a use and sense of pastness from
his autobiography: his work is immediate.
It could be that Pekar is not beholden
to established tenets of the genre because,
unlike most memoirists and confessors,
he did take up his project in the name of
telling "his story." Pekar states in a strip from
American Splendor that his "autobiography"
was never intended to be as such; his impetus
was the desire to make something completely
innovative as a genre, as a medium: "I had
been thinking I could write comic book
stories that were different from anything
being done by both straight cartoonists and
underground cartoonists like Crumb" (10).
Crumb himself declares in his introduction to
the anthology: "What Pekar does is certainly
new to the comic book medium" (ii). Thus,
unlike the black writers of the slave narratives
or the Christians with their conversion tales,
Pekar did not unintentionally fall into or
was not impelled to pick a mode in which
to write about himself: he made a mode,
which happened to involve him writing
about himself. Renza reports A.M. Clark
as having declared that it is the obligation
of the autobiographer "to be aware of and
resist the temptation to create" (292).
Pekar, obviously, unabashedly commits this
autobiographical "sin" of creation: he sought
to write about ordinary life, and recognizing
himself as a source of inspiration, dipped
into that font; the autobiographical act was
secondary, subsequent to, the creative act.
It would seem, thus, that the intention of
Pekar's work automatically emancipates him
from some of the established fundamental
problems of the genre: from conception on,
he has told us we cannot consider him within
the principles of convention.
To be certain, it is precisely this "new"
and "special" medium that allows for an
autobiography of unique immediacy, one
freed from the usual type of concerns
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regarding truth, Self, and pastness. "The
comic book" forces any autobiographical
act fleshed-out by its means to a sort of
instantaneousness, simply by its essential
elements. Pekar's story and self are
exceptionally direct because in his work he
is always "presently" saying what he saidHarvey's face is there, forever frozen in the
moment this and that thought occurred to
him. Beyond the blatancy of recognizing
the comic book as a relatively new variety of
media, we cannot help but note how such a
mode of literature would satisfy the modern
reader. Pekar undoubtedly senses this, and
the "cartoon Harvey" grants that it was one
of his rationales for the undertaking of
American Splendor "You c'n do as much with
comics as the novel or movies or plays or
anything. Comics are words an' pictures; you
c'n do anything with words an' pictures!"
(10). In this laundry list of modern means
of entertainment, Pekar includes his "new"
breed of comic, appreciating that it was his
contemporaries who gave credence to the
belief that "a picture is worth a thousand
words." To be sure, the modern world is
not one of reflection as a cognitive act,
but reflection in the sense of a mirror: it
wants immediate images of itself and thus,
craves not the memoir of recollection and
rumination, but autobiography in action;
autobiography as born of and suited to
the fast-paced, multi-faceted world of mass
media- breaking news of our Selves on paper,
television, and now, the Internet.
It is also interesting that Pekar cites
so many manifestations of creativity while
justifying his new-fangled idea, that it could
run in league with "novels," "movies," and
"plays." In our increasingly multi-media
world, the portrait of the modern individual
can—and for the most part, does—realize
itself in numerous, varied venues, and Pekar
proves to be no exception. There are his
comic books, within which he sometimes
layers his identity by writing "as" alter-egos;
further still, his "self' is illustrated in the
comics by several different artists who all
draw him their own way. The comics have
been anthologized into books. He made a
slew of appearances on David Letterman's
show. He has had a play produced about
him, and a film, the complicated cast of
which includes actors playing Harvey and

the people in his life alongside the "reallife" individuals.., and unbelievably, all
this considered, Pekar registers fairly low
on the "fame" barometer. However, this is
modernity in a society obsessed with selfexpression- we can think of our Camcorders,
Christmas cards with the family photo on
them, answering machines, MySpace and
"live journals" on the internet, cameras
in our cell phones... we are constantly
recording our Selves for the purpose of
sharing, a declaration of "1 am." Robert E
Sayre noted this curious characteristic in
trying to identify the driving force behind
our cultural love affair with narcissism: "In
writing his or her story, the autobiographer
becomes the known individual that most
Americans would like to be" (167), and
indeed, Pekar was nearly anonymous when
he began writing "about" himself in American
Splendor. The fact that a qualified Nobody has
lain siege on the various facets of the artistic
media the way Pekar has is testament to the
modern, American breed of self-storytelling:
it begs for a portrait of the individual that
appears to us as pointillist in its many sources
of medium, venerable because it is accessible
and manifestly present.
So, then, Pekar-as-autobiography is
immediate in the sense of modernity: his
life story is as available as our drive-thru
fast food. It is immediate for its tense,
continuously "taking place" in the present
via Pekar's peculiar mode of cyclical time.
That being said, we also find in his work
yet another sort of "immediateness," as the
result of Pekar's elected subject matter and
the notions that seem to be prompting that
choice. Medium is not the only characteristic
of Pekar's work that is somewhat "odd"
to the genre of autobiography. When we
think of landmark American self-portraits,
who comes to mind is the likes of the
fearsome Malcolm X, outspoken leader of
an historic movement, or the beloved Maya
Angelou, a literary great of the twentieth
century- household names, basically. In
the light of our traditional beliefs about
who "should" use this media to talk about
themselves, Pekar embodies an exceedingly
American credo with his glorification of the
"ordinary," the Everyman. As Britain had its
King Arthur, America had its Paul Bunyan;
her poet laureate is the barefoot Whitman
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reveling at the touch of grass beneath his
feet. Her legendary presidents are born in
log cabins, and within the warm belly of
her "melting-pot," she insists by creed that
all men are created equal (even if she does
rescind those kindly promises when the
hands are called). Sayre makes it a point that
"American autobiographers have generally
connected their own lives to the national life
or to national ideas." (149) As much as Pekar
would maybe grumble about membership
in any group, he does, very clearly, borrow
his deep beliefs from the ideology of the
Patriotic. In exploring autobiography in the
context of such "national ideas," Sayre cites,
in fact, the case of Walt Whitman writing
about himself. Following up his idea that
Americans may utilize autobiography to lift
themselves from undesirable anonymity, he
writes of the poet: "He would share in all
the success and suffering of the nation as a
whole. He would become the ideal common
man... whom other Americans could
imitate, remember, and one day celebrate"
(160). Who is this common man? We turn to
Whitman's "I Hear America Singing" from
Leaves of Grass:
I hear America singing, the
varied carols I hear...
The shoemaker singing as he sits
on his bench, the hatter singing as he
stands,
The wood-cutter's song, the
ploughboy's on his way in the
morning... (Harper 1166)

This is inherently autobiographical:
Whitman is saying he is America and, more
to the point, it is he—"I celebrate myself, and
sing of myself," he continues—and thus, if
he were to sing of any fellow citizen, it would
be an ode to his Self.
Indeed, Pekar reminds us of Whitman
in this sense, American Splendor being his
Leaves of Grass. Pekar himself is an Everyman,
and he writes of bus drivers, "pickled
ochry" peddlers, supermarket clerks; he
sees the heartbreaking beauty in quietly
crazy Carmella at work (160) and finds
"the Maggies"- linoleum salesmen—worth
the recording of an "oral history" (134). If
American Splendor is "his" autobiography,
then Pekar is as good as saying that these
previously unsung heroes are as much his

Self as he is, for the common individual is the
common individual, and so on. The result is
a sense of immediacy born of the familiar:
our personal love stories are not doomed in
the augustly romantic manner of Lancelot
and Guinevere; we are doomed like Harvey's
friends "Leonard and Marie," defeated by
forces simple as our own insecurity (117).
"From off the streets of Cleveland," the
covers of American Splendor scream: this stuff
could be lifted from anywhere, and anyone.
We feel Pekar's autobiography because his
stories, for the most part, resemble ours
on our own streets, populated by our own
strange and wonderful heroes.
So—what is, in the end, Pekar's
contribution to the autobiographical
landscape, particularly in light of his being
American? We have seen that it may, in fact,
be the case that by his electing of a medium
unprecedented in the genre, Pekar might
have had a hand in ushering in a new sort
of self-portrait and sense of identity, even
one that will ride the mass-, multi-media
world into the ragingly self-documented
generations to come. As Sayre points out,
no autobiographers have "been so valuable
to other Americans as the autobiographers
to whom citizenship, in the broadest sense,
is a major issue in their total development"
(168). Pekar, then, stands as valuable—by
the qualifications of this notion—because of
his immediacy: as America has truly become,
from "Declaration of Independence" to
YouTube, the land of the free-to-expressthemselves and the home of the braveenough-to-do-it, Pekar just might be a
premiere spokesman for his society of
Everymen, recording what it was like to be
that citizen within this citizenship, simply for
the sake of doing so.
In addition, Harvey Pekar's work, as
defined "autobiographically," seems to be as
conventionally motivated as it is dynamically
innovative: he explodes some long-standing
concerns regarding the reliability of memory
and the Self's reflection on it, by his simple,
stubborn preoccupation with the present in
lieu of the past or the future. All the same,
he seems eager, by his work, to instigate and
develop with the universal evolution of the
genre, utilizing the increasingly accessible
media modernity offers the individual as a
forum for singing the song of the individual.
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And by that token, Pekar appears to affirm
the autobiography as the fundamentally
American genre: as the Everyman, he is
entitled to and encouraged to use his voice,
simply because he has one.
The end result is an autobiography
that is, above all, exceptionally immediate.
Pekar's American Splendor reads like the
subversively defiant, ferociously inventive
Jazz he worships: his work is improvisational,
being composed and performed spur of
the moment, when inspiration strikes; it is
collaborative, needing the work of other
artists to flesh-out the full piece, like a
trumpeter swinging with the rest of the cats
in his quartet; it sings the bittersweet songs
of the underdog- the downtrodden and
the brokenhearted, the ordinary, who find
wisdom and inspiration from the complexity
of life's small instances. Pekar's writing is
infused with that same burning urgency and
easy spontaneity, and is sung to the common
man from common places upon every
chance it gets.
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TENZING DOLECK

Love and Semba in Dante's Inferno
"Love, which permits no loved one not to love,
took me so strongly with delight in him
that we are one in Hell, as we were above."
(Canto V, 100-102)
My first roommate in college and her
parents had a ritual. Every time they were
about to hang up the phone or leave, they
said, "Love you, bye. Love you, bye. Love
you, bye." This ritual started before my
roommate was born; when her parents were
dating. The reason they said "Love you, bye"
three times was because that was how many
times her father could say it in the time it
took him to get to his bike after having
dropped her mother off at her home after a
date. Even 1, a self professed cynic in matters
of love and all things cute, could not help
but think it endearing. My roommate asked
me then how I would say it in Tibetan, my
language, and I realized, to my roommate's
horror, we don't have a word for love. I
wracked my brain to see if anyone had said
"I love you" to me and all I came up with
were "huta bata chhz" (be diligent) and "aula
La chhambu chhi" (take care of your siblings)
which my parents said to me every year at
the airport when I left for school, and also,
"gna kherangla gag-i du" (often used as "I love
you," but means "I like you"). The last phrase
involved a very immature boy, but the details
are unimportant. So, basically in the Tibetan
language, you can like (ga) someone, and
be affectionate (chhambu chhi) but not be in
love. However, there is one phrase, "semba
shorso," which could be translated as "fell in
love" but literally translated it means to spill,
or lose your soul and mind. When reading
Dante's The Inferno, I felt that the phrase
"semba shorso" encapsulates some of what
Dante is trying to get across to us about love
and its consequences in Canto V.
Tibetans (those ofmy parents generation
and older) in general are a people not given
to passion. Being deeply religious they try to
maintain "the middle path" that the Buddha
prescribed. And, marriage for Tibetans is
carried out for socio-economic reasons,
not love. So for a Tibetan, to fall in love is

to deviate from the path in two ways. The
yearning and obsession for another person,
lead to suffering and prevent that person
from gaining nirvana and the same yearning
causes one to act in such a way as to make
a fool of oneself in front of society. "Semba"
can be translated as either mind or soul, so
that to fall in love, is to lose the capacity to
reason and also the way to nirvana.
In Canto V, Dante descends into the
Second Circle of Hell. Here, lovers from
history and literature who "[abandoned
reason] and themselves to the tempest of
their passions" (Ciardi, 46) are battered and
swept about by tempestuous winds. These
lovers are in hell because they let passion
override their reason, like Francesca, who
continued for years to commit adultery
with her married brother in law, until they
were found out and killed by her husband.
In the quote I chose (Canto V, 100-102),
Francesca tells Dante that love was so strong
that she could not help but fall in love with
her brother in law. In saying this she is
showing how she does not hold herself to
blame. She instead blames it on Love, and
in attributing it such power she commits
idolatry. The love she worships is that of
Eros, the God of Earthly love. Virgil, Dante's
guide, tells a deeply affected Dante that
the lovers will only respond in Eros' name
(Canto V, 76-78). Francesca has rejected
God and his Heavenly love as have all the
other lovers. When Dante enters this circle,
he hears the lovers "blaspheme the power of
God eternal" (Canto V, 36). Their failure to
repent condemns them further. The last line
of the quote could, in a literal sense, mean
that their love was so great on Earth that
they remain together even in Hell. It could
also refer to Dante's notion of God's perfect
justice. So for Francesca and her lover,just as
they lived impassioned on Earth, so they are
tormented in Hell by turbulent winds.
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Carnal love and the phrase "semba
shorso" both have spiritual, physical and
psychological implications. Dante in the Vita
Nuova is a great example of the effect love
can have on the mind and body. In the Vita
Nuova (XIV) when Dante sees Beatrice at a
gathering of women, he starts to tremble so
badly that he needs the support of a pillar,
and very nearly swoons as he did at the end
of Canto V. Indeed, love is suffering, and how
Dante suffers in the Vita Nuova! It is all he can
talk about in the beginning. Dante sees all
people as being on a journey towards God,
just as Buddhists see their lives as ajourney
to nirvana. Loving something or someone
excessively causes you to deviate from
your goal. In the beginning of his journey
in the Vita Nuova, he commits idolatry by
obsessing over Beatrice, is egocentric and
does not think of the consequences his
actions have on the lady he uses as a screen.
He effectively destroys her reputation, but
cannot think beyond his own condition at
the hands of Love. Had the Dante we know
from the Vita Nuova died in the middle of
that book, he would have been one of the
many lovers thrashing about in the winds
and blaspheming God. In fact, Dante comes
very close to blaspheming God, when he asks
Virgil what the meaning of the inscription
above the gates of hell is, calling it "harsh"
(Canto III, 11). Dante has lost his way and
thus he judges God,just as the lovers having
lost their way cannot see God's glory. Thus
being in love causes one to ignore reason
and act in ways that lead one to hell. At this
point in his journey through Hell, Dante is
on the same level as he was at the start of
the Vita Nuova. For the same reason, he is
deeply moved by Francesca's speech and the
condition of the lovers, so much so that he
is "swept/ away by such a swoon as death is"
(Canto V, 138-9) and falls unconscious to
the floor at the end of the Canto. He cannot
find it in himself to find fault in the lovers,
because at the moment he is thinking like
them for they, and he, have strayed from the
path to God.
From the Vita Nuovawe know Dante feels
that love can be a passage to hell or it can
lead you to heaven. Love or the obsession
over anything other than God is the root of
evil. To reach heaven, one must love God
and single mindedly work towards achieving

heaven. To act single-mindedly towards
achieving an object of desire like carnal
love, or food is the sure way to hell. In the
Inferno, he shows us his idea of God's perfect
justice. God in his omnipotence has created
an afterlife where one gets exactly what one
coveted in life. So, if in life you loved God,
you went to Heaven. And if, in life you loved
the passion and excitement of being in love,
you received turbulence and passion. Dante
uses the imagery of birds in wild flight to
describe the dammed lovers "here, there,
up down, they whirl and whirling, strain/...
sounding their harsh cry" (42-46). These
lines conjure up frightful images of pain
and sorrow. The pain that Dante recognizes
perhaps, is made evident here and it is hard
to remain stone hearted in the face of such
anguish. However, any sympathy we might
have is promptly chased away by Francesca
when she continues to be unrepentant and
professes her own blamelessness in what
happened. As she was on Earth, so she is in
Hell.
I personally do not believe in God and
Hell and Heaven, but I do not disregard
what Dante is saying at all. What I draw
from Dante's work is that to obsess over
some object, be it a lover, food, ambition or
money, is detrimental to ones psychological,
spiritual and physical health. I like to
think that despite being an atheist and not
confirming allegiance to any one religion, I
am spiritual and I mean that in a very broad
sense. I know myself, and the difference
between right and wrong, and aim to live my
life in a way that is moral. And I hope that
I reach my goals by keeping in mind what
my parents and a boy once taught me,"huta
bata chhi" (be diligent),"chhambu chhi" (be
affectionate), love ("ga") but never allow
myself to lose my"semba."
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MOLLY LOESCHE

How Did Migration After the Irish Famine Differ
from That in the Pre-famine Period?
Between 1801 and 1921 at least 8 million the population of Ireland was a mere 2.3
emigrants left Ireland making the nineteenth million (Miller). This migration may not
century the epitome of Irish emigration have been as large scale as that during the
(Fitzpatrick, 1985). There are two distinct nineteenth century, but it was still a major
periods of migration in nineteenth century part of Irish life. During this time, many Irish
Ireland, the pre-Famine period (1815 to the laborers seasonally migrated within Ireland
1840s) and the post-Famine period (1850 and throughout Britain according to the
to 1900), but unfortunately, many see the harvests; this continued into the nineteenth
years following the Great Famine as the only century and eventually resulted in specific
years of Irish migration. The two periods migration patterns (Miller).
are distinguished primarily by the attitudes
Following the American Revolution,
towards migration and the number and Irish emigration began to experience a
type of people who migrated during each decrease (Miller, 1985). This decline,
period. Specifically, the pre-Famine period starting in the 1790s and continuing to
of migration was exemplified by a variety of 1815, was due to a combination of factors.
factors, but most important in this period is Firstly, the Napoleonic Wars began after
the change in migration that occurred. As the American Revolution and because of
the middle of the century approached, a shift their involvement in the wars, Britain set
was seen in migration due to an assortment restrictions on emigration to North America
of causes in the decades preceding the (Miller). This greatly limited the ability of
Famine. These changes set the stage for many to emigrate. Moreover, during the wars
migration patterns for the remainder of the Britain had an increased demand for Irish
nineteenth century and into the twentieth goods that resulted in a boost for Ireland's
century. Although not homogeneous in any economy (Miller). More tillage land was
way, migration in the post-Famine period, necessary to meet the growing demands
defined by the changes which occurred in of British society and war; therefore, more
the pre-Famine period, was far more stable small farmers and laborers were needed
than its counterpart.
than previously (Mitchell, 1996). Although
Migration of the Irish was not specific to only temporary, this economic boom made
the nineteenth century. In fact, the Irish had Ireland more desirable, thus decreasing the
been migrating within and from Ireland for wish of many to leave (Miller).
hundreds of years prior to the nineteenth
The end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815
century. Although estimates are rough brought an economic bust to Ireland; Britain
due to inadequate records, 50,000-100,000 no longer had a high demand for Irish goods
Irish were thought to have emigrated from (Jackson, 2005). Industries throughout
Ireland in the 1600s (Miller, 1985). Three- Ireland were in decline, including the
quarters of those who left during this time linen industry and the agricultural industry
were Catholics, primarily single men using (Miller, 1985). This decline resulted in job
emigration as a refuge (Miller). From reductions and ultimately inspired many to
1700 to the American Revolution of 1776, leave Ireland for a place with better prospects.
an estimated 250,000-400,000 emigrants In each of the years, 1816 and 1817, an
left Ireland (Miller). These emigrants estimated 6,000 to 9,000 Irish sailed to the
consisted primarily of Protestants from the United States and in 1818 those numbers
North; however, a small portion—about were more than doubled (Adams, 1967).
one-fifth—of emigrants at this time were Those who migrated at this time primarily
Catholics (Miller). These numbers may traveled in family groups and were middle
seem small, but not when put in relation or upper class (Mitchell, 1996). The cost
with the population of the time. In 1754, of emigration was still high into the 1830s,
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continuing to limit the migration of many
of the lower classes (0 Gráda, 1999). It was
not until the middle of the 1830s that prices
began to deflate, allowing more people to
leave Ireland (Miller). This produced a
change in the composition of migrants; no
longer was migration limited to the middle
and upper classes, but now the poorer
and less skilled Irish could emigrate, often
independent of their families (Miller). The
ability of the common people to emigrate
led to a gradual change in attitudes towards
emigration.
Originally seen as a path to exile by
the lower classes, pre-Famine migration in
the early nineteenth century was limited
primarily to the middle and upper classes
traveling to North America to further their
already established riches (Miller, 1985).
Although the lower classes could hardly
afford migrating at this time, the reason
they did not can be attributed more to their
attitudes towards migration, rather than the
cost of migration. To many Irish, specifically
the lower classes, migration was seen as a
last resort, an unlikely prospect (Jackson,
2005). Yet, in the pre-Famine period, the
attitudes began to change, primarily due to
the economic state of the country; attitudes
changed from resignation, to acceptance,
and ultimately to anticipation for a better
life elsewhere (Mitchell, 1996).
The rising anticipation to migrate
was stimulated primarily by the advent of
the 'American Letter' (Mitchell, 1996).
Contrary to the implication of the name,
these letters came from all over the world,
including Australia, New Zealand, Great
Britain, and Canada, in addition to the
United States (Mitchell). These letters
contained information encouraging those
still in Ireland to migrate; the letters often
contained detailed descriptions of the
country the letter came from (Mitchell).
Often telling of how best to travel, what
the costs were, how to get a job and living
arrangements in the new country, and
much more, these letters served to build
eagerness towards the possibility of leaving
Ireland (Mitchell). These letters began to
arrive prior to the Famine, but proved most
valuable in the years following the Famine
with the remittances often provided.
Initially, seasonal migration to Scotland
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or England was quite common among the
nineteenth century Irish laboring class;
people neededwork and migrating seasonally
did not have the same stigma attached to it
as permanent migration. Individuals moved
around to different areas according to the
season—some areas had harvest at different
times, and therefore needed laborers at
different times. However, as costs of travel to
other countries lowered, seasonal migrants
ultimately traveled overseas, participating
in what is called 'step-wise' migration
(Mitchell, 1996). Migration to places such as
England was originally seen as a temporary
migration, but as the economic situation in
Ireland worsened, many began migrating to
Scotland, England, and other areas of Great
Britain to earn money before continuing
on to North America or Australia. This
pattern began in the pre-Famine period, but
continued into to the post-Famine period of
migration, too. For many, it was relatively
easy to get the money in Ireland for the first
'step' of migration; however, the remainder
of the money was best earned elsewhere
(Mitchell). This process helped ease the
development of changing attitudes towards
migration. By maintaining the possibly of
the move being only temporary, many felt
more comfortable leaving Ireland.
During the Famine itself, emigration
from Ireland increased drastically. 1846 to
1855 brought the peak of Irish emigration
with 2.5 million people leaving Ireland
in those nine years—about one-fourth of
Ireland's pre-Famine population (Fitzpatrick,
1985; Miller, 1985). People were leaving
Ireland primarily to find food and to find
a better life somewhere else; migration
during the Famine was primarily about
survival (Jackson, 2005). The Famine served
as a push for many to leave, with 100,000
migrating to North America in 1846 alone
and 200,000 in 1847 (0 Gráda, 1999). The
Famine stimulated Irish migration and also
acted as a catalyst for the migration patterns
established prior to the 1840s; the Famine
migrants were the same unskilled laborers
who had began to leave Ireland in the 1830s
and 1840s (Miller). They also continued to
travel independently or with other young
adults (Miller). By the middle of the 1950s
the migration rate decreased slightly, with
another four million people leaving Ireland

before the First World War (Fitzpatrick).
Continuing to follow the patterns
established in the pre-Famine period, more
and more Irish left Ireland, many of which
were laborers (Jackson, 2005). In fact,
in 1851, after the worst of the Famine was
over, 250,090 people left Ireland for North
America (0 Gráda, 1999). The pattern set
in the last decades of the pre-Famine period
remained prominent, with the majority of
migrants at this time young, unskilled, and
traveling independently (Mitchell, 1996;
Millet, 1985). In fact, most emigrated to
other countries in search of a family; sons
not in line to inherit the family property
and daughters who would not marry into
property left Ireland to find a partner, a
job, and a life in another country (Jackson;
Fitzpatrick, 1985). Irish emigration was now
seen as an expected stage in the cycle of life;
emigration was no longer the unfathomable
process it once was (Fitzpatrick).
With a high demand for immigrant
labor in the United States, Australia, Canada,
and Great Britain, the pull for many to
leave Ireland was strong in the post-Famine
period (0 Gráda, 1999). Although the New
World opportunities were great, many Irish
felt the push from Ireland more because of
agricultural and industrial developments
(Millet, 1985).
New technological
advancements decreased the number ofjobs
available in Ireland, while more and more
jobs were becoming available overseas. This
was especially important to those young adults
not in line to inherit the family property. The
promise of jobs overseas was extraordinarily
encouraging to young adults in a country
with decreasing job opportunities.
Following the trend set in the preFamine period, the 'American Letters' also
pulled many people overseas and stimulated
migration.
In addition to containing
information about the New World and costs
of travel, the letters often contained money
or a ticket for someone to join the author
abroad (Mitchell, 1996). The person who
used these remittances was often chosen by
the one who had sent the money; this process
is called 'chain migration.' (Fitzpatrick,
1985) Although initially used to reunite
family groups separated by migration, the
main function of 'chain migration' in the
end of the pre-Famine period and into the

post-Famine period was to bring more young
Irish adults to the new countries (Fitzpatrick).
The pre-paid passages provided in 'American
Letters' regularly accounted for half of all
yearly migrations in the immediate preFamine period and accounted for even more
in the post-Famine period as more Irish
established themselves overseas (Adams,
1967; Fitzpatrick). The 'American Letter'
and its contents proved invaluable to Irish
migration in the nineteenth century.
By 1900, there were more Irishmen
and Irishwomen, including second
generation Irish, living in the United States
than in Ireland itself; however, just a century
earlier, in 1795, the Irish born population
in the United States was only 44,000 (Miller,
1985;Jackson, 2005). This demonstratesjust
how large scale Irish migration was during
the nineteenth century and how it had
become so common place among the Irish
population. The changes that occurred
during the 1820s and 1830s helped to
establish Irish migration patterns up to the
First World War (Fitzpatrick, 1985). Attitudes
of acceptance and anticipation of migration
were developed in the decades prior to the
Famine and influenced migration for the
remainder of the nineteenth century. The
changes in migrant composition occurred
because of lowered travel costs and Ireland's
economic downturn in the pre-Famine
period. These migration patterns of attitude
and composition established pre-Famine
continued into the Famine and post-Famine
periods, defining the migration for the
remainder of the nineteenth century. The
post-Famine migration period cannot be seen
as an isolated incident, but rather should be
seen in conjunction with the migration which
occurred throughout the entire nineteenth
century. Without the patterns established in
the first half of the nineteenth century, postFamine Irish migration would not have been
the same.
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SHANNON SIRACUSE

Significant Transformations
French author and satirist Voltaire
wrote that "Work saves us from three great
evils: boredom, vice and need." He also
wrote that "Those who can make you believe
absurdities can make you commit atrocities."
Both quotes relay some of the underlying
themes of the play Rhinoceros by Eugene
lonesco. Following World War II, lonesco
remembered the effect of the Nazis on
his friends, how he "was the only man left
standing among the rhinoceroses," and how
he watched how they were "formerly antifascists, become infected by the ideology.
lonesco also felt as if he were watching a
physical transformation. The skin seemed to
thicken. A horn grows on his forehead, he
becomes fierce, he charges furiously. He no
longer knows how to talk. He is becoming a
rhinoceros" (Hayman). It is for this reason
that he chose rhinoceroses to be the animal
that the characters in his play turned into. As
a creature that is known for its peacefulness,
it is also known for its brutal, violent force. So
people can become if they are transformed
by brutal political ideologies. The workplace
for lonesco, as a smaller representative
segment of society, becomes symbolic of
what the rest of the play represents.
lonesco's use of the workplace, and
those the characters work with, works
extremely well in the play to show how the
characters feel about the work they are
doing and with whom they work. Because
lonesco himself believed that living a
bourgeois life disconnected people from
what love and humankind signify, he
realized the importance of these things, and
felt that they were being thrown aside for a
more industrious lifestyle. The move toward
making things mechanized, automated, and
efficient at all costs was costing society more
than they could afford. Add in the influence
of a Nazi-like regime, and any sense of
the norm would completely disappear.
Therefore, for the characters, especially
Berenger, to deal with their lives and jobs,
they must hide what they really believe and
desire deep inside themselves. In Berenger's
case, he chose to drink to his numb, boring,

monotonous, and loveless existence.
Berenger's workmate,Jean, reproves him for
his behavior for not performing in the same
manner he does:
JEAN: My dear man, everybody has to
work. I spend eight hours in the office
the same as everybody else. And I only
get three weeks off a year, but even so
you don't catch me.. .Will-power, my
good man!
BERENGER: But everybody hasn't got
as much will-power as you have. I just
can't get used to it. Ijust can't get used
to life.
JEAN: Everybody has to get used to it. Or
do you consider yourself some superior
being?
BERENGER: I don't pretend to be...
JEAN (interrupting him I'm just as good
as you are; I think with all due modesty I
may say I'm better. The superior man is
the man who fulfills his duty.
BERENGER: What duty?
JEAN: His duty.. .His duty as an
employee, for example. (lonesco 476)

This exchange between Jean and
Berenger is crucial to understanding the
dynamic between the two, as well as how the
workplace figures into their relationship.
The efficiency expected of the employees
and what Jean expects of Berenger reflects
everything that the rising bourgeois
would expect. However, reflecting back
on Voltaire's quote, the workplace of the
characters in this place are the complete
opposite of what satisfying work should be.
Also, hidden meaning is found in Jean's
saying that he is superior over Berenger.
This kind of thinking, as history has shown,
leads to slower efficiency, and leaves room
for other things to fill people like Jean's
minds into thinking that they are better
than other people, and in turn persecute
the weaker segment of society. This can be
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done in the smaller segment of society—the
workplace, or in society at large. They mirror
each other, and one is just a smaller version
of the other.
In the meantime, there have been
rhinoceros sightings, and reactions to rhinos
running down the street were varied, from
frightened to unconcerned. The responses
in the office, however, is where it becomes
really interesting. Jean and Berenger's office
is seemingly normal, like the staging in the
first act. There is Papillon who is in charge
of the office. He seems more interested in
what is going on with the job rather than
what is going on with the rhinoceroses,
which again illuminates the absurdity of the
play. Botard, the head of the department,
refuses to believe what is happening. He
doesn't believe that there are in fact rhinos
running around because he has not seen it
with his own eyes. He completely dismisses
any eyewitness accounts, including Berenger
BERENGER (to Daisy): But you did see
it, didn't you? We both did.

the next scene, the action is taken up at
Jean's house. Jean turns into a rhinoceros
and nearly runs over Berenger. During this
scene,Jean who believes himself the superior
man, is transforming in front of Berenger's
eyes. Throughout the scene, Jean's body
is fighting against transforming or giving
into the hidden ideology that has taken
over him, by becoming a rhinoceros. Jean,
being non-conformist, or becoming a rhino
is the norm, and he is giving into becoming
one. Berenger is completely horrified that
Jean, the one who was chastising him in the
beginning of the play not playing the game
right, is now becoming the different one.
However, as time progresses in the play, it
is Berenger who is still not giving into what
is expected of him. Being a rhinoceros
strangely becomes the norm, and Berenger
again cannot accept that as his ultimate
fate.
During Jean's conversion, he and
Berenger discuss why people are changing
into rhinoceroses. Jean is trying to convince
Berenger that people who have, like Mr.
BOTARD: Pfffi It's possible that Mr.
Boeuf, are happy in their choice to become
Berenger thought he saw a rhinoceros.
rhinos and Berenger brings up the difference
(He makes a sign behind BERENGER'S back
between humans and animals. Jean, now
to indicate he drinks.) He's got such a vivid
sees becoming a rhinoceros as the superior
imagination! Anything's possible with
again, like he saw himself as the superior
him! (lonesco 511)
BERENGER As long as they don't
and Daisy (Berenger's love interest):
destroy ours in the process. You must
Another character, Dudard believes that
admit the difference in mentality.
the rhinoceros sightings are real, but he is
somewhat more concerned with impressing
JEAN (pacing up and down the room, and
in and out of the bathroom): Are you under
Papillon. Work returns to normal until it
the impression that our way of life is
is realized that one of the workers has not
superior?
come into work. Mr. Boeuf is missing. Mrs.
Boeuf enters the room to tell Papillon that
BERENGER: Well at any rate, we have our
her husband has turned into a rhinoceros.
own moral standards which I consider
They question her as to what happened
incompatible with the standards of these
when he turned into a rhinoceros, and what
animals.
he looked like. Mr. Boeuf as a rhinoceros
comes to his workplace where he comes for
JEAN: Moral standards! I'm sick of
moral standards! We need to go beyond
his wife, and she is able to recognize him.
moral standards!
Because of this she goes with him willingly.
It seems completely bizarre that she would,
BERENGER: What would you put in
but the love that they had for each other
their place?
was enough to keep them together. Botard
recognizes that it is Mrs. Boeuf's duty to go
JEAN (still pacing): Nature.
with her husband, however Dudard doesn't
think that she should go with him. Dudard,
BERENGER: Nature?
Botard, Papillon, Berenger and Daisy are
JEAN: Nature has its own laws. Morality's
all rescued and taken away by firemen. In
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against nature.

brutish people that completely ran over
those who were not willing to move in the
same way they were. In the end, Berenger's
character was the only one who understood
the importance of love and humanity, and
this is why he did not ultimately transform
into the brutish characters this play was
named for.

BERENGER: Are you suggesting we
replace our moral laws by the laws
of the jungle?
JEAN: It would suit me, suit me
fine.
BERENGER: You say that. But deep
down, no one...
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JEAN (interrupting him, pacing
up and down): We've got to build
our life on new foundations. We
must get back to primeval integrity.
(lonesco 533-4)

worker in comparison to Berenger:
At this point in the play, the audience
knows thatJean is lost, and will undoubtedly
become a rhinoceros. He has brought into
the ideology of what becoming a rhinoceros
means, and as an animal has the ability to turn
on humans, so Jean as the rhinoceros turns
on his friend and workmate, Berenger.
It becomes so easy for the characters to
become rhinos. They aren't as strong as they
seem, and becoming something they did
not think they could become wasn't even
hard to do. The only one it was hard for was
Berenger, because he had to watch everyone
and everything change in front of him. As the
one who couldn't change in the beginning
of the play, he seemed weak. However, it was
this seemed weakness that saved him from
transforming into what everyone else was
becoming. It is unfortunate that more could
not have stood up for what they believe in
like Berenger. Social forces, whether at work,
within marriages or families, are all affected
the same as society as a whole. It is not easy
to go against what everyone else is doing,
or to stand up for what you believe in when
everyone else disagrees with you. In this way,
the idea of the workplace affects the rest of
the play. Again, Voltaire's quote that "Those
who can make you believe absurdities can
make you commit atrocities." In the theatre
of the absurd, the fractured quality of events,
the repetition and use of language were all
examples of the Theatre of the Absurd.
lonesco uses all of these motifs to disturb the
audience into understanding what it must
have been like to watch his world transform
into an ugly place, surrounded by violent,
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BRANDEN BOYER-WHITE

"The Motion of My Wing"
The Grace of Movement and Freedom in Dante's Paradiso
And at about the distance that a halo
surrounds a heavenly radiance that paints it
on the densest mist that will let it show
so close around the Point, a ring of fire
spun faster than the fastest of the spheres
circles creation in its endless gyre.
(Paradiso, Canto XXVIII, 22-7)

By the time our pilgrim Dante reaches
the pinnacle of Paradise, guided by his
lovely Beatrice, he finds himself at a loss
of sorts: this realm that he intends to write
about upon his return to the Earthly plane
simply, wonderfully, defies description. As
they have ascended through the various
spheres of Heaven, Dante and Beatrice have
transcended the physical as we know it: here,
human senses risk mortal dazzling by light
that is beyond bright, or voices infinitely
loud singing songs of inestimable beauty.
God Himself and other holinesses appear
as visions but aren't truly there at all, while
they remain, simultaneously, everywhere;
movement occurs with such unfathomable
swiftness, the "merely" human Dante isn't
even aware it is happening most of the time.
It is this Paradisal speed of motion that awes
Dante about this "haloed" point of light:
he has just been "lifted" by his Beatrice to
the ninth Sphere, the Primum Mobile, and
is struggling to testify to his readers what
he sees there. This is the highest Sphere of
Heaven, the "home" of God (though He is
omnipresent, we are made to know, in order
of the sweet paradoxes of Divine mystery).
The Point of light Dante describes is the
manifestation of God, performed, no doubt,
with respect for the limited comprehension
of His visitor, while the ring spinning round
Him is the collective Seraphim, the highest
order of angels: their position in creation is
of such eminence that their sole purpose is
to admire God in the hope of one distant
day emulating Him. As Dante notes, these
Seraphim move with incomparable speed;
they are the "fastest" angels in Heaven.
With their high position in the order of

creation, their eternal swiftness becomes
endowed with meaning: as a part of the
symbolism contributing to the allegory of
the Commedia, movement in the Paradiso
stands as evidence of Divine Love at work,
for the joyous mobility of the souls is due
to nothing less than the "weightlessness" of
virtue, and of the holy grace of Free Will at
work.
The realm of Heaven is composed of
the features of our "outer space:" planets,
the moon, and the endless sea of stars
are the eternal home of the virtuous and
divine souls. Still-human Dante makes his
soaring journey through these elements, so
obviously, there is an understood surrealism
at play: physical laws as we know them are
abolished. Dante notices the change before
he even arrives at the first Sphere; on their
ascension to it, Beatrice explains to him
that "the lightning's spear/ never fled
downward from its natural place/ as rapidly
as you are rising there" (I, 91-3). This is one
of the countless wonders and impossibilities
of Paradise: the ceaseless, incomprehensible
speed and ease of movement. It is a quality
that appears again and again, intensifying,
even, as the pilgrim and guide ascend the
levels of Spheres: Dante consistently wonders
at his own rate of travel, at its effortlessness.
"There never was known down here... a
speed to equal the motion of my wing," he
reports (XXII, 103-5). To be sure, if he is a
quick little flyer, the sainted souls who inhabit
this sacred realm are even quicker. Dante
describes his great ancestor Cacciaguida
racing to greet his arrival as a shooting starthat momentary slash in the dark sky, come
and gone in a blink (XV, 19-21). Indeed, not
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only is motion fast in Heaven, it is an act of
pure joy: in every sphere, the splendors are
so eager to talk with Dante and Beatrice— to
commune in loving relationship with others- they rush forward to greet them. The souls
dance! St. Peter high up the Fixed Stars
dances in delight three times around Dante
when he finishes his examination of faith
(XXIV, 154).
The "reason" behind Paradise's
enhanced facilities of movement seems
to stem, on Dante-the-writer's part, from
both personal inspiration and established
finally
philosophy.
Dante-the-pilgrim
witnesses something of a manifestation of
God when he and Beatrice visit the ninth
Sphere, highest of all, situated below only the
infinity of the Empyrean. It is the "Primum
Mobile," first movement. Populated by angels,
including the ever-whirring Seraphim, it is a
place of total dynamism: all is the brightest
light, the most energetic motion, the most
fervent love. Beatrice explains why such an
environment is fitting as the domain of Godor rather, why being "the domain of God"
would generate such an environment:
This heaven does not exist in any
place
but in God's mind, where burns the
love that turns it
and the power that rains to it from all
of space...
Its own motion unfactored, all things
derive
their motions from this heaven as
precisely
as ten factored into two and five.
(XXVII, 109-11, 115-7)

As this is a spiritually and intellectually
"sophisticated" God—not a gray-bearded
Sire in the clouds, but an elemental,
transcendent Power—He evidences Himself
as the most advanced, complex of Beings: a
loving, creative Force existingand manifested
as the ultimate Energy of motion and light
Though his execution is incomparably
brilliant, Dante was not entirely revolutionary
in considering and portraying God in this
way; he had some help, no doubt, from one
of Paradiso's very own splendors: the Doctor
of the Church Thomas Aquinas, who reveals
himself to Dante and Beatrice in the fourth
Sphere of the Sun. One of Aquinas' many
contributions to Christian theology was his
formation of five rational arguments for the

existence of God, the first of which is his
"Argument from Motion." To Aquinas' mind,
the movement of every thing was begun
by the movement of another, and so on; in
trumping the infinite regression that results
from this "begatting"—which he contends
is an impossibility—the theologian declares
that there has to be a prime, unmoved
mover, "because these other movers are such
insofar as they are moved by a first mover...
and this is what everyone means by 'God"
(Question 2, Article 3). It is thus theologically
sound and allegorically brilliant that Dantethe-writer should establish the "physical"
source of motion as the seat of God, for if
God simply, ultimately is, above all, then His
"where" would be existent as a be.
Thus, in establishing movement as
especially Divine, Dante firmly asserts it as
a "good" of the scheme of Creation. This
does, indeed, fall in line with a system of
qualification of goodness that is in action
throughout the Commedia: the Augustinian
notion that a thing's "goodness" lies in
direct conjunction with the degree to which
it exists- or more precisely, with the degree
to which it is endowed with the glory of
God's creative work (Augustine, Chapter 3).
Hence, the more a being is able to revel in
its created existence by moving, speeding,
dancing, the "better" it is in its relationship
to the Divine within itself; the angels of the
highest order in Heaven spin fastest because
they are the highest order.
Within this understanding of the good
of creation, Divine Love affirms Itself in the
freedom inherent to the idea of movement.
The saintly splendors move through the
Paradisal space (or unphysical, non-space!)
with such joyous ease because they want to;
to say it is their will to move is to say a great
deal about God's grace in this, His purest
realm. Free Will is one of the most-discussed
doctrines among the populous of Heaven
and its Earthly visitor; what emerges from
their discourse is the insight that Free Will is
humankind's supreme Divine endowment:
Of all creation's bounty realized,
God's greatest gift, the gift in which
mankind
is most like Him, the gift by Him most
prized,
is the freedom He bestowed upon the
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will. (V. 19-22)

Indeed, the Paradiso is rife with similes
involving archery, with God as archer or bow
and the human soul as arrow; they often are
in place to describe swift movement, but
with Dante's masterful mind at work in the
writing, the similes also appear in discussions
about the Will of God in relation to the
Free Will He grants humanity- and thus, we
come to understand motion as the sort of
cosmological consort of Free Will. Charles
Martel, who is the happy ambassador for the
Amorous to Dante, explains how God's good
intention is the original course for every soul
"let fly":
And thus whatever arrow takes its arc
from this bow flies to a determined
end,
it being aimed unerringly to its mark.
(VIII, 103-5)

stream of spiritual waste (Inferno, XXXIV).
Likewise, when movement is restricted or
arduous in Purgatory, it is by this same cause:
the gravity of sin that anchors Lucifer to the
bottom of creation wearies the imperfect
pilgrim who ascends the Mount; he or she is
weighed down by the heavy burden of "bad"
Will- chosen, corrupt desire.
Thus, as our pilgrim finally learns, while
the soul is given the capacity for motion in
being made part of the physical creation, so
it is granted motion of spirit by the Divine
gift of Free Will; and it is, with some irony
and much bittersweetness, by this same gift
that the soul damns or saves itself. Only when
all gravity is cast off can the spirit dance and
soar with thejoyful ease of Prime Movement;
only when the arrow is set back to speeding
on its right course can we return to true
Freedom.
What could one possibly write? This
is the Divine Comedy; the face of God at
last! T.S. Eliot was right: I am sure I could
read this, feebly sitting up in my deathbed,
and still find room in this poem I'd yet to
grow into. Certainly, the doctrine of Free
Will is challenging intellectually, but it is
so personally, as well. It was troublesome to
think of Piccarda rescinding on her vows and
how, in the grand scheme of things, there was
in fact a higher road she could have taken,
even staring death in the face. How often
have I not done the absolute right thing out
of fear or sloth or confusion? It's a somewhat
chilling thought, but also heartening, in its
own way. The view of sin in the context of
Free Will that Dante takes places so much
responsibility on the individual; in my
"Christian Doctrine" class this semester, the
theodicies we discussed so often seemed to
"pass the buck" in a way I found to be quite
irrational: "Sin is a force in the world as
unintentional and senseless as the 'natural
evils' of earthquakes or cancer," and the
like. I try to be gentle with my fellow humans
whenever possible—oh, how the world needs
more empathy!—but I also won't accept that
some of the truly wretched happenings that
go on amidst our race should be shrugged
off as something God and/or humanity sortof-maybe couldn't help. How silly! If this sort
of indolence and resignation is subscribed
to in regard to sin, I think that conversely,
some of the astonishing beauty of the virtue

Thus, the ultimate gift of Free Will
entails the human ability to move: physically,
yes, but moreover spiritually, even if it is to
turn one's arrow from the loving route of
the Creator.
It is, in fact, the abuse of Free Will that
earns its agonizing dispossession in the end.
If motion and the Free Will of which it is a
feature are "of' goodness, then what is the
resultwhen that goodness is willfully forsaken
by the human and then consequently
denied by Divine justice? For all the dancing
and wheeling and racing shooting star-fast
that goes on in Heaven, the dark Circles
of the Inferno offer the terrible contrary:
punishment of the damned shades nearly
always involves some restriction ofmovemenL
The Grafters in Circle eight are trapped in
boiling, sticky pitch (Inferno, XXII); demons
with bows and arrows threaten those of the
Violent who would dare to rise from their
bath of blood (XII). The Carnal are tossed
helplessly in a whirlwind while the Sodomites
are impelled to wander aimlessly, ceaselessly,
across burning sands (V & XV); and all are
forcibly sentenced—by their own, chosen
allegiances to bad passions—to an eternity
in the specific Circle of their crime. Such a
difference from the blessed, who may move
between the various Spheres of Heaven at a
whim! This is not to mention the supreme
examples: for while God is a dynamic Force
of active, prolific motion flowing forth in
a River of light and love (Paradiso, XXX),
Satan is all stasis, paralyzed in a frozen
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in the World is diminished: we should believe
that good is the result of human passion for
rightness. To think, that the soul's error or
triumph is the result of a relationship with
our creation, our own willful use of our Will:
that makes sense to me. All is choices about
how to love, for the better or for the worse.
After all, if the Bible is correct and "God is
Love," then it seems it would stand to reason
that, because He is All, then any destination
arrived at would still be within Him, in some
way- even if it was the fearful, mighty design
of "Sacred Justice... Primordial Love and
Ultimate Intellect" (III, 4-6). At any rate,
it was a privilege—sometimes onerous,
admittedly, but always wonderful—to go on
thisjourney with Dante. I will be sad to dock
my little skiff; but I know I have years yet to
board it again.
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MARTINA MILES

Letting the Wilderness:
Maya Angelou, Maxine Hong Kingston, and "The Vagina Monologues"
omen in America are presented forefront of this rebellion, some speaking
with an interesting and possibly only on the page, others finding a voice that
unique set of circumstances: Amer- exists only in performance, and a priceless
ica is a country that proclaims the unalien- few integrating the two and speaking both
able equality of all men. It wasn't until 1920 on the page and from the body.
that women were given the constitutional
In person, Maxine Hong Kingston, is
right to vote - more than one hundred years small, slight, and wholly unassuming. It is
after the founding of the country. However only in writing that she grows fearsome, anacross all cultures, women are marginalized gry, passionate, and full of fire. She finds her
and silenced, treated as essentially less than truth in the books that she creates, almost
men. This prejudice permeates our very like doppelgangers who speak Kingston's
language: Thesaurus.com defines woman life, if indirectly. Her book The Woman Waras female ("Woman") and man as human rior is given the subtitle "Memoirs of a Girl("Man"). Some synonyms for women include hood among Ghosts" and while the stories
rib, virgin, and wife ("Woman"), whereas the are definitely from her childhood, most of
synonyms of man include homo sapien, be- them on the surface are not about her and
ing, person, soul, and somebody ("Man"). are not true. And yet they might all be about
This chauvinism is perhaps because of all her and they might all be true, they might
prejudices, only sexism can occur regard- just be conforming to a different standard
less of race, religion, or economic status and of the self and of truth. Kingston obviously
therefore affects the most people. Feminism, sees her self-identity as inseparable from her
then, has always been fundamentally about family or community identity.
reversing that suppression and finding a
In The Woman Warrior, Kingston takes
up
the
mantle of her family and, very litervoice. Across countless years and distances,
women have been doingjust that: searching ally, speaks for part of her communal self
that was never allowed to be spoken before.
for the way to put sound to their struggle.
But what happens when that voice is Furthermore, she is speaking as a feminist,
found? Along with the advances and gains against the silencing and dehumanization of
that do occur when women speak up for women, two themes very present in the story
their rights there is also an unfortunate "No Name Woman." In this story, Kingston
backlash. For any dominant group, there tells of her long dead Aunt, excommuniare great risks when the subjugated group cated from the family and killed because
demands equality and perhaps the backlash she bore a child out of wedlock. Because she
against feminism is so great because there transgressed and broke the social mores of
are so very many people involved who have the village by having an extra-marital affair,
so very much at stake. No matter how much a group of villagers break into the family
progress is made, it comes at a price and home, destroying the house and smearing
with great resistance. So perhaps it is not the blood on the walls, all out of anger at Kingsthings said that matter but instead it is the ton's Aunt's refusal to comply. Whether the
act of finding the voice and literally the voice child was the result of consensual sex or rape
itself that is important. Perhaps what mat- Kingston does not know, but she does know
ters is sounding that voice for all those that that her Aunt, the No Name Woman, bore
have been so long repressed. We can only be the most terrible price her life and the life
taken advantage of if we allow ourselves to of her child—for refusing to give the name
be; for women, making noise, acting up, and of the father, who may himself have been a
speaking what we do not regularly voice is member of the raiding party. The No Name
an act of rebellion against our own compla- Woman does not die a solitary death, howcency. Women authors have long been at the ever—she extracts revenge on the family by
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throwing herself into the well and poisoning
their water, ensuring that though she was
hated and forgotten for her misdeeds she
will not be the only one punished. The family castigated this Aunt for years with their
silence, ensuring that her spirit could not
find peace in the afterlife and would continue to haunt the family, until Kingston is
given the story from her mother, told to safeguard the shame and never tell a soul. But
Kingston uses her strong voice and lets the
story out, exorcising the ghost and making
the family tale universal. She rebels against
her family, rebels against the misinformation
and misunderstanding of her childhood;
"I have believed that sex was unspeakable
and words so strong and fathers so frail that
'aunt' would do my father mysterious harm.
I have thought my family ... want[s] me to
participate in her punishment And I have"
(Kingston, 21-22). She had, until now.
In "A Song for a Barbarian Reed Pipe,"
Kingston relates how her mother cut the
fraenum of her tongue to let the stories flow
(Kingston 147-148), a rich metaphor for
the finding of a voice that has been so present throughout these autobiographies. It is
a voice, however, that Kingston cannot use
in her public life. Because of the language
barrier of Kingston's childhood, she still has
trouble speaking out loud and was, during
her schooling, largely silent
My silence was thickest—total-during the three years that I covered my school paintings with black
paint... I was making a stage curtain,
and it was the moment before the curtain parted or rose... My parents took
the pictures home. I spread them out
(so black and full of possibilities) and
pretended the curtains were swinging
open, flying up, one after another,
sunlight underneath, mighty operas.
(Kingston pg.149)

Kingston's metaphorical curtains rose,
quite literally, on Eve Ensler's autobiographical play "The Vagina Monologues" in which
women perform monologues that, while
they were written by Ensler, are culled from
the oral autobiographies of the over 200
women that Ensler interviewed for the project ("About the Book"). These are ordinary
lives, extraordinary only in that they are talking about the things we never say: rape, incest, pubic hair, fear, delight, orgasms, lesbianism, and feminist power. The monologues
are the mouthpieces for a particular brand
of feminism: largely white, middle class, and
heterosexual. The show itself has been a
lightning rod for controversy both from further left feminists and from conservatives.
On the right, detractors claim that it teaches
immorality and that it holds up a standard
of womanhood contrary to the "proper"
behavior of a woman. On the left, those
who disagree with it often bring up the narrow scope of the monologues and the possible dehumanization that occurs when we
equate the woman with a particular piece of
her anatomy. The show has been bashed and
called brilliant, protested and performed
in colleges and professionally around the
country (and now the world) and translated
into over twenty four different languages
("About the Book"). Perhaps, then, it is not
the words spoken but instead that they are
spoken that matters. Obviously, audiences
of all genders leave the theatre after watching "The Vagina Monologues" moved and
altered. Some of the show is funny, disarming the audience with laughter, while other
monologues are painful, visceral, and wholly
terrifying to imagine. This combination, and
the knowledge that the stories really happened, creates an intense and world-altering
atmosphere. The show makes people mad,
it gets in their faces, at times it insults them,
Her mother admonished her never to other times it pushes past emotional barritell, and Kingston knew she had to find some ers and makes them cry. In these ways it is
way to speak. It is with this voice and the task incredibly affective and not because of what
from her mother that she is able to tell the it says. If people are charged with energy
story of her family so that the generation's and interest when they leave the theatre, be
long silence does not continue. It is a re- it positive or negative energy, they are likely
bellion, if only from the detached and safe to start a conversation of their own, open up
distance of her writing. It is from that safe to their families and friends, and change the
vantage point that Kingston writes, removed way they live their lives. So it is the speaking
from her own life even as she writes memoir, that matters most, not what is said.
Then it is easy to wonder: would these
waiting for the curtains to open.
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words be as effective were they not autobiographical? Do we trust Kingston and Ensler's
monologues because they are "true" or because they ring true, sound true, feel true?
Perhaps one aspect of being a woman in this
way inherently involves being truthful. As
with all forms of autobiography, memoir or
play, the audience is aware that events and
feelings are given theme and structure but
nonetheless holds to the unwavering belief
that what is being presenting is the "truth,"
purer, rawer, and more honest than the truth
of fiction or even history. Because of the
emotional and interpersonal component of
autobiography, the audience grows attached
to the characters and, thinking them truthful, perhaps trusts them more than a character from fiction. So then with this kind of
feminist speech it must be important that
the words be believably "true."
In I Know Vl'7iy the Caged Bird Sings, Maya
Angelou frankly and honestly discusses
sexuality, exploration, and the dangers of
womanhood. She is brash, truthful, and unashamed, especially of those things that are
so often made to be shameful. Angelou holds
herself only to her own standards. For these
reasons, her memoir is often banned from
school districts afraid of what kind of moral
message it might send students. But Angelou
either does not care or actively courts this
kind of attention; she refuses to back down,
dilute her message, or conform to anyone
else's standards. She has committed herself
to pushing boundaries that have not been
tried and saying what one does not say in polite, politically correct conversation.
In her lives, both the one she chronicles
in I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings and the
ones of the other memoirs that came afterwards, Angelou became the first to do many
things and tested limits of social acceptability. For her whole childhood, Angelou was
said to be "tenderhearted." "Southern Negroes use that term to mean sensitive and
tended to look upon a person with that affliction as being a little sick or in delicate
health" (Angelou 92) and so Angelou was
seen as being somewhat fragile. Though she
may have been condescended to because of
this, she was never penalized until she was
raped. After the rape and subsequent trial,
the family was okay with her acting moody
and being largely silent on account of her

trauma and aforementioned tenderheartedness. However once the doctor pronounces
her healed physically (Angelou 88) the family runs out of patience for her malaise and
demands that she quit her impudence and
become whole and lively again. When she
cannot conform to this social more, cannot
keep up appearances and allow everyone else
to pretend nothing had happened, she and
her brother are unceremoniously shipped
back to Stamps. Had she been one to go with
the flow and not push boundaries, she likely
would have submerged the pain and injury
deep into her psyche and went along playing
at being "normal" again. Angelou, however,
is not the sort to play-act at being something
she is not, and so begins her grand tradition
of testing boundaries.
Neither is she one to do as she is told
if she disagrees. In San Francisco, Angelou
decides she needs a job and gets her sights
set on being a cable car operator though her
mother informs her immediately that "They
don't accept colored people on the streetcars" (Angelou 265). Undeterred, Angelou
seeks the job out and, though she is turned
away countless times, spends three weeks
pursuing the white whale of this unattainable position. After "blood tests, aptitude
tests, physical coordination tests, and Rorschach's" (Angelou 269) Angelou is hired as
the first black person on the San Francisco
cable cars. Throughout this experience, Angelou refuses to tow the line and accept the
racism of her situation. She stands up for
her truth: that Negroes are capable of everything whites are. Angelou is faced with doubly hard circumstances: if she asks for what
she wants as a black woman, she will be maligned for her race as well as called a shrew
or bitch. Nevertheless, she perseveres and
gets what she wants (a feat in and of itself) in
the end, all the while standing up for what
she believes in.
The way she treats the birth of her son
is another boundary-pushing area. For most,
having a baby young and unmarried is made
into a shameful experience to be learned
from, a horror story to scare impressionable teenagers straight (and abstinent), or a
miracle. It was none of these things for Angelou and though she is honest about the
difficulties, fears, and stresses of pregnancy
and childbirth, she presents it as a gift, an
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adventure, and a source of passion - never person to express their anger about the
as something to be covered up and denied. years of subjugation and slavery. We want to
Her discussion of sexuality is unprecedented forget about it, say that the hate that made
and radical. One of the fundamental sexist it possible (and sprung from its existence)
crusades is the fight against female sexuality. has been appeased and repealed, that we are
To control women, misogynists attempt to a colorblind society. But Angelou says the
control sex. Make sex shameful and you reg- truth, once again, and breaks the mold that
ulate it, thereby denying its universal human was cast for her decades before her birth.
attributes, gendering it and, finally, regulatEach of these three women and the stoing women. Angelou refuses to be shamed ries they tell have one thing in common: for
and muzzled by society's views of her sexu- a crucial period of time, they were silent.
ality. Though she has obviously engaged in Angelou shut down and hid inside herself
heterosexual acts, she leaves her sexual "ori- after being raped, Kingston shied away from
entation" very much ambiguous in the eyes the unfamiliarity of a new language, and the
of the reader; she is honest in relating her voices of the Vagina Monologues are inherinterest in lesbianism as well as her sexual ently silent because they are inherently lifeinteractions with men. It is almost no won- less—until, that is, they are brought suddenly
der that the book is so oft banned; instead to loud, pulsating life on the stage. Kingston
of parading out the tired conceit that sex is allows her writing to break the silence for
bad, dirty, and to be avoided till the wedding her; her writing stands in for the passion
night—a line that our government has al- and loudness she cannot personally permost always had as its motto—Angelou pres- form. Her voice is the page. The voice of the
ents her interest and exploration truthfully, Vagina Monologues does not exist without
simply, and makes no attempt to rationalize someone to pick it up and give it a form; it
or excuse it.
is disembodied and its power diminished off
That she talks about these awkward, po- the stage. Its voice is the body. And Angelou
litically-incorrect issues makes her very blunt, manages to be the bridge between the body
very controversial, and very radical. After her and the page; it is her ability to be intimidatyears of silence following the rape, she finally ing, full of life and passion, and controverbrushed off her guilt and shame that talking sial both in her writing and in person that
had caused the rapist's death and told her makes her the one who merges the voices,
story. She is now, in effect, a voice for those takes from the page and out of the body, and
who cannot yet speak. She tells honestly how turns them into sound.
she lied under oath, on the witness stand, in
Maya Angelou, Maxine Hong Kingston,
plain sight of the blind scales ofjustice. She and the women of "The Vagina Monologues"
seems now to be making up for that silence are powerful, formidable, and shrewd womby speaking brashly and loudly about her ex- en. They have seen the history of silence and
periences, good and otherwise. She speaks repression among women and have taken it
not only as a woman, but as a black woman, upon themselves to be a voice and to let the
saying the things it is not common for black uncomfortable, inappropriate, and often unmen and women to say. When she describes welcome realities of our world come to light.
her high-school graduation she is honest They have walked along the edge of the wilabout the anger she felt at the speaker's bla- derness and straddled the border between
tant racism and condescension:
polite society and the candidly plain wilds of
beyond and have found a way to bridge that
Then I wished that Gabriel Prosser
divide. They have opened their mouths and
and Nat Turner had killed all the whitefolks in their beds and that Abraham
uncapped their pens and have gone against
Lincoln had been assassinated before
the grain. They have risked ridicule, condethe signing of the Emancipation Procscension, violence, and anger not for the
lamation, and that Harriet Tubman has
principles behind their words but for their
been killed by that blow on her head and
right to speak those words at all. They have
Christopher Columbus had drowned in
dealt with the backlash and resentment and
the Santa Maria. (Angelou 18)
have emerged as some of the most popular
It is not culturally acceptable for a black voices in literature today. We can only be
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taken advantage of, only be subsumed and
submerged and subjugated, only be pushed
aside and pushed down and made wrong
and made the other if we allow it. There is
no more powerful force working against us
than our own complacency, our own silence.
These women have sounded the charge and,
by telling their own stories, have issued the
deep, booming blast that can clear the air
enough so that the smaller, quieter voices
can be heard.
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